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Abstract 

On the Hodge conjecture for products of certain 
surfaces. 

Jose J. Ram6n Mad 

In this thesis we prove the Hodge conjecture for products of smooth projective 

surfaces sl X S2, where s2 =A is an Abelian surface and sl is such that 

p9 (S1 ) = 1, q = 2. We hereby provide new examples in dimension 4 where the 

Hodge conjecture holds. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Let X be a smooth projective variety over C, of dimension n. Hi will denote the 

i-th singular cohomology group with rational coefficients. We have the following 

(canonical) decomposition, known as the Hodge decomposition: 

For every 0 ::::; p ::::; n there exists a cycle map 

(1.1) 

whose image falls into HP,P(X)nH2P(X, Q), where CHP(X) denotes the Chow group 

of codimension-p cycles of X and HP,P(X) = HP(fl~) [35], [20]. The vector space 

HP,P(X) n H 2P(X, Q) is called the space of Hodge cycles of codimension p. 

The Hodge conjecture states the following: the map Cp exhausts every class in 

H 2P(X, Q) n HP,P(X) for every p = 0, · · · , dim(X). 

For general X, it is known since Lefschetz that the Hodge conjecture holds for 

p = 1, even in a stronger form, over Z. This is done by using the equivalence between 

equivalence classes of divisors and the corresponding line bundle analogues. An 

example by Atiyah and Hirzebruch, using Godeaux-Serre varieties ( [19]pp.189-195) 

shows that the cycle map with integer coefficients does not exhaust the Hodge classes 

in the integral cohomology groups H 2P(X, Z) in general, for p 2:: 2; they basically 

show the existence of non-analytic torsion cycles on H 2P(X, Z) for X a certain finite 

quotient, using the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence. More recently, examples of 

2 



Chapter 1. Introduction 3 

non-torsion non-algebraic integral Hodge cycles have been found; these are examples 

by Kollar and van Geemen of a conjecture by Griffiths and Harris. The reader can 

find these in the list of Trento examples [2] pp.l34-135. 

There are some partial examples which satisfy the conjecture [35], but for most 

of the examples the ring of Hodge cycles is generated by divisors. The Hodge 

conjecture is not even known to be true in the case of Abelian varieties - for partial 

results, we refer to [35] [62]. Even for this case, no examples are known of Abelian 

varieties that would satisfy the Hodge conjecture whose rings of Hodge cycles would 

not be generated by the divisor classes, apart from Shioda's examples of Jacobians 

of curves of Fermat type and the important cases worked out by C. Schoen (see 

[55], [56]). 

The Hodge conjecture is also related to the Tate conjecture: Milne [39] has 

shown that the Hodge conjecture for Abelian varieties of CM type implies the Tate 

conjecture for all Abelian varieties over a finite field, by using Tannakian methods. 

For a smooth projective surface, we define q(S) = h1
•
0 (S) and p9 (S) = h2

•
0 (S). 

In this thesis we prove the following theorem: 

Theorem 1.1. The Hodge conjecture holds forS x A, where S is an algebraic surface 

such that p9 = 1, q = 2 and A is an Abelian surface. 

This theorem generalises the known result that the Hodge conjecture holds for 

products of Abelian surfaces A1 x A2 . The outline of the proof is as follows: first 

we will see that S is either Abelian or an isotrivial elliptic fibration over a curve B 

of genus two. S will turn out to be a quasibundle, in the terminology of [57], i.e. 

an etale quotient of a product of two curves. Next we show that we can restrict 

ourselves to a particular type of (standard) isotrivial fibrations, namely quotients of 

products of two curves by a finite cyclic group acting faithfully on the cohomology 

of the fibre.· From then on we use the techniques of Mumford-Tate groups [35], 

transcendental lattices of K3 surfaces [42] [44], to finally prove that, if S is not 

Abelian and the transcendental lattices T(S) and T(A) are isomorphic, then there 

exists a Hodge isomorphism between T(S) and T(A) induced by an algebraic cycle. 

In the case when S is Abelian the Hodge conjecture is already known (see [35] [66] 

) . In our case, we use a weaker result than the whole of the Hodge conjecture for 
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products of Abelian surfaces A1 x A2 , namely the Hodge conjecture for A x A, where 

A is of the form E 1 x E 2 , in order to obtain all Hodge cycles in T(S) 0 T(A) from 

the construction of one algebraic cycle on S x A, and using the law of composition 

of correspondences with every (Hodge or) algebraic class in T(A) 0 T(A); thus we 

prove that every Hodge cycle in H•(s x A) is algebraic. It should be remarked 

that the Hodge conjecture is already known to hold for all powers An of an Abelian 

surface A (see Ribet [53]). 

Throughout this thesis, we assume every variety to be complex, irreducible, 

projective, and non-singular unless otherwise stated. The cohomology groups will 

always be seen as rational Hodge structures, and the (iso )morphisms shown between 

cohomology groups will be assumed to be (iso )morphisms of Hodge structures as 

well. 



Chapter 2 

Preliminaries 

2.1 The Hodge Conjecture 

This chapter is aimed at a full description of the statement of the Hodge (p, p) 

Conjecture, and also a complete account of the general facts known about this 

conjecture. We start with an introduction to the Hodge theory of projective smooth 

manifolds, mainly following Griffiths and Harris [20]. A very readable and pleasant 

introduction to the subject may be found in the lecture notes by Mark Green at 

C.I.M.E. 1993, Torino (see [1],pp.1-92). We start with a section devoted to the 

H odge (also called K iihler) decomposition on projective manifolds, we include a 

section on Lefschetz's results on H•(X) involving the Lefschetz operator L defined 

by cup-product with the Chern class of a hyperplane section; these will allow a 

reformulation of the Hodge Conjecture into a weaker statement, which will be proven 

equivalent to the original statement of the conjecture. These first two sections make 

it natural for us to define a Hodge structure, which will be basically a vector space 

over Q satisfying analogous properties to the ones stated for rational cohomology 

groups of a projective manifold X; we mainly follow van Geemen's lecture notes at 

Banff 1998 [17], whose notation differs slightly from Deligne's exposition (see [8]). 

The notion of polarisation of a Hodge structure will come out naturally, inspired 

also on the cohomology of projective manifolds - the only Hodge structures that 

are of interest to us are the ones which admit a polarisation, for these are the only 

Hodge structures which may be substructures of Hk(M) for some projective manifold 

5 



2.2. THE CYCLE MAP 6 

M. The final section of this chapter is the one devoted to the introduction of the 

Hodge and Mumford- Tate groups, which are rational algebraic groups attached to 

a Hodge structure. Every polarisable Hodge structure splits into a direct sum of 

irreducible Hodge structures; in other words, the category of rational polarisable 

hodge structures is semisimple abelian. In Tannakian terms, the Mumford-Tate 

group counterpart is that the Mumford-Tate and Hodge groups (ofpolarisable Hodge 

structures) are reductive over Q. The Hodge and M umford-Tate groups will also 

turn out to be fundamental in the study of the Hodge structure of the cohomology 

groups of Abelian varieties. Their study yields the proof of the Hodge Conjecture in 

some cases, as will be seen in Chapter 10.3. The main reference for this last section 

will be also van Geemen [17]. 

2.2 The cycle map 

Let X be a smooth projective variety over C, and let ZP(X) be the free abelian 

group generated by the integral closed subschemes of codimension p on X. ZP(X) is 

called the group of algebraic cycles of codimension p on X. CHP(X) will denote, as 

usual, the Chow group of codimension p of X, which is the quotient of ZP (X) modulo 

rational equivalence. We will construct a graded homomorphism of (commutative) 

rmgs 

c: CH.(X)---+ ffi~~x H 2P(X, Z)jtors. 

The first step will be to define a map 6P from ZP(X). It will then be seen that it 

factorises through rational equivalence. 

To start with, we suppose that Z is a smooth irreducible subvariety of X of 

codimension p. We will construct 6(Z) on these hypotheses. Indeed, the inclusion 

t,: Z '-----+X 

yields a morphism 
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H 2(n-p)(X, Z)/tors----* H 2(n-p)(Z, Z)/tors 

which preserves the above defined Hodge decompositions, after complexification. 

Poincare duality together with Serre duality and Dolbeault theorem yield in turn 

that the image of the map 

generated by 12 (which is the Poincare dual to [Z] in Z) yields a (p,p) form on X. 

We define r5([Z]) := i*(1z). If Z is not smooth, we can choose a desingularisation 

v : Z----* Z and compose f := i o v, and then proceed analogously. Then the map 

satisfies the above hypotheses; we then define r5([Z]) := f*(1.z). It remains to check 

that the definition does not depend on the chosen desingularisation. Indeed, suppose 

that Z" ----* Z' ----* Z are two desingularisations of Z, Z" dominating Z'. Then it is 

clear (by functoriality) that they both yield the same image in I-f2
P (X). The general 

case follows from the fact that given two desingularisations zl' z2 of a projective 

variety, one can always construct a third desingularisation Z3 dominating Z1 and 

Z2 -see Proposition 5.5. 

We define r5 by linear extension, and then define Cp through passage to the quo

tient from r5: ZP(X) ----* H 2P(X, Z)/tors. It remains to check that r5 factors through 

rational equivalence, in order to see that cp is well-defined. 

Indeed, choose two cycles (i such that there exists a connected algebraic variety 

T, two points ti ET and an algebraic cycle r on X x T such that 

Then, because the immersions ui : X----* X xti C XxT are homotopically equivalent, 

we get r5( ( 1 - ( 2 ) = 0. It suffices to take T = IP'1 to obtain the desired factorisation 

and thus the construction of Cp is well-defined (here we have used the characterisation 

of rational equivalence given in Kleiman [28] 1.1; see also Fulton [15] 1.6). Now, 

the linear map 
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defines a morphism of (commutative) rings - this last assertion would follow from 

the standard fact that cup-product and intersection product can be obtained from 

the diagonal map .6. : X '----+ X X X through the formulae zl. z2 = .6. * ( zl X Z2) 

and a U f3 = .6. * (a ® (3). For more details, see Kleiman [28] Sect.1, especially Prop. 

1.2.2.; see also Kleiman [29] Lemma 3.1. 

For every 0 ::; p ::; n = dimX we have thus constructed a cycle map 

(2.1) 

whose image falls into HP,P(X) n H 2P(X, Z)jtors, where CHP(X) denotes the Chow 

group of codimension-p cycles of X and HP,P (X) = HP ( DP_x). The vector space 

HP,P(X) n H 2P(X, Q) is called the space of Hodge cycles( or classes) of codimension 

p, and will be denoted in the sequel by BP(X). The Hodge ring of X is the graded 

ring B(X) = tB~~x BP(X). (We can define the integral Hodge ring Bz(X) inside 

Heven(X, Z)/tors analogously). 

Remark: We outline another procedure to define the cycle map CHP(X)r:Q ----t 

H 2P(X, Q) for a complex projective manifold X. Denote the topological and al

gebraic ]{0 by K's in this paragraph, namely Ktop(X) and Ka1g(X) respectively. 

We know (see Murre [1] ) that the existence of a topological filtration on Ka1g(X) 

yields the existence of a Chern character map 

which is an isomorphism of rings. We also have a topological Chern character map 

(see Hirzebruch [26] App.I.24). Let {) : Kaig(X) -+ Ktop(X) denote the morphism 

induced by the forgetful functor on the respective categories of vector bundles. Com

posing, we get the following ring homomorphism 

It is worth mentioning explicitly how one can conceive an element in Ka19 (X) given 

by a closed subscheme Z. In fact, there is a resolution of Oz by locally free sheaves 
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0 ----+ E1 ----+ ... ----+ En ----+ Oz ----+ 0 (this comes from Hilbert syzygy theorem) - this 

yields an element En- En- 1 + ... ( -1)n-1E1 in Ka~g(X). 

We also note the following. The Chern classes of a holomorphic vector bundle 

yield integral (p,p)-cohomology classes (see [20] pp. 416-419); the Chern character 

map has rational coefficients, which recovers the fact that the image of the cycle 

map falls into the subring EB~~(X) (HP,P(X) n H 2P(X, tQ)), that is, into the (rational) 

Hodge ring B" (X). Joining this to the last observation, we get that the image of 

an algebraic cycle Z of X of (pure) codimension p in the cohomology of X yields 

a rational cohomology class of degree (p, p). Also, the resolution of () z by locally 

free sheaves implies that this definition of cycle map agrees with the former (see 

Fulton [15] Ex.3.2.3,Ex.14.4.3, Sect.15.1 for details). 

The cycle map is shown to have its image in a subring of the (even) cohomology 

ring of the projective variety X, namely, in its ring of Hodge cycles. We are now 

ready to formulate the Hodge conjecture. 

The Hodge (p, p) Conjecture: The cycle map 

cP is surjective for every p = 0, · · ·, dim (X); equivalently, the ring homomorphism 

is surjective. 



Chapter 3 

The Hodge and Lefschetz 

decompositions 

In this chapter we state the Hodge Theorem on harmonic forms on a compact 

oriented Riemannian manifold. After that we introduce the concept of Kahler man

ifold, and then we draw important consequences from this condition, namely the 

Hodge decomposition (also known as the Kiihler decomposition and the Lefschetz 

decomposition. An important case of Kahler manifolds are projective manifolds- it 

will be shown below that IF is a Kahler manifold, and therefore so is every closed 

submanifold of IF, i.e. every projective manifold is Kahler. Thus a large list of 

geometrical properties will hold for a projective manifold X. The main references 

used are Green [1], Griffiths and Harris [20], Wells [73]. 

3.1 The Hodge Theorem 

We follow M. Green's lecture notes in [1], pp.1-92, and occasionally Warner [71]. 

We are now going to state the Hodge Theorem on harmonic forms on a compact 

oriented Riemannian manifold; we define in this section the well-known Hodge *

operator, to be used in the sequel. In order to do so, a certain amount of preliminary 

multilinear algebra is needed. 

Let V be an oriented n-dimensional vector space over JR. equipped with a positive

definite inner product. Then for any k, 1\ k V may be given a natural positive definite 

10 



3.1. THE HODGE THEOREM 11 

inner product - one way to do this is by seeing 1\ k V Y ®k V; we will denote this 

inner product on 1\ k V by (. , . ) . Thus if M is an oriented Riemannian manifold of 

dimension n and w is a smooth k-form on M, we can apply the construction above 

to Tp(M)* with the induced inner product to obtain a length llwPW. If M is an 

oriented compact Riemannian manifold, then we define 

llwll~ := L llwpWdV, 

where dV is the element of volume. This is a positive-definite inner product on the 

space of smooth k-forms on M. We will denote the corresponding inner product on 

k-forms by (.,.)M. 

Definition A smooth k-form w on M on a compact Riemannian manifold is har

monic if dw = 0 and 

for all smooth (k- 1)-forms T. Vve denote the set of (real-valued) harmonic k-forms 

on M by 1-l~(M) (1-lk(M) will stand for the set of complex-valued harmonic k-forms 

on M). 

There is a slightly different way to describe the inner product on forms. The 

inner product on a vector space V gives a natural map 

V®V--+R 

This in turn gives a natural isomorphism V ---+ V* of V with its dual. If we take 

1\ k of this isomorphism, we obtain an isomorphism 1\ k V ---+ 1\ k V*. Wedge product 

gives a map 
k n-k n 

f\V®f\ V--+f\V~IR 

(remember V is already an oriented vector space), and since this is a non-degenerate 

pairing, it gives a natural isomorphism 1\ k V ~ 1\ n-k V*, and now using 1\ k of the 

isomorphism induced by the inner product, we can identify the factor on the right 

with 1\ n-k V. Putting all this together, we obtain a natural map (in the context of 

oriented Euclidean vector spaces) 
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and this is the Hodge *-operator. For an oriented manifold M, this is defined 

pointwise and thus extends to a map * : A~(M) 4 A~-k(M). We now introduce 

the following operator, which will be frequently used: 

Definition We define the operator w : 1\ k V 4 1\ k V to be w = **· 

The basic facts on the Hodge-*-operator are: 

Lemma 3.1. (Green {1} pp.4-5, Warner {71} Ch.3, Ex. 14) 

1. For a, f3 E 1\ k V, 

a 1\ *f3 = f3 1\ *a= (a, f3)Vol, 

where Vol E 1\ n V is the element of volume; 

2. If e1 , · · · , en is an oriented orthonormal basis for V, then *(ei1 1\ ... 1\ eik) = 

±eh 1\ ... I\ ejn-k where {ji, · · · ,jk} = {1, 2, · · ·n}- {i1, · · ·, ik} and the sign 

3. ForaEI\kV,* 2a=(-1)k(n-k)a. I.e.,wj(\kV=(-1)k(n-k). Ifn=dimV 

is even, then w I/\ k V = ( -1 )kid 1\ k v. 

4- Let wE /\
2

k V, and E(w) be the endomorphism of 1\* V given by left multipli

cation by w, E(w)TJ = w 1\ TJ. Let A be the adjoint of this endomorphism under 

the given metric in 1\ * V. Then 

p+2k 

E(w)*(v) = *-1 (w 1\ *V) for every v E (\ V. 

I.e., E(w)* = *- 1E(w)* = w * E(w)* for a form w of even degree 2k. 

Corollary 3.2. For a, f3 E Ak(M), 

(a, f3)M =!M a 1\ *f3. 

We now construct an adjoint ford: A~(M) 4 A~+ 1 (M). 

Proposition 3.3. (Green {1} p.5) Let d*w = (-1)(k+l)(n-k)+l * d * w for all wE 

A~(M). Then 

( d* W, cP) M = ( W, dcj;) M 

for all wE A~(.l\1), cjJ E A~+ 1 (M). In other words, d* = -w * d *. 
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Proof: Follows from Stokes' theorem. 

Definition The Lap lace operator b. : A~ (M) ----t A~ (.M) is defined by 

b.= dd* + d*d. 

Proposition 3.4. (Green {1} p.5) For wE A~(M), the following are equivalent: 

1. w is harmonic; 

2. dw = 0 and d*w = 0; 

3. bow= 0. 

Proof: The whole proof relies on the following observation of Linear Algebra ( ap

plied to E = 1\" V) 

L et f : E ----t E be an endomorphism of an Euclidean space E. Then the following 

subspaces are equal: 

Ker(j j* + j* f) = Ker f n Ker j* 

Indeed, one needs only prove the inclusion "c", which is an immediate consequence 

of the following computation 

(v, (j j* + j* f)v) = (fv, fv) + (j*v, j*v). 

This observation proves 2 +-+ 3. To prove 1 +-+ 2 it suffices to develop the following 

quadratic polynomial in the real variable E, for an arbitrary T E A~- 1 (M): 

and the equivalence follows. 

llw + cdrlllt- -llwlllt

= 2c(w, dr) + c2 lldrlllt

= 2t:(d*w,r) + c2 lldrlllt-

Proposition 3.5. The natural map 

sending a harmonic k-form to its de Rham cohomology class is injective. 
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Proof: The only thing to be proved is that if a harmonic form is exact, then it is 

0. If w E 1-lk(M) and 0 belongs to the de Rham class of w, then by minimality 

lw IM ::::; IO I M = 0, so w = 0. 

The result that the following embedding is an isomorphism is not at all obvious, 

and it requires non-trivial analytic arguments. The final result, which we quote 

here, is 

Theorem 3.6. (The Hodge Theorem) For M a compact oriented Riemannian 

manifold, the natural map 

is an isomorphism, z. e. every de Rham class is represented by a unique harmonic 

form. 

Remark The former results also hold if M is a compact hermitian complex man

ifold. See Griffiths and Harris [20] pp.81-100 for a complete exposition in the 

complex Hermitian setting. 

3.2 Kahler manifolds 

In this section we define the concept of Kiihler manifold, and we derive some impor

tant consequences obtained from the study of the coo harmonic forms on a compact 

Kiihler manifold, especially the Hodge-Kiihler decomposition. We also prove in this 

section that every projective manifold is Kiihler -for results in the other direction, 

the Kodaira embedding theorem yields a sufficient condition for a compact Kiihler 

manifold to be projective. We follow Mark Green's lecture notes in [1], pp. 6-25, 

and also use Griffiths and Harris [20], Section 0.7 especially. 

As with the Hodge theorem, there is a certain amount of preliminary multilinear 

algebra needed. 

3.2.1 Definitions and Hermitian multilinear algebra 

Definition Let V be a vector space over JR. An almost complex structure J on V 

is an endomorphism J E End(V) such that J2 = -I d. 
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Definition Let V, J be a real vector space with almost-complex structure, and 

Vcc = V ®IR: C, with J extended to Vcc in the canonical way. Define V1
•
0 and V0•

1 

respectively as the +i and -i eigenspaces of J on Vcc. We also define the complex 

subspaces Vp,q of 1\ • Vc as 1\P V1•0 ® 1\ q V0•1 . Then J acts on Vp,q by multiplication 

by iP-q. 

Definition In the above hypotheses, the Weil operator C is defined by 1\ • J on 

1\• Vcc, i.e. CIVp,q = iP-q. 

Remark Then Vcc = V1•0 EB V0•1. Further, dimJR:V = dimccV1•0 = dimccV0•1. 

The next definition appears in Green [1 J p. 7. 

Definition Let V, J be a real vector space with an almost-complex structure. A 

positive definite inner product(.,.) is (real) Hermitian if J is an isometry, i.e. 

(Jv, Jw) = (v, w) for all v, wE V. 

Remark Let V, J be a real vector space with an almost-complex structure. A real, 

positive definite inner product g is Hermitian (in the sense of last definition) if and 

only if there exists a (complex-valued, i.e. sesquilinear) Hermitian form h (in the 

usual sense) with respect to the <C-vector space structure sending i H J such that 

g = Re h. Under these hypotheses, we have a decomposition of h into real and 

imaginary parts 

h = g + i ·E. 

It follows that E(x, y) = g(x, Jy) is a (real) alternate bilinear form on V. 

Proposition 3. 7. Let V, J be a real vector space with almost-complex structure and 

(real) H ermitian metric (. , . ) . 

1. The map w: V® V--+ lR defined by 

w(v, w) = (Jv, w) 

is a real alternating form; 

2. If we extend w to an element of 1\2 Vc, then w zs zero when restricted to 

v1,o 0 v1,o and vo,l 0 vo,l; 
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3. w gives a non-degenerate pairing when restricted to V 1•0 ® V 0•1 ; 

4- If we extend (,) to be complex linear in the first variable and conjugate linear 

in the second variable, then it is a positive definite Hermitian inner product 

on V 1
•
0

. 

Proof: 

1. (Jv, w) = (Pw, Jw) = -(v, Jw) = -(Jw, v). 

2. In order to prove 2. and 3., extend (,) to be complex linear in both entries. 

If v, WE V1
•
0

, then (Jv, w) = i(v, w) = (v, Jw) = -(Jv, w), SO (v, w) = 0 and 

thus w(v,w) = 0. Similarly for V0
•
1

. 

3. If v E V1
•
0 then for some wE Vc, (Jv, w) f 0, as otherwise Jv = 0 and hence 

v = 0. If w = w1•0 + w0•1 is the decomposition of w under the direct sum 

decomposition Vc = V1•0 EEl V 0·1, then by 2., (Jv, w) = (Jv, w 0•
1
), and this 

proves the pairing is non-degenerate in the first factor. A similar argument 

works for the second factor. 

4. If V= a+ ib E V1
•
0

, where a, bE V, then (v, v) = (a, a)+ (b, b), from which 

positive-definiteness is clear. 

Definition Let V, J be a real vector space with almost-complex structure and real 

Hermitian metric (, ). Let w(x, y) = (Jx, y) be as in the preceding Proposition. 

Then w is called the alternating form(also the fundamental 2-form) associated to 

(, ). Note that (Jx, y) = -Im (x, y). 

To be precise, let 'Pk = ak + Hf3k be a unitary coframe for the sesquilinear 

Hermitian form(,). Then (,) = 2.: CfJk ® <pk. Thus w = i/2 2.: 'Pk 1\ <pk = L:k ak 1\ f3k· 

Definition For a complex manifold M, a coo form of type (p, q) is a C 00-section 

of the bundle /\P T 1•0* ® 1\ q T 0·h; we will denote the set of these by AP,q(M). It is 

clear that the following decomposition holds: 
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Definition Let M be a complex manifold with almost-complex structure J: TM --t 

TM. A Riemannian metric on the underlying real manifold of M is hermitian if it 

is hermitian with respect to J on TM,p for every point p E M. The associated (1,1) 

form w of the hermitian metric is defined by taking wP to be the alternating form 

associated to the metric on TM,p for every p E M. 

Corollary 3.8. The associated (1, 1)-form of a hermitian matrix is a real 2-form 

on the underlying real manifold of M and has type (1, 1). 

Definition A hermitian metric on a complex manifold 111 is said to be a K iihler 

metric on M if the associated (1, 1) form w is closed. In this case, w is called the 

Kiihler form. The element of HbR(M) determined by w is called the Kiihler class. If 

the Kahler class belongs to the image of H 2(M, Z), the metric is said to be a Hodge 

metric. 

Example: Fubini-Study metric. On F = JP(V), if we let 

0 --t S --t V Q9 OIP'n --t Q --t 0 

be the tautological sub-bundle sequence (see Fulton [15] Appendix B.5. 7 for details), 

then it is well-known (loc.cit., same paragraph) that 

TJP'n = Hom(S, Q). 

If we put a Hermitian metric on the complex vector space V, then it induces natural 

Hermitian metrics on Sand Q by restriction and orthogonal projection. This in turn 

induces a natural metric on S* Q9 Q ~ Hom(S, Q). This metric is invariant under 

the action of the unitary group on V, and this forces the associated (1, 1) form w to 

be closed (it is even harmonic; this is an old result of E. Cartan and G. de Rham on 

compact homogeneous spaces, see [6]1.1.6 and Remark 11.3.2 for a proof). Since 

HbR(F) is one-dimensional, adjusting the metric by a constant makes w integral, 

and thus F has a Hodge metric, the Fubini-Study metric. 

Another way to define the Fubini-Study metric on pn is as follows (see [20] 

pp.30,31). Consider the standard projection map 1r : cn-+1 - {0} --t F. Let U c pn 
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be an open set and Z: U--+ Fa lifting of U, i.e. a holomorphic map with noZ =id; 

consider the differential form 

v'-1-
w = ~aatag(IIZW). 

If Z' is another lifting, then 

Z'=J·Z 

with f a nonzero holomorphic function, so that 

Therefore w is independent of the lifting chosen; since liftings always exist locally, w 

is a globally defined differential form in F. Clearly w is of type ( 1, 1). To see that 

w is positive-definite, first note that the unitary group U ( n + 1) acts transitively on 

F and leaves the form w invariant, so it suffices to prove positive definiteness at 

only one point. Now let wi := Zi/Z0 . be coordinates on the open set U0 = {o:f 0} in 

F and use the lifting Z := (1, w1 , ... , wn) on U0 ; we have, for p0 = (1 : 0: ... : 0), 

v'-12: -Wp0 = -- dwi 1\ dwi > 0 
27r 

Thus w defines a hermitian metric on F. We check directly that this form is closed 

(although, as stated before, a U(n +!)-invariance argument is also valid). Indeed, 

take a local lifting Z on U c F. Since aa = -88, we can write 

which clearly shows that w is closed, and therefore the Fubini-Study metric is Kiihler. 

The above examined differential form arises naturally as the curvature form of the 

holomorphic tangent bundle of F. For general computations on the first Chern 

class of a holomorphic vector bundle, and the derivation of the former differential 

form, see Wells [73] Ex.III.2.4, Prop. III.4.3, Ex. V.3.5. 

More can be said about w: 
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Lemma 3.9. (Griffiths-Harris {20} p. 122} The above defined Kiihler form w in 

pn is H odge, and it generates H 2 (F, Z). M ore precisely, the de Rh am class of w 

corresponds to the cycle class of a hyperplane in F. 

Proof: Let l be a projective line in ]pm and let H be a hyperplane. The following 

calculation is left to the reader: 

j w = 1 = deg(H·l). 

It follows that w is not exact by Stokes' theorem, and also that w is Poincare dual 

to H, thereby establishing the lemma. 

As a consequence of last lemma, we obtain the following. 

Proposition 3.10. (Green [1} p.B) A smooth projective variety M C F has a 

H odge metric obtained by restricting the Fubini-Study metric. Therefore, every pro

jective manifold is compact K iihler. Moreover, the above obtained H odge metric 

on M by restriction corresponds to the cycle class of a hyperplane section (of the 

mentioned embedding). 

The proof of last proposition is elementary. Its converse is a non-trivial result, 

and is due to Kodaira. 

Theorem 3.11. (Kodaira embedding theorem) (Griffiths-Harris {20}p.191} 

If a compact hermitian complex manifold admits a Hodge metric, then there exists 

an embedding of M in some jp>N such that the Hodge metric on M is k times the 

restriction of the Fubini-Study metric, for some positive integer k. 

Let us consider the following situation in Riemannian geometry. It is easy to 

see that at every point p of a Riemannian manifold M, there are local coordinates 

x1 , ... , Xn for !vi centered at p such that 

However, it is not true that at every point p of a hermitian complex manifold, there 

are local holomorphic coordinates z1 , ... , Zn centered at p such that 
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One may check that this is the case for M = F - it suffices to check it for p := 

(1 : 0 : ... : 0) and the coordinates wi defined above; it is then true for every point 

p E ]pm by using a suitable projective transformation. The following proposition 

makes the Kiihler condition more natural in this context. 

Proposition 3.12. (Wells {73} Cor. V.3.11; Green {1} p.9) Let M be a complex 

hermitian manifold. The following are equivalent: 

1. The metric is K iihler. 

2. At every point p of M, there are local holomorphic coordinates zi centered at 

p such that 

In other words, M is Kiihler if and only if the metric on M osculates to order 2 to 

the Euclidean metric everywhere. 

Proof: If zi are local holomorphic coordinates on .Af, let hij(z) := ( 8~;, a~i ). Then 

w = i L hijdzi 1\ dz1. 
i,j 

If 2. holds, then all first partials of the hij vanish at the origin, and hence dw = 0 

at p; since the point was arbitrary, dw = 0 and the metric is Kiihler. Conversely, if 

dw = 0, and we choose holomorphic coordinates Zi so that hij = bij (this is possible), 

one has 

Then the change of variables Zi = wi + qi(w, w), where the Qi are homogeneous and 

quadratic in thew's, changes the linear term of hij by ~ + ~· Thus a~j is changed 

by 8~i
2

§~k. The condition dw = 0 is equivalent to a~1 = aij for all i, j, k, and thus if 

we take q1 = -! Lik a~1 ziz1 , the coordinates wi satisfy 2. 

The following proposition contains an immediate consequence of the Kiihler con

dition. For a more general statement, we refer the reader to Ueno [70] Cor.9.5. 

Proposition 3.13. ( {20} pp.109,110) For M a compact Kiihler manifold, the holo

morphic forms H 0 (M, 0~1 ) inject into the cohomology HbR(M, C), i.e. every such 

nonzero TJ is closed and never exact. 
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Proof: Let <p1 , ... , 'Pn be a local unitary coframe; if 

then 

Now 

so 

7] = :L 'TJI'PI 
I 

1] 1\ 'ij = L 'TJI'iiJ 1\ 'PIV5[· 
I,J 

J=1"" -w = -2-6 'Pi 1\ <pi, 

wn-q = Cq(n- q)! L 'PK 1\ <pK; 
K 

for Cq = ~ ; thus, for Dq a suitable nonzero constant, ( )
n-q 

where <P is the volume form. Consequently, 

21 

Now suppose that 77 = d'l/J is exact. Then, since 'ij, w are closed, Stokes' theorem 

yields 

r 7] 1\ 'ij 1\ wn-q = r d ( '1/J 1\ 'ij 1\ wn-q) = 0. 
}M }M 

Thus 77 = d'l/J implies 77 0. Finally, since dry = 877 is a holomorphic (q + 1)-form 

and is exact, it follows that d7] = 0. 

Let us return to the situation of a hermitian vector space V, J, (, ). We will explore 

the geometry existing in 1\ • V*. Recall that a complex vector space has a natural 

orientation when viewed as a real vector space of twice the dimension, because 

GL(n, C) c GL(2n, IR) is connected. We adopt the convention set by the ordering 

Definition Let V, J be a real vector space with an almost complex struct.ure. The 

natural orientation of V is the pullback of the natural orientation of V1
,0 under 

the natural isomorphism of real vector spaces V ---+ vl,O given by V H- i. V + Jv. 
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If e1 , ... , en E V are such that ei, Jei form a basis of V, then e1, Je1, ... en, Jen 

is a properly oriented basis for V. Once chosen the natural orientation for V, 

a natural positive-definite inner product is obtained on (\ k V and (\ k V*, by the 

standard construction on Euclidean spaces; this will also be denoted (, ) . This may 

be extended to a positive definite (complex-valued) Hermitian inner product on 

(\ k Vc and (\ k VC', where Vc = V ®JR C is the complexification of V. One may 

extend the *-operator to (\k Vc and (\ k VC' so as to be complex linear, and then 

(a, ;'J)Vol =a 1\ */3. The induced Hermitian inner product on (\k Vc and (\k VC' is 

usually called the Hodge inner product. Another frequently used operator is the 

complex conjugate version of*, namely *(a) =*a. Thus the (complex Hermitian) 

Hodge inner product can be obtained by the formula (a, ;'J)Vol =a/\* (;'J). 

Remark Recall that the Hodge-*-operator needed a volume element only. In our 

case the volume element is e1 1\ J e1 1\ ... en 1\ J en, which is real and of type ( n, n). 

Thus the subspaces Vp,q = (\P V 1•0 ® (\ q V 0•1 satisfy *(VP·q) = vn-p,n-q. 

Proposition 3.14. (Green [1} p.10} Let V, J, (,) be as in the above definition, and 

let 2n = dimiR V . Let w denote the alternating form. Then 

wrgm = n! Vol. 

Definition (Operators L, A, H) Let V, J, (, ) be a real vector space of dimension 2n 

with almost-complex structure J and hermitian metric (, ) . Let L : (\ * V* 4 (\ * V* 

be given by L(a) = w 1\ a = a 1\ w, where w is the alternating form associated to 

the metric. Since the metric of V induced metrics on (\ k V* for all k, the adjoint of 

L will be denoted by A, so that 

(La,;'))= (a,A;'J) 

for all a E 1\ k V*, f) E (\ k+
2 V*. Finally, let H : (\ * V* 4 (\ * V* be the linear map 

whose restriction to (\ k V* is ( n - k )id A k v·. 

Recall: As already done in Lemma 3.1 for the Euclidean case, we give an explicit 

expression for A in terms of w and the Hodge *-operator (for the second equality 

we use that L is a real operator): 
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The above defined operators satisfy non trivial commutation relations among them

selves. The following proposition will take its full meaning in the next paragraph. 

For a proof, see Wells [73] pp. 161-165, especially Prop.V.l.l.(c). 

Proposition 3.15. (Wells {73} Th. V.1.6) The following relations hold 

[A,L] =H, [H,L] = -2£, [H,A] = 2A. 

These relations are exactly those which hold among the standard generators 

of sl2 . This justifies an interlude on representations of the Lie algebra sl2 ; see 

Subsection 3.2.3. 

Definition (Primitive forms) The primitive k-forms are 

k 

pk = {1J E 1\ V*IA1J = 0} 
k 

= {17 E f\ V*lw 1\ *17 = 0} 

The meaning of last definition, as well as the relations in the former proposition, 

will be made clear in next paragraph on representation theory of the Lie algebra 

sl2 • We state now the following proposition, whose proof can be obtained as a 

straightforward consequence of the representation theory of sl2 . For an elementary 

but lengthy proof, see Wells [73] Th.V.1.8. 

Proposition 3.16. (Lefschetz decomposition for forms).( {1} p.11) 

{1) Ln-k+l: pk--+ l\2n-k+2V* is zero; 

(2) Ln-k : pk --+ 1\ 2n-k V* is injective; 

The final important bit of multilinear algebra is the following - on pk, both * 
and Ln-k land in 1\ 2n-k V*, and we might hope for them to be multiples of each 

other, or even more generally, on I) pk. The following proposition gives a precise 

relation between both operators. The proof found in the usual literature is lengthy 

and shall be omitted, a reference being given. 
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Proposition 3.17. (Green [1}p.11, Wells [73} Th. V.1.6} Suppose that a= L1f3, 

where f3 E pp,k-p and j :::::; n - k; then 

*L1f3 = (-1)k<k;t-ll j! Ln-k-1Cf3· 
(n- k- j)! ' 

in other words, 
k(k+l) J., 

*a= ( -1)_2_ip-q (n- k.- j)!Ln-k-21a. 

Definition On 1\ k V*, we define the hermitian inner product (,) by 

The power of i is necessary to make the form Hermitian. 

Corollary 3.18. (Green {1} p.12) On V pp,k-p, the following identity holds 

., 
( - 1) k+p (' ) = ( n - ~.- k)! (' ) ' 

and hence ( -1 )k+P (, ) is a positive definite H ermitian form on V pp,k-p (note that 

(-1)k+P = (-1)k-p.J 

Proof: If a E £1 pk, then 

3.2.2 Representations of sl2 

In this paragraph we mainly follow Griffiths and Harris [20] pp.l18 -122. Let sl 2 

denote the Lie algebra of the Lie group SL2 (C); it is realised as the vector space of 

2 x 2 complex matrices with trace 0, and with the bracket 

[A,B] =AB- BA. 

We take as standard generators 
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with the relations 

[X,Y]=H, [H,X] =2X, [H, Y] = -2Y. 

Now, let V be a finite-dimensional complex vector space, gl(V) its algebra of 

endomorphisms (seen as a Lie algebra with the usual commutator as Lie bracket). 

We want to study Lie algebra maps 

p: sl2 -+ gl(V), 

i.e., linear maps p such that 

p([A, B]) = p(A)p(B) - p(B)p(A). 

Such a map is called a representation of sl2 in V; V is called an sl2-module. A 

subspace of V fixed under p(sl2 ) is called a submodule; V (or p) is called irreducible if 

V has no nontrivial submodules. It is known that sl2 is a semisimple Lie algebra, and 

thus every .sl2-module V decomposes into a direct sum of irreducible sl2-modules (see 

Dixmier [13) Cor. 1.8.5 for the case of sl2 ). More generally, for every semisimple Lie 

algebra g, every g-submodule W of a g-module V has a complementary submodule 

W j_, and thus V is the direct sum of irreducible g-modules - for this more general 

result we refer the reader to Dixmier [13] Th. 1.6.3. This means that to study sl2- · 

modules we need only look at irreducible representations of sl2 . Suppose then that 

V is an irreducible sl2-module. The key to analysing the structure of V is to look 

at the eigenspaces for p(H) -from now on, we omit the p's. These are called the 

weight spaces. First of all, note that if v E V is an eigenvector of H with eigenvalue 

>., then Xv and Yv are also eigenvectors of H, with eigenvalues >. + 2 and ). - 2 

respectively; this follows from 

H(Xv) = XH(v) + [H,X)v 

= X>.v + 2Xv 

= (>. + 2)Xv, 
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and similarly for Yv. Since H can have only a finite number of eigenvalues, we see 

from this that X and Y are nilpotent. We say that v E V is primitive if v is an 

eigenvector for H and X v = 0; clearly primitive elements exist. 

Proposition 3.19. If v E V is primitive, then V is generated as a vector space by 

v, Yv, Y 2v, ... 

Proof: Since V is irreducible, we need only show that the linear span V' of 

{Yiv} is fixed under sl2 . Clearly HV' c V' and YV' CV'. We show XV' c V' by 

induction: X v = 0 trivially lies in V', and in general 

so 

This completes the proof. 

Note that the elements {Ynv} that are nonzero are linearly independent, since 

they are all eigenvectors for H with different eigenvalues. Therefore V= EBV.x, where 

each V.x is one-dimensional, and 

HV.x = V.x, YV.x = V.x-2-

Proposition 3.20. All eigenvalues for H are integers, and we can write 

Proof: Let v be primitive, and suppose 

and Hv = >.v. Then 

Xv = 0, 

XYv=YXv+Hv=>.v, 

XY 2v = YXYv + HYv 

= Y>.v + (>.- 2)Yv = (>. + (>.- 2))Yv, 
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and since ynv __j_ 0 yn+lv = 0 
I ' ' 

(n+ 1).\- (n+ 1)2 +n+ 1 = 0:::} ,\ = n. 

In summary, the irreducible sl2-modules are indexed by nonnegative integers n; for 

each such n the corresponding sl2-module V(n) has dimension n + 1. Explicitly, 

is the n-th symmetric power of the vector space C2 (which is a standard sl2-module 

via the obvious inclusion SL2 (C) C GL(C2 )). The eigenvalues of H acting on V(n) 

are -n, -n+2, ... , n-2, n, each appearing with multiplicity 1- for a list of examples 

on decompositions of sl2-modules into irreducible submodules, we recommend Fulton 

and Harris [16] Sections 11.2 and 11.3. For any sl2-module V, not necessarily 

irreducible, we define the Lefschetz decomposition of V as follows: let PV := KerX; 

then 

V = PV EB Y PV EB ... , 

and this decomposition is compatible with the decomposition of V into eigenspaces 

Vm for H. We also see that the maps 

are isomorphisms. Finally, in general, 

The above defined decomposition is the one mentioned in Proposition 3.16, now 

established. 

3.2.3 The Hodge and Lefschetz decompositions on a com

pact Kahler manifold 

We follow Green [1], and also Griffiths and Harris [20] pp.122-126. Let us return to 

our global framework, that is, a compact complex Hermitian manifold M, J, (,). We 

will denote dim M = n. The operations L, A, H are defined pointwise, and hence 

may be globalised on M. 
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Definition Let M be a compact Hermitian complex manifold. The maps 

L : Ak(M) ----* Ak+2 (NI) 

A : Ak(M) ----* Ak+2 (M) 

H: Ak(M) ----* Ak(.i\1) 

28 

are the global extensions of the pointwise maps already defined on each Tp(M) with 

the induced Hermitian metric. They satisfy the same commutation relations. 

The difficulty that arises when working on an arbitrary Hermitian complex man

ifold is that neither the decomposition of differential forms 

nor the operators L, A, H descend to cohomology. However, at the price of assuming 

that the metric is Kiihler, both the (p, q)-decomposition and the above mentioned 

sl2-representation do descend, and we have a situation incredibly rich in geometric 

structure. 

Definition On a complex manifold NI, the operators 

{) : AP,q(M) ----* AP+l,q(M) 

a: AP,q(M) ----* Ap,q+l(M) 

are uniquely defined by the equation 

Proposition 3.21. (Green {1} p.12} We have 

Proof: Decompose d2 = 0 by type. Its (p+2, q)-type part is 82
, and its (p+ 1, q+ 1) 

- - -2 
and (p, q + 2)-type parts are m+ m and 8 , respectively. The proposition follows. 
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Next proposition can be found in the reference cited below. We point out that there 

is a misprint in the cited reference, and we provide a correct statement. 

Proposition 3.22. (Green {1}p.13) o and a have adjoints o* and a* given by 

f)* = -*-1o* = - * - 1 0* = -w *a* 

a*= -*-1a* =- *-1 a*= -w *a*. 

Proof: The proof is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.3 (it follows by de

composing d* by type). 

Definition The p-th Dolbeault complex on an arbitrary complex manifold A1 is 

AP··(M), a. 
Theorem 3.23. (Dolbeault theorem).(Griffiths and Harris {20} pp.45-46) For 

M a complex manifold, 

Proof: The complex (AP·•(M), a) is a fine resolution of the sheaf 0~, by Poincare 

's a-lemma (see [20] p. 38 for a proof of this lemma). See lac. cit. for further 

sheaf-theoretic details on the proof of this theorem. 

Definition The harmonic (p, q) forms are the following subspace of Ak(.NI), where 

p + q = k and A1 is a (compact) complex manifold. 

The proof of the following theorem is based on elliptic operator theory, and it is 

analogous to that of the Hodge theorem - it makes explicit use of the existence of 

a Green operator for 6 8. A detailed account of the proof may be found in Griffiths 

and Harris [20]. 

Theorem 3.24. (Green {1} p.13; {20} pp.JOO) On a compact complex Hermitian 

manifold, the canonical map 

is an isomorphism. As a result, the vector spaces Hq(M, n~) are finite-dimensional. 
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Remark We mention here that the *-operator gives a complex-conjugate isomor

phism between Ap,q (M) and A n-p,n-q (M), and therefore such isomorphism restricts 

to a complex-conjugate isomorphism between 1-lp,q(.Af) and 1-ln-p,n-q(NI), and there

fore an isomorphism of complex vector spaces exists between 1-ln-p,n-q(lli) and 

1-lp,q(111)*, given by the Hermitian metric (, ). A classical result, known as Kodaira

Serre duality, to be stated below, generalises this statement. 

We remark that the harmonic theory done so far -including the Dolbeault theorem

can be extended to include vector-valued k-forms, i.e. sections of the bundles n~ ® 

E, where Eisa holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle on M. Thus we obtain 

Proposition 3.25. ( {20} p.152) Let M be a compact complex Hermitian manifold, 

and let E be a holomorphic vector bundle endowed with a H ermitian form. Then 

the Hodge-*-operator admits a complex antilinear extension * = *E : AP(E) ----t 

An-p(E*). Thus we may define 6.-a on E. The following isomorphisms hold (as in 

the case where E is trivial) 

1-lp,q(E) = H~(AP··(M) ®E)~ Hq(M, rl~ ®E). 

Thus the vector spaces Hq(M, 0~ ®E) are finite-dimensional. 

As a consequence of the former proposition, we obtain: 

Theorem 3.26. (Kodaira-Serre duality). (Wells {73}) Under the above hy

potheses, the *-operator gives a (complex linear) isomorphism 

So far, every result obtained in this paragraph has been established in the general 

context of compact Hermitian complex manifolds. The following theorem reveals the 

richness of the geometric implications of a manifold being Kiihler. 

Theorem 3.27. (Hodge-Kahler identities)(Green {1} p.13; Wells {73} V.3.10) 

Let NI be a compact K iihler manifold. Then 

(1) [A,D] = -i·o*, [A,8] = i·D*; 
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(2J [L, a*J = i· a, [L, a*J = -i· a; 

(3} [L, a] = 0, [L, a] = 0; 

(4) [A, a*]= 0, [A, a*]= 0, 

(6} [L, ~] = 0, [A,~] = 0, [H, ~] = 0. 

Proof: Note that the formulas ( 1 )- ( 4) depend only on the 1-jet of the coefficients 

of the Kahler form, and since they may be verified pointwise, the special holomor

phic coordinates guaranteed for a Kahler metric (see Proposition 3.12) reduce the 

theorem to verifying the formulas for en with the flat metric. This is now a lengthy 

calculation (see [20] pp.111-115). Using (2} to write a = i[L, a*], we obtain the 

formula 

~a= i(La* a*- a* La+ aLa*- a* a* L). 

Using (2} again to substitute for a gives a similar formula for ~8, and the two are 

seen to be equal using the fact that a*, a* anti-commute. So ~a = ~a· Expanding 

d = a + a and similarly d*' we see that 

- -* --* 
~ = ~a + ~8 + aa* + aa + a* a + a a. 

Again, substituting for a and a using (2}, the last four terms cancel. This proves 

(5}. Finally, writing out~ in terms of a, a* and using (1}- (4) yields (6} (for more 

details, see [20] pp.l15-116). 

Notation Let 1rp,q : AP+q(M) ---+ Ap,q(M) denote the canonical projection. 

Theorem 3.28. Let M be a compact Kiihler manifold. Then 

Proof: Since ~a commutes with 1rp,q and since the various Laplacians coincide (up 

to a constant) on a Kahler manifold, this is essentially automatic. 

Notation It is traditional to denote Hq(M, n~) by HP,q(M). 
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Corollary 3.29. (The Hodge Decomposition). 

Proof: Using Dolbeault's theorem and the Hodge Theorem, the corollary follows 

immediately. 

Remark The Hodge-*-operator acts on the Hodge decomposition of 1-lk (M), giving 

complex conjugate isomorphisms 

Hp,q (M) ----t Hn-p,n-q (M). 

This isomorphism coincides with the Kodaira-Serre duality seen in Theorem 3.26. 

Proposition 3.30. (Ueno {70} Cor.9.3) Let M be a compact Kiihler manifold and 

let Y be a compact complex manifold of dimension dim Y = dim M. Let f : M ----t Y 

be a surjective holomorphic map. Then the Hodge decomposition also holds for Y; 

in other words, 

Thus every proper algebraic variety X admits a Hodge decomposition on its complex 

cohomology groups. 

Sketch of Proof: One must show that the Hodge-de Rham spectral sequence for 

Y degenerates at E1 - for a proof, see Griffiths and Harris [20]. One uses that 

f* : H•(Y, C) ----t H•(M, C) is injective (see Proposition 4.2) and also that f* : 

Hq(Y,D.~) ----t Hq(M,D.~) is injective; indeed, let a E Hq(Y,D.~); then *a E 

Hq(Y,D.~,), and JMf*a 1\ f*(*(a)) = deg f Jya 1\ *a =f- 0, hence f*a =f- 0. The 

rest follows from spectral sequence arguments; indeed, all the differentials in the 

Hodge-de Rham spectral sequence of M vanish, therefore they will also vanish in 

the Hodge-de Rham spectral sequence for Y. For proper algebraic varieties Y, the 

proposition follows from Chow's lemma (see Hartshorne [63] Ex.II.4.11.) and Hi

ronaka's theorem on resolution of singularities (see Theorem 5.6). 

The (Hodge-)Kahler identities have the wonderful consequence that the operators 

L, A, H commute with ~ and thus take harmonic forms into harmonic forms. We 
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now use this to globalise the concept of "primitive form" exposed in Proposition 

3.16, and the Lefschetz decomposition constructed in paragraph 3.2.3, which, in 

virtue of the Kiihler identities and the above mentioned commutation, will descend 

to cohomology. 

Definition (Primitive differential forms). 

pk(M) := {17 E Ak(M)IA11 = 0} 

pp,q(M) := { 17 E AP,q(M) IA77 = 0} 

pk(M) := {17 E 1ik(M)IA17 = 0} 

As a consequence of paragraph on representation theory of sl2 , we have the following 

decomposition for differential k-forms on M 

Now, A commutes with ~ and, as a result, the Lefschetz decomposition of Ak(M) 

yields a Lefschetz decomposition for the finite-dimensional subspace of harmonic 

k-forms 

We are now ready to prove the following theorem, also known as the Hard Lef

schetz theorem. 

Theorem 3.31. (Lefschetz decomposition for compact Kahler manifolds). 

Let M be a compact K iihler manifold. Then 

As a result, the morphisms 

are isomorphisms for k ~ n. 

Proof: The. theorem follows from the previous lines, by using Hodge theorem on 

harmonic forms. 
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Next we quote an amusing result that holds for compact Kiihler manifolds, and 

so for projective manifolds - it turns out that the Betti numbers of a compact 

Kiihler manifold cannot be arbitrary, but are somehow constrained by the Hodge 

and Lefschetz decompositions. Its proof is straightforward and shall be omitted but 

for a few comments. 

Proposition 3.32. (Wells {73} Cor. V.4.2, Prop. V.5.3) The Betti numbers bi of 

a compact K iihler manifold satisfy the following relations. 

1. bk = L:p+q=k hp,q 

2. hp,q = hq,p (Hodge symmetry) 

3. bk is even for k odd. 

4. h1•0 = ~b1 is a topological invariant. 

5. br - br-2 = dim pr for 2 ::; r ::; n. 

6. hP,P > 0 for all p ::; dim M; 

7. The Betti numbers of M admit the following ordering 

1 = bo ::; b2 ::; ... ::; br for 2r ::; n; 

b1 ::; b3 ::; ... ::; b2r-1 for 2r - 1 ::; n. 

We make a few remarks on the proof of last proposition. The reason why hP,P > 0 

is because wP E HP·P; we know that wP is not exact by Proposition 3.14 (plus Stokes' 

theorem), therefore 3. holds. Also the spaces HP,q and Hq,p are known to be 

conjugate of each other, hence 2. holds. 

Application of Proposition 3.32: As an application of last proposition, we give 

some examples of compact complex manifolds which do not admit a Kiihler struc

ture. A classical example is that of Hopf manifolds of dimension n > 1. Let 

ai E C, i ::; n be complex numbers such that lail > 1. We define the group r of 

automorphisms of en as the infinite cyclic group generated by 
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It is clear that the action of r on en is properly discontinuous and free. We define 

M as the quotient en ;r. It can be proven that M is diffeomorphic to S 1 X S 2n-l 

(for a proof see Kodaira [30] Examples 2.9, 2.15. Thus b1 is odd for n > 1, and 

thus 1\II does not admit a Kiihler structure, by Proposition 3.32. 

Definition Let M be a compact Kiihler manifold of dimension n with Kiihler form 

w. Define a hermitian inner product on H~R(M, q by 

Note that the decomposition Ak(M) = EBp+q=kAp,q(M) is orthogonal with respect 

to (,). 

The proof of the following proposition is immediate. 

Proposition 3.33. If w is integral, then i-k
2 
(,) takes integral values on the image 

of integral cohomology. 

The following result motivates the notion of "polarised Hodge structure", to be 

defined in Section 3.4. 

We define the following bilinear form on Hk(M, ~). Let ~ = I.:: L8~8 ·and 77 = 
I.:: L 8 TJ8 be two elements of Hk(M, ~) (and their Lefschetz decompositions). We 

define 

Q(~, TJ) := L( -1) k(k:l)+s r Ln-k+2s(~s 1\ TJs) 
s }M 

= L( -1) k(k:l)+s r Ln-k(U~s 1\ UTJs)· 
s }M 

Note that the complex Hermitian forms (a, (3) H (,) and (a, (3) H Q(a, C~) are 

equal on Li P~-2j up to sign. We can now state the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.34. (Hodge-Riemann bilinear relations) (Green {1} p. 14, Wells 

{73} Th. V.5.3) Let M be a compact Kahler manifold of dimension n. Then ( -1)q(,) 

is positive definite on Li pp,q(M), and these spaces are mutually orthogonal. In 

terms of Q, the above defined bilinear form Q on Hk(M, ~) satisfies the following 

properties: 
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(a) Q(Hp,q, Hr,s) = 0 if (p, q) =/- (s, r), 

(b) Q(~, TJ) = ( -l)kQ(TJ, ~), 

(c) Q(C~, CTJ) = Q(~, TJ); 

(d) Q(~,CTJ) = Q(C~,TJ); 

(e) Q(~, C~) > 0 for~ E Hk(M, C) - {0}. 
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Proof: The only non-trivial statement is (e). By Corollary 3.18, it holds for ~ E 

Hp,q. Using (a) yields a proof of (e) in general. 

The following paragraph is based on Griffiths and Harris [20] p.l26. We point 

out that their statement holds only in the projective algebraic setting, and give a 

detailed account in the following lines. 

The topological invariance of the Lefschetz decomposition Note, finally, the 

distinction between the Hodge and Lefschetz theorems on this section: the Hodge 

decomposition reflects the analytic structure of the particular manifold M, while 

the Lefschetz theorems are essentially topological (we shall precise this statement 

later) . For instance, if we take a real manifold and give two different Kahler 

complex structures, the Hodge decomposition of H* may vary - the rank of the 

groups (Hp,q EB Hq,p) n HP+q(M, Z) may even jump - but the Lefschetz isomor

phism and decomposition will yield spaces pk(Mi) of the same dimension; indeed, 

dim pk = bk - bk_2 . If we consider two given Kahler forms w0 , w1 , we may construct 

a path of Kahler forms Wt = (1- t)w0 + tw1 (which underlies a path of Kahler met

rics). We have Euclidean scalar products Qt on H 9 (M, JR.), varying differentiably 

with t, associated to the Kahler structures Wt, and Pl (M) = H 1 (M, JR.) ,Ptk (M) = 
L(Hk-2 (M))j_ n Hk(M) fork 2: 2. Thus the Lefschetz decomposition varies contin

uously with t. 

We now show a situation where the Lefschetz decomposition is forced to be 

constant. Let us suppose that we have a projective morphism p : X ----+ [)l onto the 

complex unit ball [)l c cm, that is an analytic map factorising through a closed 

embedding X'----+ pn X T. Then we have an integral 2-form n = projpn(w) on pn X T 
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(where w is the usual Fubini-Study form on IF) that gives an integral Kahler form Ot 

on Xt = p-1 (t). Identifying H 2 (Xt, Q) with H 2 (X0 , Q) we get that the continuous 

path nt on H 2 (X0 , Q) is necessarily constant, and so is the Lefschetz decomposition. 

Thus, the Lefschetz decomposition is (locally) constant on deformations of projective 

manifolds. 

3.2.4 The Lefschetz hyperplane theorem and some applica

tions 

The following theorem relates the cohomology of a projective variety X to that of 

a hyperplane section Y. It can be proven for rational coefficients by using the Hard 

Lefschetz theorem (see Kleiman [28] pp.368-369); another proof may be found in 

Griffiths and Harris [20] pp.156-7 using Kodaira vanishing. We state this theorem 

in a stronger form, due to R. Bott. We refer the reader to Bott [7] for an even 

stronger statement and its proof. 

Theorem 3.35. (Bott {7} Corollary 1) Let X be a projective manifold, and Y be a 

nonsingular hyperplane section. Then X is obtained from Y by successively attaching 

cells of (real) dimension ~ n. Thus, the homomorphism induced by j : Y Y X in 

both homotopy and integral homology is onto in dimensions < n, and is one-to-one 

in dimension < n- 1. As a result, j* : Hi(X, Z) --+ Hi(Y, Z) is an isomorphism for 

i < n- 1 and a monomorphism fori= n- 1. 

The following corollaries seem to be well known. We include a proof of the first 

one, for the lack of a suitable reference. 

Corollary 3.36. Every Abelian variety is the Albanese variety of an algebraic sur

face. 

Proof: Indeed, consider an Abelian variety X of dimension nand its intersection 

with generic hyperplanes S = X n H 1 n ... n Hn_ 2 in a fixed projective embedding 

of X. Then H1(X, Z) = H1(S, Z), thus the inclusion j : S '----+ X induces an iso

morphism on H 1 (and on H 1 ). Using the standard theory of Abelian varieties, the 

lemma follows. 
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Corollary 3.37. For every projective manifold X, there is a smooth projective sur

faceS C X such that n 1(S) = n 1(X). 

By last corollary, the study of fundamental groups of projective manifolds reduces 

to that of algebraic surfaces. 

Now let us apply the Lefschetz theorems to gather information about the Hodge 

conjecture. Let n =dim X; then Hodge(n,p) will denote the statement "the Hodge 

conjecture holds for codimension p cycles of every projective, n-dimensional mani

fold". 

Theorem 3.38. (Lewis {35} p. 727) The Hodge conjecture in every codimension for 

projective smooth manifolds of any dimension follows from H odge(2p, p) for every 

pEN. 

Proof(Lewis): 

It suffices to assume 2p ::; n. Suppose, for example, that the Hodge conjecture 

holds for codimension p on a variety X of dimension n, and also that 2p < n. Then 

the Hard Lefschetz theorem implies that 

sends BP(X) isomorphically to Ln-2P BP(X) = Bn-p(X). Thus the Hodge conjecture 

holds also in codimension n - p. Note that the converse does not hold, for the 

inverse to Ln-2p need not be algebraic (this is part of the Grothendieck's standard 

conjectures, see Kleiman [28] [29]). 

It suffices to assume 2p = n. Let us suppose 2p < n. Let Y C X be the 

2p-dimensional submanifold obtained by cutting out X with n- 2p hyperplanes in 

general position. We assume Hodge(2p,p) holds. Thus j* : H 2P(X) y H 2P(Y); 

now let M E BP(X). We will prove that M is algebraic. We know that j*(M) is 

algebraic on Y, for Hodge(2p,p) holds. If we consider Y as a general member 

of an n - 2p-dimensional family of complete intersection subvarieties covering X 

and apply Hilbert scheme arguments, then we see that there exists an algebraic 

class ~ E H 2P(X) such that j*(M) = j*(~). Injectivity shows ~ = M, therefore M is 

algebraic. We have thus established Hodge(2p,p) =} Hodge(n,p). 
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Elementary proof, by the author: We prove the theorem by means of the well

known computation of the cohomology of X x Y. Let ( E BP(X) be a Hodge 

cycle of codimension p on X. Suppose that 2p > dim X. Let r be such that 

2p = dim X+ r. Then the Hodge cycle ( x Y belongs to BP(X x F), and the 

dimension of the ambient space is 2p. Because 

( is algebraic on X if and only if ( x pr is algebraic on X x pr. 

Now suppose 2p < dim X; let r be such that 2p + r = dim X. Define the Hodge 

cycle ( x {point} on X x Y; arguing as in the former case, algebraicity of (in X 

follows from algebraicity of ( x {point} on X x Y. Thus we are done. 

We now state a general theorem about what is known on the Hodge conjecture 

for every X. Its proof follows from the proof of last theorem and next Section 3.3. 

Theorem 3.39. H odge(n, 1) holds for every n (see next Section 3.3); also the state

ment H odge(n, n-1) holds for every n; precisely speaking, every Hodge cycle of codi

mension n - 1 on an n-dimensional projective variety is an intersection of divisors 

(see first Proof of Th. 3.38}. As a result, every Hodge cycle on a projective mani

fold of dimension n :::; 3 can be obtained as an intersection of divisors. Therefore, 

Hodge(n,p) holds for p :S: n :S: 3, and Hodge(4,p) holds for p = 0, 1, 3, 4. 

Thus the first unknown case on the Hodge conjecture is dim X = 4, p = 2. Our 

case falls into this category. 

3.3 The Lefschetz (1, 1) theorem 

Let X be a projective manifold of dimension n. We are going to prove a classical 

result by Lefschetz that yields the Hodge conjecture for the Hodge cycles of codi

mension 1. The main tools will be the description of the Picard group of a complex 

projective manifold (see [20] Section 1.1) and the (holomorphic) exponential exact 

sequence of sheaves on X. We follow Griffiths and Harris [20] pp. 163-164. 

The theorem is the following. 
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Theorem 3.40. (Lefschetz theorem on (1, 1)-classes) For X a projective man

ifold, the image of the cycle map c1 : Pic(X) --t H 2 (X, Z) is exactly 

induced by the inclusion of sheaves Zx '----t Ox, i.e. "H1•1 n H 2 (X, Z) ". 

We now include a result which will clarify the relationship between algebraic 

equivalence and topological equivalence of divisors (or equivalently, line bundles). 

We note, however, that this result no longer holds in general for cycles of codimen

sion. 

Theorem 3.41. Let L1 and L2 be two holomorphic line bundles on a projective 

manifold X. Then L 1 and L 2 are algebraically equivalent if and only if they are 

topologically (homologically) equivalent, i.e. c1(L1 ) = c1(L2 ). Also a divisor D is 

numerically equivalent to 0 if and only if an integral multiple mD is algebraically 

equivalent to 0. 

Proof: (The proof requires vocabulary from the next section). It is clear that 

algebraic equivalence implies topological equivalence, as seen in section 2.2. For the 

converse, consider L = L 1 0 L2 1
. Then it suffices to see that L is algebraically 

equivalent to CJ x. This follows from the existence of a Poincare line bundle on 

X x Pic0 X, as mentioned in the Remark following Theorem 10.17 on the properties of 

the Picard variety. For the equivalence between algebraic and numerical equivalence 

on divisors, we proceed to prove it by using Hard Lefschetz and Theorem 3.40. We 

know by Theorem 3.40 that B1 (X) consists entirely of divisor classes. By Hard 

Lefschetz, the choice of an ample class [H] yields an isomorphism of Hodge structures 

and therefore Bn-1(X) = Ln-l B1 (X). Now, Theorem 3.34 splits H 2 (X) into two 

mutually orthogonal Hodge substructures 
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The fact that Q = QH is nondegenerate and T(X) is the orthogonal subspace to 

B 1 (X) yields a nondegenerate pairing 

equal to the following (thus nondegenerate) pairing up to sign (. denotes the cup

product): 

We are just about done. Now ( E B 1 (X) is non-zero if and only if there exists 

TJ E B 1(X) such that 0 IQ((, ry) =(./,where 1 E Bn-1(X) is an algebraic class of 

codimension n - 1. We have thus proven that c1 ( L) is non-torsion if and only if L 

is numerically non-trivial. The proof is now complete. 

Now we proceed to the proof of Lefschetz's theorem on (1, 1)-classes. Consider the 

following exact sequence of sheaves on X: 

0-+ Zx -+ Ox -+ 0~ -+ 0 

whose left arrow is induced by the inclusion n M 2nHn and its right arrow is 

defined locally by f M e2rrFff. Applying the cohomology exact sequence to it, we 

get the exact sequence 

By Serre's GAGA principle (68], the terms involving Ox,hol and Ox,hol are equal 

to their algebraic counterparts. Thus the former exact sequence is equivalent to the 

following 

Thus we have the following exact sequence 

The second and third arrows have a known interpretation. As seen in detail 

in Griffiths-Harris (20] p.139 and also p.407, the Chern class map for line bundles 
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coincides with the connection morphism of the exponential exact sequence, which 

corresponds to the second arrow of last exact sequence of abelian groups. As for the 

third arrow, we have the following result: 

Claim: The arrow i* : H 2(X, Z) -+ H 2(X, Ox) above coincides with the com

position of H 2 (Z-+ C) and the morphism H 2 (X, C) -+ H 2 (X, Ox) arising from the 

Hodge decomposition theorem. 

The following proof may be found in [20] pp.163-164. We want to prove that 

the diagram 

H 2 (X, Z) ~ H 2 (X, Ox) 

1 1 ~Dolbeault (3.1) 

Hbn(X,C) ~ H~'0 (X) 
commutes. (The projection 1r

0
•
2 is defined on the form level, since for w = 

w2
•
0 + w 1

•
1 + w0

•
2

, we have 8w0
•
2 = ( dw )0

•
3 = 0.) To see check commutativity, let 

z = (zarh,) E Z 2 (X, Z); to find the image of z under the de Rham isomorphism, we 

take faf3 E A 0 (Ua n Uf3) such that 

Since Zaf31 is constant,on differentiating we get 

The global 2-form dwa = dwf3 then represents the image of z in Hbn(X, C). On the 

other hand, take the image of i*(z) under the Dolbeault isomorphism: we write 

-81 _ o,1 o,1 
a{J - wa - w{J ' 

and we see that Bwa (dwa) 0
•
2 represents z in H~(X). Now we are just about 

done: given 1 E H 1•1 (X) n H2 (X, Z), we have i*('y) = 0, and hence 1 = c1 (L) is the 
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Chern class of some line bundle L E H 1 (X, 0*) (recall that c1 was defined as the 

connection morphism). It suffices to recall the connection between divisor classes 

and equivalence classes of line bundles: writing L = [DJ for some divisor D in X, 

we finally get"(= c1 ([DJ). 

Alternative proof of Claim: We notice that the inclusion of sheaves Cx Y 

Ox yields surjective maps Hq(X, C) --t Hq(X, Ox) - they actually come from the 

Hodge decomposition of Hq(X, C). We prove this by recurring to the Hodge-de 

Rham spectral sequence; the reference we followed is the section (3. 5.) on Griffiths 

and Harris' book [20] entitled "Spectral sequences and applications". The following 

complexes of sheaves on X are quasi-isomorphic (the arrow C ---+ Ox is the usual 

inclusion) 

0 ---+ Cx ------+ 0 ---+ 0 ---+ 0 ---+ ... 

1 1 1 1 1 (3.2) 

0 ---+ Ox ------+ n~ ---+ n~ ------+ n3 
X ---+ ... 

The second complex above is acyclic by Poincare 8-lemma, and the first row 

complex is obviously acyclic. Hence, the vertical rows yield a quasiisomorphism of 

complexes, which in turn induce an isomorphism on hypercohomology (again, see 

Griffiths-Harris [20] p.448). We recall that a Dolbeault resolution by fine sheaves 

exists for the second row complex (the Dolbeault complex, formed by the sheaves 

Ap,q (M) of differential forms of type (p, q)). The degeneration of the Hodge-de 

Rham spectral sequence yields an isomorphism 

and the projection onto the first factor Hk(X, Ox) does come from the inclusion 

C<-tOx. 

3.4 Generalities on Hodge structures 

In Section 3.2 we reviewed the Hodge decomposition of Hi(M, Q) for M a compact 

Kahler manifold. We then view the rational cohomology groups, or even the integral 

cohomology groups modulo torsion (resp. real cohomology groups) of a projective 
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manifold (resp. compact Kahler manifold) as objects being endowed with an extra 

structure which depends upon the complex structure of our manifold !11. This 

reflects our algebra-geometric viewpoint more faithfully than merely considering 

topological invariants. For instance, an important case takes place when !11 = A is 

an Abelian variety, for in this case the Hodge decomposition of H 1(A, Z) determines 

the complex structure on A- this will be exposed in detail in section 10.1. 

We can observe, however, that the mere description of an Abelian variety by 

means of a Hodge decomposition for H 1 does not guarantee the projectiveness of A, 

but describes A only as a complex torus. Every complex torus can be described up 

to biholomorphism by means of these data. The concept of polarisation of a Hodge 

structure will lead us to know precisely when a complex torus is projective, i.e. an 

Abelian variety; this property is a particular case of the Hodge-Riemann bilinear 

relations. With this notion, every projective manifold M will admit a polarisation 

on its rational (or integral, modulo torsion) cohomology groups. Thus the category 

of objects of our interest will not be the full category of (finite-dimensional) Hodge 

structures, but its subcategory consisting of polarisable (rational) Hodge structures. 

This subcategory will turn out to be semisimple Abelian, as we will see in Theorem 

3.48. 

Definition A (rational) Hodge structure of weight n is a finite dimensional vector 

space V over Q equipped with one of the following equivalent data: 

1. a decomposition of complex vector spaces 

such that up,q = uq,p. 

11. a representation of real algebraic groups 

h: S = ResqiRGm -t GL(VIR) 

such that (hiJR)(t) = tn -notice that S(JR) = C*. 

Remark: For a subring A c JR, we can introduce the notion of A-Hodge structure, 

morphism, Tate structure and polarisation. V is then a free A-module of finite rank 
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(for details, see Deligne [8]). In this thesis, all the Hodge structures are considered 

to be rational, unless otherwise stated. 

Example: Let l\1 be a compact Kahler manifold. Then the Hodge decomposition 

for Hk (M) (see Corollary 3. 29) yields a canonical Hodge structure for Hk (!vi) = 

Hk(M, CQ) of weight k. Also, the torsion-free part of Hk, Hk(M, Z)/tors, is thus 

equipped with an integral Hodge structure of weight k. 

Definition The Tate Hodge structure CQ(n) is the unique Hodge structure of weight 

-2n and dimension 1. More precisely, CQ(n) is uniquely determined by the repre

sentation h: S --t GL1(JR) given by h(z) = (zz)-n. 

Remark: A slightly different definition of the Tate Hodge structure can be found 

in Deligne [8] - CQ(nhl' = (2ni)nCQ C <C. Our notation agrees with that of Deligne et 

al. [9] p.42 and van Geemen [17]. 

Definition A morphism of Hodge structures V,W is a linear map f : V --t W 

equivariant with respect to the decomposition given above, or shorter, a Q-defined 

linear map f such that !IRis S-equivariant. The vector space of Hodge morphisms, or 

morphisms of Hodge structures from V to W, shall be denoted by H om H odge (V, W). 

Definition Let V be a Hodge structure of weight n. We define the subspace of 

Hodge cycles of V as 

B(V) = VIQJ n VP,P if 2p = n. 

If n is odd, we define B(V) = 0. 

Remark .1. The definitions given correspond to pure Hodge structures. Through

out this thesis, only pure Hodge structures are considered. Also, the above 

defined morphisms of Hodge structures are sometimes called strict, and the 

term "morphism" (in the broad sense) stands for strict morphisms of the type 

V --t W(n) for some nE 'll. 

2. We can give an alternative description of the space of morphisms of Hodge 

structures: HomHodge(V, W) = B(V*0W) ifthe weights of V and W coincide: 

if not, then B(V* 0 W) will coincide with the space of (non-strict) Hodge 

morphisms, as defined above. 
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3. Suppose that V is an integral Hodge structure of even weight n = 2m. Then 

we can define the submodule integral H odge cycles of V (of codimension m) as 

the primitive submodule BF(V) = V n vm,m (the subscript will not always be 

written when the coefficient ring is known to be Z). The equivalence Bz(V* ® 

W) = H omHodge,z(V, W) holds also for integral Hodge structures. 

Example: Let X be a projective manifold, and let D be a fixed cohomology class 

of an ample divisor (i.e. a rational Kiihler class in H 2 (X). Let L, A, H be the 

operations on cohomology defined in Section 3.2. Then L, A and H define mor

phisms of Hodge structures of respective bidegrees (1, 1), ( -1, -1) and (0, 0), i.e. 

LHp,q c HP+l,q+l and so on. This is equivalent to say that the operators L, A, H 

define Hodge morphisms (in the broad sense) which are strict when contemplated 

as H•(x)---+ H•(X)(1), and so on. 

If M is a general compact Kiihler manifold, the observations above hold when 

considering real coefficients on cohomology- if a Kiihler form exists on H 2 (111, Q), 

then M is Kiihler projective, as stated in Theorem 3.11. 

Definition The Weil operator C on a Hodge structure V, h of weight n is defined 

by C := h(i). In other words, C is the real operator C : VIR. ---+ VIR. defined by 

CIVp,q = iP-qidvp,q. 

Definition A polarisation of a Hodge structure V is a morphism of Hodge struc

tures 

'ljJ : V ® V ---+ Q( -n) 

such that the following bilinear form on VIR. is symmetric and positive definite: 

'1/J(v, Cw) = '1/J(v, h(i)w). 

The precise statement for 'ljJ to be a morphism of Hodge structures is the following: 

'ljJ is a Q-bilinear morphism V x V ---+ Q satisfying 

'ljJ (h(z)v, h(z)w) = (zzt '1/J(v, w) 

Remark The following properties hold for a polarised Hodge structure (V, '1/J): 
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1. 1/J is symmetric if n is even, and alternating if n is odd. 

2. 'lj;c(Vp,q, vr,s) = 0 if (p,q) -/::- (s,r). In particular, we can decompose VR = 

EB Yp where Yp ®R C = Vp,q EB Vq,p, and the former is an orthogonal decompo

sition with respect to 1/J. 

3. If n = 2l is even, then the induced quadratic form Q on VIR satisfies: ( -1 )1-PQ > 

0 on Yp. 

Example: We now give one of the most important examples of polarised Hodge 

structures. Let X be a projective manifold, and L, A, H be the Lefschetz operations 

on H•(X) after fixing an ample class. Then the Lefschetz decomposition 

(see Theorem 3.31) is defined over Hk(X) = Hk(X, Q) (with rational coefficients), 

for so are L, A, H. The subspaces pk(X) = Pk(X, Q) c Hk(X) are also (rational) 

Hodge substructures- indeed, Pk(X) = (Ker A) n Hk(X); the rest follows from this 

and the above examples. Also, the bilinear form Q appearing in Theorem 3.34 is 

Q-defined and is a polarisation of Hk(X, Q). Indeed, the quadratic form Q(., C.) on 

Hk(X, IR) is positive definite, as is the Hermitian form (a, {3) 1---t Q(a, C/3), as seen 

in Theorem 3.34. 

3.5 The Hodge and Mumford-Tate groups 

Let V be a rational polarisable Hodge structure. There are two algebraic groups, 

the H odge and Mumford- Tate groups (defined over Q) that we can naturally attach 

to V. These algebraic groups will turn out to be reductive, which -as mentioned 

earlier- will give us semisimplicity of any polarisable (rational) Hodge structure -

see Theorem 3.48. The reductiveness of these groups is of paramount importance in 

the computation of Hodge cycles on Abelian varieties, for the groups MT(H 1 (A)) 

and Hg(H 1(A)) act naturally on the cohomology ring of A and the Hodge cycles are 

the Hg(A)- invariants of H•(A). This will yield a quite explicit computation of the 

ring of Hodge cycles of A - for instance, when the ring of invariants is generated by 
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degree 2 invariants, we obtain that the ring of Hodge cycles is generated by divisor 

classes and therefore the Hodge conjecture holds in this case. In general, though, it 

is not always possible to determine whether a system of generators of H• (A)m(A) 

consists of algebraic classes or not; therefore, the Hodge conjecture does not directly 

follow for every Abelian variety A. The main references in this subsection will be 

B.B. Gordon [35] Appendix B, van Geemen [17], and Deligne's lecture notes in 

[9], I.3. 

3.5.1 An interlude on algebraic groups 

For this paragraph, we follow mainly Humphreys [27] Chap. 8, and also Waterhouse 

[72] Chap. 3. The first propositions are general, and we will suppose k to be an 

algebraically closed field, although this hypothesis may be superfluous- for the more 

general results, proven in the language of Hopf algebras and comodules, we refer the 

reader to [72], Chapters 1 and 3, which will be cited as needed. Let G be an affine 

algebraic group whose ring of regular functions is k[G]. Suppose that X is an affine 

variety endowed with a G-action 

<p : G X X ---+ X. 

This means that rp is a morphism of algebraic varieties such that, for every g E G, 

rp(g, .) is an automorphism of X and the map 

g H rp(g, .) 

is a group homomorphism (for a more general definition in terms of Hopf algebras, 

see Water house [72], Chapter 1). 

We have the following natural actions of G on functions. For g E G, we define 

(T9 f)(x) := f(g- 1x) for every f E k[X]. This gives a G-action on k[X]. We have 

also the left and right regular representations on k[G]: 

(R9 f)(x) := J(xg) for every f E k[G]. 

We begin with the following observation on closed subgroups H of G. 
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Lemma 3.42. (Humphreys {27} Lemma 8.5) Let H be a closed subgroup of G and 

I be the ideal of H in G. Then H has the following characterisation: 

H = {g E GIRg(I) c I}. 

The statement holds also if one replaces R 9 by L 9 . 

The two following propositions provide a full description of all the representations 

of G. 

Proposition 3.43. (Humphreys {27} Prop. 8. 6) Let G act on X, in the above hy

potheses, and let F be a finite-dimensional subspace of k[X]. The following assertions 

hold: 

(a) There exists a finite-dimensional subspace E such that 

F c E c k[X] 

and such that E is G-invariant under the representation T. 

(b) F is G-stable if and only if rp* F C k[G] ®F. 

Theorem 3.44. (Humphreys {27] Th.8.6, Waterhouse [72} Th. 3.4) An affine 

algebraic group G over an arbitrary field k is linear, i.e., admits a closed group 

embedding 

G ~ GLnk· 
' 

Proof: We prove the theorem for algebraically closed fields only - for the general 

case, see [72]. 

The proof goes as follows. We will find such a linear embedding as a suitable 

subrepresentation of the regular representation k[G]. Indeed, choose a system of 

generators si of the k-algebra k[G], and choose F = (s1 , ... , sp)· Then, by Proposi

tion 3.43(a), we can take a finite-dimensional representation E containing F which 

is invariant by the right regular representation g H R9 . We now prove that E gives 

the desired representation p : G ~ G L( E). The explicit description of p goes as fol

lows. Let (hk;n be a basis of E. Thanks to Proposition 3.43(b), there are functions 

mij E k[G] such that 

rp* li = L mijh· 

j 
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Thus (Rxj)(y) = f(yx) = L,mij(x)fi(y), and then the matrix 

p(x) := 

gives a morphism of algebraic groups G '---+ G Ln- The corresponding morphism of 

regular function rings 

p*: k[{Xij}, d (~-) --t k[GJ 
. et tJ 

is seen to be surjective because fi(x) = L,mij(x)fi(l) generate the algebra k[GJ by 

construction, hence mij generate k[GJ. This concludes the proof- in general, p* is 

surjective if and only if the elements (mij)i,j, det(!nij) generate k[GJ over k. In our 

case, mij suffice. 

We now proceed to describe all the linear representations of an affine algebraic 

group as submodules of tensor representations of a given faithful G-module V. 

Lemma 3.45. (Waterhouse {72} Lemma 3.4) Let G be an affine group scheme over 

a field k. Every finite-dimensional linear representation of G embeds in a finite sum 

of copies of the regular representation. 

Proof: Let V be a (finite-dimensional) linear representation of G, and let F be 

the dual space of V, which has a structure of k[GJ-"comodule" - in the language 

of [27], this is equivalent to say that it is a G-equivariant subspace of k[X]. The 

G-representation induces (or equivalently, the comodule structure is equivalent to) 

the following morphism of G-representations (or comodules) 

1>* F c k[G] &h F. 

Now, k[GJ ®k F .is isomorphic to k[GJ ®k F0 ~ k[GJdimkF as a G-representation, F0 

being F with the trivial representation. This proves the lemma. 

Theorem 3.46. ( Waterhouse {72} Th.3.4) Let k be a field, G a closed subgroup 

of GLn. Every finite-dimensional representation of G can be constructed from its 

original representation on kn by the processes of forming tensor products, direct 

sums, subrepresentations, quotients, and duals. 
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Proof: Let A := k[G] and B := k[GLn]· By the lemma it is enough to construct 

all the finite-dimensional V in Am. Such a V is a "subcomodule" of the direct sum 

of its coordinate projections to A, so we may deal just with V in A. The original 

representation gives us a Hopf algebra surjection of B = k[{Xij}, 1/det] onto A, 

and V is contained into the image of some su bspace ( 1 /det Y { f ( Xij) I deg(f) :::; s} 

for some r, s E N. These subspaces are B-subcomodules of B, and thence also are 

A-subcomodules; it will be enough to construct them. Let Vj be the standard basis 

of kn. The representation of G Ln has B-comodule structure p( Vj) = 2.::: vi 0 Xij. 

For each i the map Vj H Xij is a comodule map to B. Thus the polynomials Xij 

homogeneous of degree one are as a comodule the sum of n copies of the origi

nal representation. We can construct {!I homogeneous of degree s} as a quotient 

of the s-tensor product of {!I homogeneous of degree 1} (more precisely, its s-fold 

symmetric power). For s = n this space contains the one-dimensional representa

tion g H det(g). From that we can construct its dual g H 1/det(g). Summing the 

homogeneous pieces we get {! ldeg(f) :::; s}, and tensoring r times with 1 /det (g) 

gives all we need. (We point out that dualisation was used here only to construct 

1/det(g).) 

Reductive groups.- (Mumford [47]pp.24-27) Let G be an algebraic group of char

acteristic zero. We say that G is reductive if and only if its radical is equal to its 

centre. In this case -i.e. in characteristic zero- Nagata has shown that reductive

ness is equivalent to the following condition: every linear representation V of G 

decomposes into a sum of irreducible representations. 

Let G be a reductive group over a field k of characteristic zero, and let (Va)aEA 

be a faithful family of representations over k, so that the map G "--+ TI G L(Va) is 

injective. For any m, n E f:::J(A) (i.e. only a finite number of indexes are nonzero) we 

can form the representation rm,n = 0Vam(a) 0 (V;)n(a). For a closed subgroup H, 

we write H' for the subgroup of G fixing all tensors, occuring in some Tm,n, that are 

fixed by H. Clearly H c H', and we shall need criteria guaranteeing their equality. 

The expression Xk (G) will denote the group of characters H om( G, <Gm). 
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Proposition 3.47. (Deligne et. al. {9} Part I, Prop.3.1) The notations are as 

above. 

(a) Any finite-dimensional representation of G zs contained in a direct sum of 

representations ym,n. 

(b) (Chevalley's theorem). Any subgroup H of G is the stabiliser of a line L in 

some finite-dimensional representation of G. 

(c) If H is reductive, or if Xk(G) --+ Xk(H) is surjective (or has finite cokernel), 

then H = H'. 

Proof: 

(a) G is noetherian, hence there exists a finite index subset A' c A such that the 

representation V := EBaEA' Va is faithful. The rest follows from Theorem 3.46. 

(b) Let I be the ideal of H in G. Then, as seen in Lemma 3.45, His the stabiliser 

of I in the regular representation of G on k[G]. Choose a finite-dimensional 

subspace W of k[G] that is G-stable and contains a generating set for the ideal 

I. Then H is the stabiliser of the subspace In W of W, and of 1\ d(I n W) in 

1\ d W, where d is the dimension of In W (see Borel [5] 5.1). 

(c) According to (b), H is the stabiliser of a line L in some representation V of 

G and it follows from (a) that V can be taken to be a direct sum of ym,n 

s. Assume that His reductive. Then V = V' EB L for some H-stable V' and 

V* = V'*EBL*. Thus His the group fixing a generator of L®L* in the G-module 

V®V*. Assume that Xk(G)--+ Xk(H) is surjective, i.e. that any character of 

H extends to a character of G. The one-dimensional representation of H on D 

can be regarded as the restriction to H of a one-dimensional representation of 

G. Now H is the group fixing a generator of L ® L * in the G-module V® L *. 

An analogous argument works if Xk(G) --+ Xk(H) has finite cokernel- in that 

case, there is a natural number q such that the one-dimensional representation 

on L0 q extends to a character of G, so one should consider the G-module ®qV 

and proceed as in the former case. We remark that, in the proofs of (b) and 
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(c), it was necessary to tensor V with V* or L* in order to have the group G 

acting trivially on a line (L 0 L*). 

Remark ( [9]I.3.2(a)) It is clearly necessary to have some condition on H in order 

to have H' = H. We give a nice counterexample now: let B be a Borel subgroup 

(i.e. a maximal connected solvable subgroup) of a reductive group G and let v E V 

be fixed by B. Then g t---+ g · v defines a map of algebraic varieties k : GIB ---7 V, 

for GIB is a projective algebraic manifold. Hence, k is constant and thus v is fixed 

by G, and B' = G (for details see Borel [5], 10.4, 10.5, 11.1, 11.2). However, the 

,above argument shows the following (under the above hypotheses):let H' be the 

group fixing all tensors occurring in subquotients of Tm,n s that are fixed by H; 

then H = H'. 

3.6 The groups MT(V) and H g(V) for general V 

Definition Let V be a Hodge structure of weight k, and h as in 3.4. The following 

algebraic groups over Q are defined: 

1. The Mumford- Tate group of V, l\1T(V) is the least algebraic subgroup defined 

over Q such that h(C*) c J\!IT(V)JR 

2. The Hodge group of V, Hg(V) is the least algebraic subgroup defined over Q 

such that h(U(1)) c Hg(V)JR 

Remark Our definition follows van Geemen [17] and B.B. Gordon [35], and is 

slightly different from the one in Deligne, Milne et. al [9] p.43. However, they turn 

out to be equivalent (see Deligne et al. [9] I. Prop. 3.4). 

Remark 1. It is clear that MT(V) and H g(V) are connected algebraic groups, 

and that MT(V) = GmHg(V). 

2. It is clear that if there exists a polarisation~ for V, then: MT(V) C GSp(V, ~), 

H g(V) c Sp(V, ~) in case k is odd. The following inclusions hold, MT(V) c 

O(V,~) and Hg(V) c SO(V,~) in case k is even. 
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Theorem 3.48. Given a polarisable Hodge structure V of weight n, the groups 

MT(V) and H g(V) are reductive. H g(V) can then be defined as the biggest algebraic 

subgroup of GL(V) that leaves B (V®m 0 (V*)®s) invariant. 

Proof: Write C = h( i) as usual. For vp,q E Vp,q, Cvp,q = iP-qvp,q, and so C2 acts as 

( -1)n. 

We choose a polarisation 'ljJ for V. Recall that 'ljJ is a morphism 'ljJ : V 0 V ---+ 

Q( -n) such that the real-valued form '1/J(x, Cy) on VJR is symmetric a positive def

inite. Under the canonical isomorphism Hom(V 0 V,Q(-n)) ~V* 0 V*(-n), 'ljJ 

corresponds to a (rational) tensor of bidegree (0, 0), which is fixed by h(<C*) and 

therefore fixed by MT(V). 

Recall that if H is a real algebraic group and a is an involution of He, then 

the real form of H defined by a is a real algebraic group Ha together with an 

isomorphism He ~ (Ha)c under which complex conjugation on H(<C) corresponds 

to a o (complex conjugation) on Ha(<C). We are going to use the following criterion 

(see Borel and Wallach [6] Chapter II): a connected algebraic group H over JR. is 

reductive if it has a compact real form Ha. To prove the criterion it suffices to show 

that Ha is reductive. On any finite-dimensional representation V of H there is an 

Ha-invariant positive-definite symmetric form, namely (u, v) 0 = JH(u, v)dh, where 

(,) is any positive-definite symmetric form on V. If W is an Ha-stable subspace of 

V, then its orthogonal complement is also Ha-stable. Thus every finite-dimensional 

representation of Ha is semisimple, and this implies that Ha is reductive (see above 

note on reductive groups). 

We apply the criterion to the Hodge group Hg(V), which is a connected algebraic 

group. Since C = h( i) acts as 1 on Q( -1), C E H g(V) (JR.). Its square C2 acs as ( -1 )n 

on V and therefore lies in the centre of Hg(V)(IR.). The inner automorphism ad C of 

MT(V)JR defined by C is therefore an involution. For u, v E Ve and g E H g(V) (C) 

we have 

1j;(v., Cv) = 'lj1(gu, gCv) = 'lj.1(gu, cc-1gCv) = V'(gu, Cg*v) 

where g* = c-1-gC =(ad C)(g). Thus the positive-definite form cp(u, v) := '1/J(u, Cv) 

on VJR is invariant under the real form of H g(V) defined by ad C, and so the real 

form is compact. 
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As a result, the Mumford-Tate group .MT(V) = GmHg(V) is also reductive. We 

can now give a necessary and sufficient condition for the semisimplicity of Hg(V). 

Corollary 3.49. If V is a polarisable nontrivial rational Hodge structure, H g(V) is 

semisimple if and only if the center of MT(V) is Gm, i.e. consists only of scalars. 

Proof: It follows immediately from the definition of both groups that Z(MT(V)) = 

GmZ(Hg(V)). Because both are reductive (i.e. their radical coincides with their 

centre), Hg(V) will be semisimple if and only if its centre (i.e. its radical) is zero. 

Corollary 3.50. The category of polarisable Hodge structures is semisimple Abelian, 

i.e. for every such Hodge structure the algebra EndHodge(vV) is a semisimple Q

algebra. 

Proof: We make an essential use of the reductiveness of MT(V) and Hg(V). 

Let V be a polarisable Hodge structure of weight n, and let G := H g(V) be its 

Hodge group. Then, by Proposition 3.51, the Hodge substructures of V correspond 

to the subrepresentations of G. Now, G is a reductive algebraic group over Q, 

which means that every finite-dimensional representation of G splits into a sum of 

irreducible subrepresentations. 

Proposition 3.51. Let V be a polarisable rational Hodge structure of weight n. 

Then: 

1. the H odge substructures of V 0 r 0 (V*) 08 are precisely the rational subrepre

sentations of V 0 r 0 (V*) 08 by Hg(V) (or equivalently, by MT(V)). 

2. for any r, s such that (r- s)n is even, 

Proof: The proof is as follows. A reductive group G C G L(V) for V a finite

dimensional vector space is characterised by its tensor invariants. Thus, H g(V) is 

characterised by the tensor invariants of V. For the corresponding proof in the case 

of MT(V), we should view it as a subgroup of GL(V) x Gm (see Deligne et al. [9] 

pp.43-45), so that the semiinvariants of lv!T(V) will be exactly the invariants of its 

homomorphic image in G L(V) x Gm. 



Chapter 4 

Algebraic and Homological 

correspondences 

The main references in this section are Kleiman [28] [29], Fulton [15], Scholl [54]. 

Note that, in some of the references, the varieties involved are (for instance, in Scholl 

[54]) allowed to be non-irreducible (for instance, see Scholl [54]) but, for the sake 

of simplicity, equidimensional. The notations used are common in the literature; 

when working on X x Y, Px will denote the projection onto the factor X, and so on. 

Also, when we work over k = C we consider the usual rational singular cohomology 

groups, understood as rational Hodge structures. 

Let X, Y be projective smooth varieties over a field k. Let H• denote any Weil 

cohomology theory on the category of projective smooth varieties over k; among 

other properties, the cohomology groups Hi(M) are finite-dimensional vector spaces 

over a field K of characteristic zero, satisfy the usual functoriality properties and the 

Kiinneth formula, and admit a cycle map cM,i : CHi(M) -t H 2i(M) with its usual 

features. There are morphisms j* : H"(Y) -t H"(X) and f* : H•(X) -t H•(Y) 

attached to a morphism f : X -t Y. We point out that f* is deduced from j* by 

Poincare duality. Analogous morphisms j* and f* are also defined on Chow groups; 

the above mentioned morphisms are expected to satisfy concomitance with the cycle 

56 
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maps ex, cy 

(4.1) 

C Hi+dimX -dimY (Y) ~ H2(i+dimX -dimY) (Y) 

In the case when k = C, H• = Hr>R there is no general way of conceiving 

the functor f --+ f* in terms of f by means of a morphism f* : A i (X) --+ Ai (Y) 

on differential forms; only in special cases such as finite Galois covering spaces 

X --+ X/G (in which f* = 'L:gEG g*), or in smooth fibrations, where it comes through 

"integration along the fibres". However, the operator f* is well-behaved with respect 

to the underlying Hodge structures, for it is simply -up to Tate twists- the dual map 

of the Hodge morphism f*. We are going to generalise the notions f*, f* and to 

prove the commutativity of last diagram, which will come as an easy consequence 

of elementary properties of correspondences. We are going to generalise the former 

notions with the definition of correspondence. 

First we recall what a Weil cohomology is. 

4.1 Weil cohomology 

The main reference is Kleiman [28], 1.2. Fix a field K of characteristic zero, to be 

called the coefficient field. A contravariant functor X H H•(X) from varieties to 

augmented, finite-dimensional, graded, anticommutative K-algebras is said to be a 

Weil cohomology if it satisfies the following properties: 

A. Poincare duality. 

(i) The groups Hi(X) are zero unless i E [0, 2n]. 

(ii) There is given an "orientation" isomorphism H 2n(X) ,...__ K, where n =dim X. 

(iii) The canonical pairings 

are non-singular. 
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Define a degree map 0 : H*(X) -t K as zero on Hi(X) for i < 2n and as the 

orientation isomorphism on H 2n(X). Let Hi(X) denote the dual space to Hi(X). 

Then Poincare duality states that the map a H (·.a) induces isomorphisms H 2n-i :::::::: 

Hi (X), which will be viewed as identifications. 

Let f : X -t Y be a morphism and f* = H*(f) : H*(Y) -t H*(X). Then 

define a K-linear map f* : H*(X) -t H*(Y) as the transpose off*. Since f* is a 

ring homomorphisms, it follows that f* and f* are related through the projection 

formula, 

which simply expresses that H*(X) is a left H*(X) module functorially. 

B. Kiinneth formula.- Let Px and py denote the corresponding projections from 

X x Y onto X and Y, respectively. Then the canonical map a ® b H p);a · pyb is 

an isomorphism (of graded-commutative algebras) 

H*(X) ® H*(Y) -t H*(X x Y). 

C. Cycle map.- Let ZP(X) denote, as usual, the (free) group of algebraic cycles of 

codimension p on X. There exist group homomorphisms 

satisfying 

(i) (functoriality).- If f : X -t Y is amorphism, then 

f*'YY = 'Yx f* and f*'Yx = 'YY f*. 

(ii) (multiplicativity) 'YXxY(Z x W) = 'Yx(Z) ® '"'fy(W). 

(iii) (non-triviality).- If P is a point, then 'YP : C*(P) = Z -t H*(P) = K is the 

canonical inclusion. 

Proposition 4.1. The cycle map 'Yx induces a K -algebra homomorphism 

where Z~ denotes the quotient of ZP by the r-trivial cycles. We recall that r

equivalence means algebraic equivalence modulo torsion. 
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Proof: A very similar argument is written in section 2.2. See also Kleiman [28] 

Propositions 1.2.1 and 1.2.2. 

Proposition 4.2. (Kleiman {28} Prop. 1.2.4) Let f X ----+ Y be a surjective 

morph ism. Then f* : H* (Y) ----+ H* (X) is injective. 

Proof: Indeed, let z = cx(X). Then f*z =f. 0. Let a E H*(Y) such that f*a = 0. 

Then, for any bE H*(Y), 0 = f*(f*a. f*b. z) =a. b. f*z. Hence, by Poincare duality, 

a= 0. 

4.2 Correspondences 

Definition Let X and Y be two projective smooth varieties over a field k. Then 

an algebraic (resp. homological) correspondence of degree d is an element a E 

CHdim(X)+d(X X Y)Q (resp a E H 2(dim(X)+d)(X X Y)). 

Example: The graph r f of a morphism f : X ----+ Y yields a fundamental example 

of algebraic correspondence (of degree 0). Note that the algebraic subset {(x, f(x)): 

x E X} is of codimension dim Y in X x Y, therefore one should consider r f as the 

reduced subscheme associated to {(f(x),x)lx EX}, r 1 E CHdim(Y)(Y x X). Its 

fundamental class (i.e., image under the cycle map) yields a homological correspon

dence [r 1] E H 2dim(Y) (Y x X). 

Definition-Remark A correspondence a of degree d defines two morphisms on 

Chow groups, namely 

and 

An analogous definition can be stated in the homological case. 
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Definition Let a be a correspondence of degree d in X x Y, and let j3 be a cor

respondence of degree e in Y x Z. We define the composition of a and /3, a o j3 to 

be 

Then ao j3 is a correspondence of degree d+e on X x Z. Moreover, this composition 

law is associative (see Fulton [15] Prop. 16.1.1.) 

Let us work out the case of homological correspondences in general. We first recall 

the existence of the 11orientation" isomorphism H 2dim(X)(X) ~ K. 

Suppose dim X= n, dim Y =m. Ktinneth formula yields the graded product 

and Poincare duality on X yields 

Under this identification, a correspondence a becomes identified to the operator 

a* : H*(X) ---+ H*(Y) defined above. It suffices to prove this for an element of the 

form a@ b, which yields the linear operator (·. a)b ~we won't do this here. 

One can check that the degree-0 algebraic correspondence r f produces !* = r f*. 

Analogously, and justified by the formula r(Z)* = Z* for an algebraic cycle on X x Y 

(where r(x, y) = (y, x) is the transposition of coordinates), we obtain f* = fj. Thus 

the commutation of the diagram at the beginning of this chapter is proved. 



Chapter 5 

Blow=-ups and resolution of 

singularities 

In this section we compute the (Hodge) cohomology of a blowup; in the language of 

motives, we describe the (Hodge theoretical realisation of) the motive of a projective 

bundle and a blowup (modulo homological equivalence). For more precise results 

on this, and also for some applications, see Manin [37]. We also include Hironaka's 

singularity theorem. The results in this section will be used to prove that the Hodge 

conjecture for 81 X 82 depends only on the birational type of Si, and also to derive 

the important Lemma 9.3, which is a cornerstone of the proof of Theorem 1.1. We 

will use the Leray spectral sequence throughout the chapter. A good reference is 

Griffiths and Harris [20] pp.438-468 (especially pp.462-468). See also McCleary [36] 

pp.515,516. 

5.1 The cohomology of a projective bundle 

Let E ---+ X be a vector bundle of rank r over a projective smooth variety X, and 

let 1r : JP>(E) ---+ X denote the projectivised bundle of E. The results we give in this 

section for the Chow groups hold for arbitrary fields. 

Proposition 5.1. (see Fulton {15}Th.3.3) Let e := cl(OIP'(E)(l)) and let PE(T) = 

rr + cl(E)rr-l + c2(E)rr-2 + ... + Cr(E) E CH•(X)[T] be the Chern polynomial of 

61 
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E. Then we can write 

CH.(IP(E)) "' CH.(X)[T] 
- (p(T)) 

where the variable T goes to c1 (01P'(E) and CH•(JP(E)) is made a CH•(X)-algebra 

through n*. Thus the ring CH•(JP(E)) is free of rank rover CH•(X) 

An analogous result holds for singular cohomology, or et ale cohomology (over 

arbitrary fields). One possible proof uses Leray spectral sequence, which preserves 

Galois module and Hodge structures. This last sentence implies that the isomor

phisms resulting from the degeneration of Leray spectral sequence will hold with 

underlying structures - the statement we use was first proved by Deligne in the case 

of projective smooth morphisms (see Deligne [10]) . For a good reference, see Grif

fiths and Harris [20] pp. 606-611. See also Manin [37]. Lecture notes by Deligne 

and Milne are a very nice introduction to the subject of motives, Hodge cycles and 

Tannakian categories [9] pp.101-228. 

Proposition 5.2. ( {20}pp. 606-607) For X any compact oriented coo manifold, 1r : 

JP( E) ----+ X any complex vector bundle of rank r, the cohomology ring H• (JP( E), Q) 

is generated, as an H•(X,Q)-algebra, by the Chern class ( = c1 (01P'(E)(1)), with the 

single relation 

(*) 

Proof: We first establish the basic relation (*) - in fact, we will use -( = ~ = 

c1 (0!P'(E)(-1)), which is the Chern class of the tautological bundle. LetS be the 

quotient of the pullback n* E by the tautological subbundle, and set 1Ji := ci(E). By 

Whitney product formula, we get 

(1 + ~)(1 + 1]1 + .. ·'17r-d = n*c(E) 

and solving successively, we have 
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The final equation 

Cr(E) = ~-rJr-1 

is then our basic relation (*). Now let {'11\,a}a: be a basis for Hi(X, Q), with 'l/Ji,a: 

and 'l/Jn-i,a: orthogonal - i.e., such that 

'l/Ji,a: U 'l/Jn-i,/3 = ±ba:,/3. 

We claim that the classes 

are linearly independent in H'"(JP(E)). First, for any pair of classes 'l/Ji,a: and 'l/Jn-i,a, 

the cup-product will be Poincare dual to plus or minus the class of a fibre JP(E)p of 

JP(E). But the restriction of~ to JP(E) is minus the class of a hyperplane in JP(E)p, 

and consequently 

n*'l/Ji,a u n*'l/Jn-i,a u e-1 = ±1, 

or, in other words, for any j, 

On the other hand, for a =/= (3, 

likewise, for i < k and any a, (3, j, 

Therefore the intersection matrix for the classes ( 'l/Ji,a: U ~j)i,j,a: may be made upper 

triangular with ±1 's along the diagonal; in particular, we see that it is nonsingular, 

and so these elements are all linearly independent in H'" (JP( E), Q). 

Finally, consider the Le ray spectral sequence ( Ef•q, dr) of the bundle 1r : JP( E) -t 

X (see [20] pp.462-468; see also McCleary [36] pp. 515-516). We claim that the 

monodromy action of 1r1 (X) on the fibres of 1r is as follows: 
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Claim: The monodromy action 

is trivial on cohomology. 

Let us take the Claim for granted. Then the local systems Ri1r*Qx are trivial, hence 

But since the classes ( 7r*'~ho: U ~i) are all independent in H" (JP( E), Q), 

r.dimH"(X) ::; dimH'"(IP(E)) 

= dimE00 

::; dimE2 

= r.dimH"(X) 

Equality must therefore hold everywhere, i.e., the classes (1r*'I/Ji,o: U ~i) span H"(IP(E)) 

so that (generates H•(JP(E)) as an H"(X)- algebra, and there can be other relations 

on ( than (*) above. 

Proof of the Claim. Let m= r -1. The action Pi of 1r1 (X) on cohomology of the 

fibres pm is by means of graded ring automorphisms, and since the diffeomorphisms 

involved are positive, i.e., respect the orientation of the fibre, they must be id on 

H 2m(F). Let .\ denote the character acting on H 2i(F); it is plain that Am is 

constant and equal to 1, and also that ).i = >.i, therefore N{'" 1. The claim is thus 

established in the case when m is odd. Suppose m is even. In that case, we can 

embed JP(E) Y IP(E EB 1) as a relative hyperplane section. Then the former applies 

to JP(E EB 1). It is not difficult to see that the monodromy action will be forced to 

be trivial on the fibres of IP(E), thereby proving the claim. 

The following proposition gives the Hodge structure of a projective vector bundle on 

a projective manifold X as a function of that of X. See Kleiman [29] p. 77 for an 

analogous computation on the category of motives modulo homological equivalence 

with respect to a given Weil cohomology .. 
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Proposition 5.3. Let 1r : JP( E) ---+ X be a projective bundle over a projective smooth 

manifold X (we state the case k = C). Then the following result holds (we recall 

our convention that Hk(X) denotes the Hodge structure associated to Hk(X, Q)): 

Hi(JP(E)) = 

k:Smin{i/2,r-1} 

In other words, the following rings are isomorphic 

Furthermore, the element ( := c1 ( OIP(E)(l)) generates H•(JP(E)) as a H•(X)-algebra 

with the single relation 

5.2 The cohomology of a blowup 

As in last paragraph, we follow mainly [20] pp. 606-611 and also Hartshorne [63]II.8. 

See also lecture notes by Deligne and Milne [9] pp.206-209 for the results involving 

"motives" of blowups (also [37] and Kleiman [29] for a detailed motivic version). 

Let X be a projective complex manifold of dimension n, and Y C X a (smooth) 

non necessarily irreducible submanifold. For simplicity in exposition we suppose 

that Y is of pure dimension m. I will denote the ideal sheaf of Y in X (commonly 

represented by Iv;x). i will denote the natural inclusion i: Y '----+X. 

We quickly recall the construction of the blowup of X along the submanifold Y. 

For every point yE Y, we have a decomposition of Tx(Y) = Ty(y) EB Nv;x(y). ,This 

decomposition would a priori depend on the metric chosen on X, but in fact we 

may view the normal vector space to Y in X as the cokernel of the natural inclusion 

Ty(y) '----+ Tx(y). We then present the normal bundle of X along Y in the following 

canonical and global fashion (see [63]p.l82) 

This sequence is the dual to the following sequence: 
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Recall that we may view a vector space as an algebraic variety in the following 

(canonical) fashion V = SpecS (V*) where S (.) is the symmetric algebra of a vector 

space. Along these lines we can construct the normal bundle to Y as an algebraic 

vector bundle (see [63]II.Ex.5.18) 

and the projectivised normal bundle (see [63]p.l60 for an algebraic construction) 

IP'(Ny;x) := Vect(Ny;x- 0)/0¥----+ Y 

IP'(Ny;x) is also a projective variety (see [63]II.7.10), and its (closed) points denote 

"normal" directions to points y E Y. We also observe that IP'(Ny;x) is smooth, 

and of dimension equal to dimX - 1. For the description of blowing up along a 

submanifold, we follow [20] 602-603. The blowing-up of X along Y is defined as 

the morphism 1r : X --+ X such that 1r is isomorphic outside Y, and is obtained by 

patching the following local data. 

Choose, for every point y E Y, a holomorphic chart U = Uy biholomorphic to the 

complex unit ball and such that UnY becomes the coordinate plane zk+l = ... Zn = 0 

in U. Then Wy7r- 1 (Uy) C Uy x jp>dim(Y)-l is defined as Wy := {(z, -X) : ZiAj ·_ ZjAi = 

0 for 1 ::::; i < j ::::; n}. 

By construction, 1r is isomorphic outside Y, and E := 1r-1 (Y) rv IP'(Ny;x) over 

Y. E is called the exceptional divisor. 1r : X --+ X is then a birational morphism. 

We can now calculate the cohomology of X as a Hodge structure. 

Proposition 5.4. (Manin {37}; also Kleiman {29} p. 78) With the preceeding 

notations, the cohomology of X as a function of H•(X) and H•(Y) is the following: 

Thus, the following formula holds for Hi(X): 

min(r,[i/2]) 

Hi(X) ~ Hi(X) EB E9 Hi- 21 (Y)( -l), 
l=l 

where [. J denotes the usual 'floor' function. 
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Proof: For the proof on singular cohomology, using Mayer-Vietoris exact se

quence, we refer the reader to [20] p. 6. Note that, by Prop. 4.2, s•(Y) injects 

into H" (E). Now, using the fact that the maps 1r*, 1r * and the inclusion Y Y X are 

(in this case, strict) Hodge morphisms, the computation holds also on the underlying 

Hodge structures. The proposition now follows by Proposition 5.3. 

5.2.1 Birational morphisms and resolution of singularities 

We now give a brief account on (bi)meromorphic maps, and finally state two classical 

results by Hironaka on resolution of singularities. We refer the reader to Ueno [70] 

!.2. 

Let X, Y be proper algebraic varieties. Let <p: X -+ Y be a rational map. Then 

the set of points of indeterminacy of r.p is known to be a proper closed subset S 

of X. We can define the graph of <p, r 'P C X x Y, as the graph of the analytic 

map X - S -+ Y. Now let us consider G = r rp· Then the projection onto X 

induces f : G Y X x Y -+ Y is a birational morphism and the second projection 

g : G -+ Y coincides with r.p outside S, i.e. <p o f-1 = g. Now recall that, for 

a complete algebraic variety X, a resolution of singularities of X is a smooth 

projective variety X together with a birational morphism f : X -+ X. It turns out 

that the resolutions of singularities of X form a filtered set. 

Proposition 5.5. Suppose X 1 and X 2 are resolutions of singularities of X. Then 

there exists a resolution X 3 of singularities of X dominating X 1 , X 2 . In other words, 

there exists a smooth projective variety X 3 together with birational morphisms onto 

xl and x2 .. 

Proof: There exists a birational map cp: X 1 -+ X 2 . Consider the above defined 

irreducible subset G c X 1 x X 2 , and define X 3 as a resolution of singularities of G. 

The rest follows. 

Theorem 5.6. Hironaka's Theorem(Ueno {70} Th.I.2.12} Let X be an algebraic 

variety over C. Then there exists a sequence of monoidal transformations (i.e. 

blowups) 

i=1,2, ... n, 
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satisfying the following conditions: 

1. X 0 = X and Xn is non-singular; 

2. the centre of the monoidal transformation fi is non-singular and contained in 

the singular locus of xi-1· 

Moreover if a finite group G acts on X, then the above sequence of monoidal trans

formations can be chosen in such a way that the group G can be lifted to a group of 

analytic automorphisms of Xn. 

We recall the following result on birational morphisms of projective (proper) 

smooth varieties. Its proof follows from the valuative criterion of properness - see 

reference below. 

Proposition 5.7. (Hartshorne {63} Th. 1!.8.19, Ex.I/.8.8} Let 1r : X --+ X be a 

birational morphism of proper smooth varieties. Then H 0(X, n~) = H0 (X, n>.:) for 

0::::; p::::; dim X and Pn(X) = Pn(X) for all nE N. 

The following theorem by Hironaka is somehow related to the former proposition. 

Theorem 5.8. {Freitag {14} Satz 1} Let f : X --+ X be a desingularisation of a 

normal analytic space X, with at most finite quotient singularities (a finite quotient 

singularity is a point that admits a neighbourhood U and a finite group quotient map 

V --+ V/G = U with V smooth). Then, if Xo is the smooth locus of X, we have 

the following property. The morphism f* on holomorphic differential forms is an 

isomorphism 

z. e. every holomorphic differential form defined on X 0 admits a unique extension to 

X. 

Another problem that Hironaka's resolution of singularities does fix is the reso

lution of indeterminacies of a morphism in characteristic 0. 

Theorem 5.9. {Ueno {70} Prop. 2.13} Let <p be a rational map from a proper 

algebraic variety X to another proper algebraic variety Y. Then there exists a hi

rational morphism q : X --+ X such that the composition <p o q : X --+ Y is regular 

everywhere. q is constructed by the procedure of Theorem 5. 6. 
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We point out some consequences of last theorem that are relevant to us. Suppose 

that X and Y are two projective manifolds having the same birational type. Then, 

by Theorem 5.9, there exist morphism f: X----* Y and g: Y----* X where X and Y 
are constructed by a sequence of blowups on smooth centres from X, Y respectively. 

As a result, we obtain the following. 

Proposition 5.10. Let X and Y be two projective manifolds having the same hi

rational type. Then H 1(X) = H 1(Y) and T2 (X) = T 2 (Y), where T2 stands for the 

complement of N8r)_ in H 2
. Also H 0 (X, n~) = H 0 (Y, n~) for p = 0, ... , dim X = 

dim Y and their plurigenera Pm(X) = Pm(Y). 

Proof: By using f and g above (and also Proposition 4.2), H•(Y) c H•(X) 

and H•(X) C H•(Y). The proposition now follows from Proposition 5.4. 

Remark Compare the proof of last Proposition and that of Lemma 5.2.1. {3}, where 

another method is used which works also in this case. 



Chapter 6 

Generalities on surfaces and 

fi.brations on curves 

In this section we follow [4] [57] [58]. 'vVe put together results on algebraic 

surfaces and fibrations of an algebraic surface onto a curve that yield a criterion for 
0 

a surface S to be a quasi-bundle over a curve. e(X) will denote the topological Euler 

characteristic of a variety X. We also recall that q(S) = h0
•
1 (S) (called irregularity 

of S) and p9 (S) = h0
•
2 (S) (called geometric genus of S). 

For the sake of completeness, we include a few basic results on the theory of 

algebraic surfaces. 

Theorem 6.1. (Riemann-Roch for surfaces) (see Hartshorne {63} Th. V.1.6} 

Let D be a divisor on a projective smooth surface S. Then the following formula 

holds 

x(Os(D))- x(Os) = D(D; Ks) 

Proposition 6.2. (Adjunction formula) (see [4} 1.15} Let C be a complete curve 

inS, S being as above. Then 

2pa(C)- 2 = C(C + K) 

Proof: The result appearing in [63],Chapter IV only applies to smooth curves 

- it is stated in its full generality in [4]1.15, and its proof applies in arbitrary 

characteristic. Consider the following exact sequence for an effective divisor D 

0---+ Os(-D)---+ Os---+ On---+ 0 

70 
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The former yields 

x(OD) = x(Os)- x(Os(-D)) 

Take D =C. The rest follows from Riemann-Roch applied to D = C and the former 

equality. 

Proposition 6.3. (Noether's formula) (see Hartshorne {63}Appendix A, Exam

ple 4.1.2} For a smooth projective surface S, the following formula holds 

12x(Os) = K~ + e(S) 

where e(S) denotes the topological Euler-Poincare characteristic of S: e(S) = 2::( -l)ibi, 

with bi = dim Hi ( S, Q). Over arbitrary characteristic, the formula holds for S pro

vided we take bi = rkQH~t(S, Q) with l ::/= char(k). 

The following result will be frequently used in the sequel. 

Theorem 6.4 (Castelnuovo-de Franchis' inequality). (Griffiths-Harris {20} 

p. 554) LetS be a minimal surface over C, such that e(S) < 0. Then S is irrational 

ruled. 

We briefly recall the notion of rational map cfJL associated to a line bundle L 

and define the Kodaira dimension of a complete algebraic manifold. For a subspace 

V =span( so, ... sn) of H0(X, L) we can define the rational map cfJL : X ---+ F by 

P t---+ ( so,P : ... : Sm,P), which will be defined for the points P which are not common 

zeroes of every section in H 0 (X, L). We now define the D-dimension of a lirie bundle 

(or equivalently, of a divisor) as follows: 

K(D, X) = -oo if H 0 (X, mD) = 0 for all mE N, 

= maXm?_ 1 (dim c/JmD (X)), otherwise. 

The Kodaira dimension.- The K odaira dimension of a projective manifold is de

fined as K = K(Kx ); K may take the values -oo, 0, 1, ... , dim X. The Kodaira 

dimension is a birational invariant, and Pm(X) = Pm(X') if X, X' are birationally 

isomorphic proper manifolds (see Hartshorne [63]Th. Il.8.19, Ex. II.8.8, Sect. V.6; 

for a complete account, see also Ueno [70] Chap. 2- Sects. 5,6 ). We say also that 

X is of general type if and only if K(X) =dim X. 
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This result will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.1. 

Theorem 6.5. (Beauville [4] Th. X.4) Let S be a surface of general type. Then 

x(Ox) > 0. 

6.1 Elliptic surfaces 

In this paragraph we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a surface to be 

elliptic. We follow Beauville [4] Chapter IX. 

Lemma 6.6. ( [4] Lemma IX.l) LetS be a non-ruled minimal surface. As usual, 

I<= I<s denotes the canonical divisor of S, p9 = h2
•
0 and Pr = h0 (ri<). 

(a) If I<2 > 0, there exists an integer n0 such that cPnK maps S birationally onto 

its image for all n 2: n 0 . 

(b) If I<2 = 0 and Pr 2: 2, write r I< rv Z + M, where Z is the fixed part of the 

system lr I< I and M is the mobile part. Then 

I<.Z = I<.M = Z 2 = Z.M = M 2 = 0. 

Proposition 6.7. ( [4] Prop. IX.2) LetS be a minimal surface with Kodaira di

mension "" = 1. 

(a) We have I<2 = 0. 

(b) There is a smooth curve B and a surjective morph ism p : S ---+ B whose generic 

fibre is an elliptic curve. 

Proof of Proposition 6.7: By part (a) from last Lemma, we have I<2 :s; 0; so 

!{2 = 0 since otherwise S would be ruled ( [4] VI.2). Let r be an integer such that 

Pr 2: 2. Write Z for the fixed part of the system lrKI, M for the mobile part, so 

that r I< rv Z +M. Part {b) from last Lemma gives M 2 = I< . .l\1 = 0. It follows that 

IMI defines amorphism from S to JPN whose image is a curve C. Consider the Stein 

factorisation S---+ B ---+ C, where p has connected fibres (see Section 6.2). Let F be 

a fibre of p; since M is a sum of fibres of p and I<.M = 0, we must have I<.F = 0. 

It follows that g(F) = 1, so that the smooth fibres of pare elliptic curves. 
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A surface satisfying (b) in last Proposition is called an elliptic surface; the Proposi

tion says that all surfaces with "' = 1 are elliptic. The converse is false, but we can 

say: 

Proposition 6.8. ( [4] IX.3) Let S be a minimal elliptic surface, p : S --+ B the 

elliptic fibration; for b E B, put Fb = p* [b]. 

(a) We have K 2 = 0. 

(b) S is either ruled over an elliptic curve, or a surface with "' = 0, or a surface 

with "' = 1. 

The surfaces such that "' = 1 are generally called (honestly) elliptic, this termi

nology being justified by last two Propositions. 

Lemma 6.9. ( [4] V1.4) Let p: S--+ B be a fibration of a surfaceS onto a smooth 

curve B. Let I: C B be the (finite) set of points over which p is not smooth, and let 

TJ E B - I:, F = F11 • Then 

e(S) = e(B)e(F) + L (e(Fs)- e(F)) 
sEE 

where the only nonzero terms in the sum correspond to points s E I:. 

The following lemma is a classical result on algebraic curves, which we encode 

here in sheaf-theoretic language. 

Lemma 6.10. ( [4] VI.5) Let C be a reduced (but possibly reducible) complete curve. 

Then e(C) 2 2x(Oc); equality holds if and only if C is smooth. 

Proof: Let n : N --+ C be the normalisation of C. 

Topological remark: Let n : N --+ C be the normalisation of a reduced (but 

possibly reducible) complete curve C. Then n is a continuous and surjective map 

between compact (Hausdorff) topological spaces, and it is bijective up to a finite 

number of points in N. Thus, n is topologically equivalent to NI R where R is the 

following equivalence relation on N: 

xRy if and only if n(x) = n(y) 

Indeed, n induces a bijective map NI R --+ C between compact spaces, hence a 

homeomorphism between NI R and C. 
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Consider the following diagram 

0 -----+ Cc -----+ n*CN -----+ f -----+ 0 

1 1 1 1~ 1 (6.1) 

0 -----+ Oc -----+ n*ON -----+ 0 -----+ 0 

where Cx denotes the constant sheaf C on the variety X, and E, o are defined so 

as to make the rows exact. To say that cp is injective is the same (diagram chasing) 

as saying that a local section of n*ON that comes both from n*CN and Oc in fact 

comes from Cc; this, however, is obvious. 

Thus h0 (o) 2: h0 (t:), and it follows from the diagram that 

e(N) = e(C) + h0 (t:) 

x(ON) = x(Oc) + h0 (o), 

and so e(C) = 2x(Oc) + h0 (o) + (h0(o)- h0 (t:)), since e(N) = 2x(ON)· Hence 

e(C) 2: 2x(Oc) 

and equality implies h0 (o) = 0, so that o = 0 and C =N. 

We note that the property Hi(C, n*F) = Hi(N, F) for a sheaf on N was used. 

This fact is a consequence of Leray-Hirsch theorem, for n is a proper map with 

discrete fibres (i.e. 0-dimensional fibres), so Ri f* clearly vanish fori > 0, hence the 

equality. The reader may find the cited result in Godement [18] 4.17.1. 

Another version of Lemma 6.10: The formula x(ON) = x(Oc) + h0 (o) can be 

read as follows: 

Pa(C) = g(C) + 2:)mx- 1), 
xEC 

where the number g(C) (called the geometric genus of C, and identical to Pa(N) = 

h0 (0N) is a birational invariant. The number mx = length(ON,x/Oc,x) =dim Ox-1. 

6.2 Some general facts about fibrations on alge= 

braic varieties 

We recall the fact that a fibration is a (proper) morphism with connected fibres. 

In the following we shall see some properties that characterise fibrations, as well 
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as factorisation theorems for projective morphisms. Some of the results are cited 

following Hartshorne [63] III.ll- for projective morphisms. The reader may find the 

same results in EGA III.4. [23] for every proper morphism of Noetherian schemes. 

To start with, let us consider a proper morphism of noetherian schemes f : X ----+ 

Y. Then f*Ox is a coherent sheaf of Oy-algebras, and thus it determines a finite 

morphism Y' ----+ Y given by Y' := Spec
0

Y ----+ Y. We observe that if f factors 

through a finite map h : Z ----+ Y, giving such h is equivalent to giving a coherent 

algebra A = h*Oz over Y such that the following factorisation holds: 

Thus we have a universal property for Y' ----+ Y with respect to these morphisms: for 

every finite morphism Z ----+ Y such that f factors through Z, necessarily Z factors 

through Y'. The morphism f' : X ----+ Y' satisfies f~Ox = Oy, by construction. 

The following proposition explains this condition. 

Proposition 6.11. (see Hartshorne {63} Cor.II/.11.3) Let f: X----+ Y be a projec

tive morphism of noetherian schemes, and suppose that f*Ox = Oy. Then f- 1 (y) 

is connected for every y. 

Last proposition and the above discussion yield the proof of next theorem. 

Theorem 6.12. (Stein factorisation) Let f : X ----+ Y be a projective morphism 

of Noetherian schemes. Then f admits a factorisation X ----+ Y' ----+ Y where f' : 

X ----+ Y' is a projective fibration and q : Y' ----+ Y is finite. 

Let X and Y be normal (irreducible) algebraic varieties defined over a base field 

k, and f : X ----+ Y be a proper (not necessarily projective) morphism. We denote 

the generic point of Y by ~ = Speck(Y). Let us find an algebraic interpretation of 

L = f*Ox )t; = UucY Ox(J-1(U)); precisely speaking, we will describe the tower 

k(Y) cL c k(X). Suppose c.p EL; then c.p is regular over some open set f- 1(U) for 

an affine open set U c Y; hence c.p is algebraic over k(Y). Conversely, let c.p E k(X) 

be algebraic over k(X), thus satisfying a monic equation 

n n-1 + + c.p + a1c.p . . . an. 
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Take an affine open set U c Y where all the ai are regular. Therefore cp E L, as X 

is normal. 

Thus we have proven the following; Lis the algebraic closure of f*k(Y) in k(X). 

Using this tower of function fields, it can be checked that the generic number of 

connected components off equals the separability degree of Ljk(Y), and also that 

the generic fibre is non-reduced if and only if the extension LJk(Y) is separable. We 

thus obtain a reciprocal statement to Proposition 6.11. 

Proposition 6.13. ("Liouville's Theorem") Let f : X --t Y be a morphism of 

normal varieties over an algebraically closed field k. Suppose that the general fibre 

off is connected and reduced. Then fJ:Jx = Oy (and thus every fibre off is 

connected). 

We now give specific results in the case where Y = B is a smooth curve. 

Proposition 6.14. ( {63} III.9. 7.) Suppose we have a nonconstant morphism of 

algebraic varieties p : X --t B, where B is a smooth curve and X is normal. Then 

p is fiat, for the affine rings of B are all Dedekind and every torsion-free R-module 

over a Dedekind ring R is fiat. This implies in particular that the dimension of the 

fibres p- 1 (b) is constant and thus equal to dim X - 1 for every closed point b E B. 

The proof of next result is straightforward in the case when dim Y = 1. In the 

general case, the proof follows from Zariski Main Theorem (see [63] Cor.III.11.4). 

Proposition 6.15. Suppose we have a surjective morphism of normal algebraic 

varieties f : X --t Y. Then the Stein factorisation X --t Y' --t B of f is such that 

Y' is normal. In particular, if Y = B is a smooth curve, then Y' = C is also a 

smooth curve. 

6.3 The topological Euler formula and elliptic qua= 

si bundles 

In this section we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a relatively minimal 

fibration (i.e. such that no fibre contains any exceptional divisor) to be an elliptic 
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quasibundle. Our main tool will be a refinement of topological Euler formula given 

in Lemma 6.9. The main source will be Beauville's book [4], Chapters VIII and X; 

we also use [57] and [58]. 

Theorem 6.16. ( [4} VI. 6) Let p: S -t B be a relatively minimalfibration from a 

smooth projective surface onto a smooth complete curve, and let F denote a general 

fibre. For a singular fibre Fb the following holds 

and equality holds if and only if Fb = mbE, where E is a smooth elliptic curve in S. 

Thus the following formula for e(S) holds 

e(S) = e(B)e(F) + L (e(Fb)- e(F)) 
bEE 

where all the terms in the sum are non-negative and, for a branch point b E B 

0 < e(F) - e(Fb) unless p is an elliptic fibration and (Fb)red is a smooth elliptic 

curve. 

As a result, we obtain the following. 

Corollary 6.17. Under the above hypotheses, the following inequality holds: 

e(S) 2 e(F)e(B), 

and equality holds only if p is smooth in case g(F) =I= l, or p is an elliptic fibration 

whose reduced fibres are all smooth (in the latter case, p will be called elliptic quasi

bundle later on). 

Before we prove last theorem, we will need a number of lemmas. 

Lemma 6.18. (Beauville [4} VIII.3) LetS be a surface, Ci irreducible curves on 

S, and mi > 0 integers. Set F = L miCi, and suppose that for each i, F.Ci :::; 0. 

Let D = 'L riCi with ri E Q, and D =I= 0. Then: 

(a) D 2
:::; 0; 

(b) if F is connected and D 2 = 0, then D = r.F for some r E Q, and F.Ci = 0 

for all i. 
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This means that the intersection matrix (Ci.Cj) is negative semi-definite, and that 

its kernel has dimension at most 1 if F is connected. 

Proof: Set Gi = miCi, and si = ri/mi so that F = 2:: Gi and D = 2:: siGi. 

Then 

D 2 
= L s7G7 + 2 L sisjGi.Gj. 

i<j 

i<j 

= L s7Gi. F- L(si- sj) 2Gi. Gi. 
i<j 

(a) is now clear. If D 2 = 0, we must have si = si every time that C n Ci is non

empty. Suppose F is connected; then any two components Ci and Ci can always 

be joined by a chain of Ck; it follows that all the si are equal (and hence non-zero). 

Moreover, we must also have s;Gi. F = 0 for each i, and hence Ci. F = 0. 

The following lemma is important in the proof of Theorem 6.16. Its proof is a 

direct consequence of last Lemma 6.18. 

Lemma 6.19. (Beauville [4] VIII.4) Let S be a surface, B a smooth curve and 

p : S --t B a fibration. Suppose that Fb = p* b = L miFi for some b E B. Then for 

D = 2:: riFi, with ri E Z, we have D2 S 0, with equality if and only if D __:_ r.Fb for 

some rE Q. 

Proof of Theorem 6.16: 

Step 1: Suppose Fb,red is irreducible, i.e. Fb = m.C; then C 2 = 0 and 

F.K e(F) 
e(H) = e(C)::::: 2x(Oc)::::: -C.K = --=-

n n 

Suppose g(F) = 0. Then nl2, and C.K = -C2 + 2pa(C) - 2 = 2pa(C) - 2 is 

negative, so 0 = Pa(C) ::::: g(C), hence C -:::::: IP'1 and thus C is smooth and n = 1. 

Also if g(F) ::::: 2 then e(F) < 0 and the former yields n = 1 and e(C) = 2x(Oc), 

hence C is smooth by Lemma 6.10, Fb = C is a general fibre. The remaining case is 

then g(F) = 1; we see then that e(C) = e(F) forces e(C) = 2x(Oc) and thus, again 
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by Lemma 6.10 we get C to be smooth; therefore, (Fb)red = C is a (smooth) elliptic 

curve. 

Step 2: Suppose now Fb = 2:::!=1 niCi, where t denotes the number of irreducible 

components of Fb. Then if we write (Fb)red = C = 2::: Ci, Lemma 6.10 yields once 

more the inequality 

Corollary 6.19 shows that (2::: Ci) 2 
:::;; 0 and Cf < 0 for each i; since Ci is not 

an exceptional divisor, Ci.K :2:: 0 - indeed, since Cf < 0, CiK < 0 would imply 

(adjunction formula) 2pa(C)- 2:::;; -2, ci thus being isomorphic IP1 and hence an 

exceptional divisor. 

thus establishing the result. 

Let us analyse the case when equality e(Fb) = e(F) holds. The divisor C turns 

out to be smooth by Lemma 6.10; therefore, Ci are pairwise disjoint, therefore 

C is disconnected unless irreducible. Suppose C is not irreducible; this leads to 

a contradiction with Proposition 6.13. Therefore C is smooth irreducible, hence 

elliptic by Step 1. This concludes the proof. 

We now turn our attention to a special type of fibrations, which will be closely 

related to smooth fibrations. 

Definition Let p : S --+ B be a fibration of a smooth complete surface onto a 

smooth projective curve. Then p is called quasi-bundle if and only if every fibre of 

p is an integral multiple of a smooth curve in S. 

Remark We recall that a smooth fibration is differentiably a fibre bundle. One 

should note, however, that a smooth fibration is not necessarily a holomorphic fibre 

bundle, for its fibres need not be biholomorphically equivalent. 

Definition A fibration p is called isotrivial if all smooth fibres of p are pairwise 

isomorphic. · 
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Remark 1. Let p : S -t B be a smooth elliptic fibration, and B be smooth 

projective. Then p is isotrivial, for the j-invariant of the family 

must be constant. The same holds for an elliptic quasibundle, thanks to 

Lemma 6.20 below. 

2. Suppose p : S -t B is a smooth fibration on curves of genus 2 (over a smooth 

projective basis). By a result of S. Diaz [12] giving upper bounds for complete 

subvarieties of moduli spaces of curves M 9 , the moduli map of the family 

p : B -t M 2 is zero-dimensional, and thus p is isotrivial. The same type of 

result would hold for p a quasibundle whose fibres have genus 2. 

Lemma 6.20. ( [4} VI. 7) Let p : S -t B be a quasibundle. Then there exists a 

ramified Galois cover q : B' -t B with Galois group G, say, a surface S' and a 

commutative diagram 
q' 

S'~S 

(6.2) 

B'~B 
such that the action of G on B' lifts to S', q' induces an isomorphism S' I G = S and 

p' is smooth. 

Proof: It is enough to eliminate each multiple fibre by taking successive branched 

covers, and so the lemma follows from the following local version: 

Lemma 6.21. ( [4} VI. 7') Let .6. C C be the unit disk, U a non-compact smooth 

analytic surface and p : U -t .6. a proper fibration that is smooth outside 0, such that 

p*(O) = nC for some smooth curve CC U. Let q: .6. -t .6. be the morphism defined 

by z H zn, V = U x t!:.,q .6., U' the normalisation of V and p', q' the projections of U' 

onto .6., U. The group J1n of nth roots of unity acts on .6. (by z H ( z) and so on V 

(via the second factor), and so on U'; q' induces an isomorphism U' I J1n = U. The 

fibration q' : U' -t .6. is smooth. 

Note that the local construction described above does not tell us that the cover 

q : B' -t B is ramified only over those points of B that correspond to multiple 
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fibres, nor that q' : S' -----* S is etale. We now obtained a smooth fibration (i.e. 

a fibre bundle) from a quasibundle by means of the construction above. We will 

now obtain every smooth elliptic fibration as a quotient of a natural projection 

C x F -----* C by the (diagonal) action of a finite group G; we will be able to do so 

thanks to the structure of the moduli space of elliptic curves. 

We can actually give a more explicit construction for the obtention of a fibre 

bundle (i.e. smooth fibration) from a quasibundle. The following Proposition plays 

this role. The first part is simply a global statement of last local lemma 6.21. For a 

proof of its last part, see reference given below. 

Proposition 6.22. (Serrano {58}, Prop.3.3) Let p: S-----* B be a quasibundle. Let 

m 1D 1, · · · mtDt be the singular (and therefore multiple) fibres of p, with Di smooth. 

Let J-L be a common multiple of m 1 , · · · , mt, and e 2 0 any integer such that 1-tlt +e. 

Let p(Di) =PiE B,l :S: i :S: t, and choose points Pt+1 , · · · , Pt+e E B whose fibres by 

p are smooth. Furthermore, let .C be any line bundle on B satisfying 

.C defines a cyclic covering E : C -----* B of degree J-L, totally ramified at P1, · · · , Pt+e· 

Finally, denote by R the normalisation of S x B C. Then, with these conditions, R 

is a smooth surface and q(R)- g(C) = q(S)- g(B). 

Theorem 6.23. (Beauville [4} Prop. VI.B) Let p : S -----* B be a smooth fibration 

from a surface to a (smooth) curve, and let F be a fibre of p. Assume either that 

g(B) = 1 and g(F) 2 1 or g(F) = 1. Then there exists an etale cover q : B' -----* B 

such that the fibration p' : S' = s X B B' -----* B' is trivial, i.e. S' rv B' X F. 

Furthermore, we can take the cover B' -----* B to be Galois with group G, say, so that 

S rv (B' X F)/G. 

Proof: This depends upon a series of facts from the theory of moduli spaces for 

curves; a good reference is Grothendieck [22]. 

Let T be a variety. A curve of genus g over T is a smooth morphism f : X -----* T 

whose fibres are curves of genus g. f is a topological fibre bundle, and so the sheaf 

R 1 f*(Z/nZ) is locally constant for all n. There is a symplectic form on it given by 
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the cup product: 

Having such a sheaf is equivalent to knowing its fibre at a point t E T (i.e. 

H 1(Xt, ZjnZ)) together with the action of the fundamental group 1r1(T, t): this ac

tion preserves the symplectic form on H 1(Xt, Z) and therefore that on H 1(Xt, ZjnZ) 

(remember that the monodromy can be thought of a map 1r1 (T, t)1r0 Dij j+(Ft), 

hence the action is induces a diffeomorphism action on homotopy and ( co )homology 

groups). Let us endow the constant sheaf (Z/nZ)~ with its standard symplectic 

form. A ln-rigidified curve of genus g over T is a curve of genus g over T together 

with a symplectic isomorphism (ZjnZ)?j! ---7 R 1 f*(ZjnZ). A curve of genus g overT 

can be ln-rigidified ifT acts trivially on H 1(Xt, ZjnZ). Since Aut(H1 (Xt, ZjnZ)) is 

finite, 1r1 (T, t) has a subgroup of finite index which acts trivially on H 1 (Xt, ZjnZ), 

and so there is an etale (Galois) cover T' ---7 T such that the pullback of the given 

curve is ln-rigidifiable overT'. 

Let n ~ 3. One then shows that Jn-rigidification eliminates automorphisms (see 

Corollary 10.7), and this implies that there is a universal ln-rigidified curve of genus 

g, denoted by U9,n ---7 Tg,n· The spaces Rg,n are in fact quasi-projective varieties, 

but it is enough for our purposes that they exist as analytic spaces. We shall need 

also the following properties: 

(1) For g ~ 2, there is non non-constant analytic morphism h : C ---7 Tg,n· 

(2) For g = 1, there is no non-constant analytic morphism from a connected 

compact analytic variety X to T1,n· 

(2) is elementary, since the j-invariant defines a holomorphic function on X, 

which must be a constant. (1) is more subtle. One can use the fact that the 

universal cover T9 (Teichmiiller space) of T9 ,n is a bounded domain, and so cannot 

be the target of any non-trivial morphism from C. One can also conside the space 

A9 ,n, which classifies Jn-rigidified principally polarised Abelian varieties of dimension 

g; by construction, its universal cover is the Siegel upper half-space 1£9 , which is 

a bounded domain. Finally one applies the Torelli theorem, which shows that the 

map T9 ,n ---7 A9 ,n obtained by sending a curve to its Jacobian is finite. 
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We shall show how the theorem follows from properties {1) and {2). Let p: S -t 

B be a smooth morphism, with fibres of genus g; then for fixed n ::; 3, there is an 

etale cover B' -t B such that the curveS' = S xB B' -t B' is ln-rigidifiable. Choose 

some ln-rigidification: we get amorphism h: B' -t T9 n such that S' = U9 n Xy: B'. , , g,n 

If g(B) = 1, then g(B') = 1; if g ~ 2, then his trivial by {1), since the universal 

cover of B' is C. If g = 1, then his trivial by {2). The theorem follows. 

The following proposition characterises elliptic quasibundles among the (rela

tively minimal) elliptic fibrations. The numerical criterion below makes use of 

Lemma 6.20 and Theorem 6.16. 

Proposition 6.24. (Serrano {58}, Prop. 1.5.} Let p : S -t B be an elliptic 

fibration of a (smooth projective) surface onto a smooth projective curve. Suppose p 

is relatively minimal. Then the following are equivalent: 

a. x(Os)=O 

b. p is an elliptic quasibundle 

c. e(S) = 0 

Under (any of) the former hypotheses, p can be constructed in the following fashion. 

Denoting E for a general fibre of p, there exists a Galois covering B' -t B of Galois 

group G, say, and an action of G on E such that S = ( B' x E) I G and p is equivalent 

to the natural projection 

s = ( B' X E) I G -t B' I G = B 

Proof: The fact that p is a relatively minimal elliptic fibration yields K~ = 0 

and thus the result follows from Noether's formula and Lemma 6.9 

12x(Os) = K 2 + e(S) = e(S). 

Now, e(S) = 0 if and only if p is an elliptic quasibundle, by Theorem 6.16. The 

proposition is thus established. 
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The Hodge Conjecture for sl X s2 

Let S1 and S2 be smooth projective surfaces over C. Then the Hodge conjecture for 

sl X s2 needs to be proven in codimension 2 only (see Proposition 3.38). For this 

reason we want to find the Hodge cycles in H 4 and determine their geometric origin 

when possible. 

H 4(S1 x S2) = H 0 (S1) 0 H 4 (S2) E9 H 4 (Sl) 0 H 0 (S2) E9 

E9H1(S1) 0 H 3 (S2) E9 H 3 (Sl) 0 H 1(S2) E9 

E9H2(Sl) 0 H 2(S2) 

Claim: Let X and Y be two smooth projective varieties of respective dimensions 

m and n. Then the Hodge cycles in the Hodge structures H 1 (X) 0 H 2
n-

1(Y) and 

H 2m-l (X) 0 H 1 (Y) are spanned by intersections of divisors, hence algebraic. 

Let us take the Claim for granted. Let us consider the case X = S1 , Y = S2 . 

The Kiinneth formula for H 4 (S1 x S2 ) above yields a decomposition of this Hodge 

structure into Hodge substructures, and thus the Hodge conjecture for sl X s2 

would follow from the statement that every Hodge cycle in every summand of the 

Kiinneth decomposition of H 4 (S1 x S2) is algebraic. The Hodge cycles in each of 

the summands but the last are known to be algebraic - this follows by Claim above. 

Therefore, the Hodge conjecture for sl X s2 holds in codimension two if and only if 

every Hodge cycle in H 2(S1) 0 H 2(S2) is algebraic. 

84 
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Ad-hoc proof of the Claim: (compare Proposition 10.19) Let us first prove that 

every Hodge class in the Hodge structure H 1 (X) ® H 1 (Y) is a linear combination 

of intersections of divisors. A quick proof of this fact stems from the observation 

that X x Y satisfies the Lefschetz (1,1)-theorem and hence for every summand in 

the following formula 

the subspaces of Hodge cycles and of algebraic classes coincide. 

The rest follows from the Hard Lefschetz theorem: indeed, an ample class in Y 

yields a Lefschetz isomorphism of Hodge structures (in the broad sense) 

inducing isomorphisms of Hodge and algebraic classes, which will then coincide in 

the target space. The same proof applies to H 2
m-

1 (X) ® H 1 (Y), by switching the 

variables. 

Let us come back to the Kiinneth decomposition of H 4 (51 x 52 ). As shown above, 

the Hodge conjecture for 51 X 52 is equivalent to proving that every Hodge cycle in 

H 2(5t) ®H2(52) is algebraic. We could further decompose this Hodge structure, as 

will be seen below. For a surface 5, we have the following decomposition for H 2 

(7.1) 

where N5(5) denotes the Neron-Severi group of 5 and T(5) = N5(5)l_ is the 

(rational) transcendental lattice of 5. Notice that T(5) has no non-zero Hodge 

cycles; also, the non-degeneracy of cup-product on H2 (5) yields the so-called self

duality property for T(5) : T(5)(2) ~ T(5)*. Now, with this decomposition for 

H 2 (5), we can write Equation 7.1 in a more explicit form 

H 2(5t) ® H 2(52) = N5(5t)Q ® N5(52)Q EB T(5I) ® T(52) (7.2) 

EBN5(51 )Q ® T(52) EB T(5t) ® N5(52)Q (7.3) 
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Then the Hodge conjecture holds if and only if every Hodge cycle in T(S1)Q9T(S2) 

is algebraic. We recall that the cup-product is a morphism of Hodge structures, 

hence for a surfaceS the natural morphism H 2(S) = H 4 (S)Q9H2(S)* = H 2(S)*( -2) 

sends Hodge cycles isomorphically to Hodge cycles. As a result, T(S)* = T(S)(2) 

("self duality"), therefore the algebraicity of every Hodge cycle in T(S1 ) Q9 T(S2) 

is equivalent to HomHodge-str(T(S1 ), T(S2)) consisting of morphisms induced by 

algebraic cycles. 

Remark on birational invariance We notice the birational invariance of the Hodge 

conjecture for products of two smooth projective surfaces - see Equations 7.1,7.2, 

and Proposition 5.10. Thus, it suffices to prove the Hodge conjecture for a product 

sl X s2 and then it automatically holds for Tl X T2, with 1i birationally isomorphic 

to si' i = 1' 2. 



Chapter 8 

Hodge structures of weight 2, 

dim(W2,0) == 1 

Let W be a (polarisable) rational Hodge structure of weight 2 such that dim W 2,0 = 

1 . Let R be the ring of endomorphisms of W as a Hodge structure. It turns out that 

the condition on dim W 2
,
0 gives W a special property, namely, vV can be viewed 

as a Hodge substructure of a Hodge structure generated by cohomology groups of 

Abelian varieties - this was done by M.Kuga and I. Satake in [31], and used by 

P.Deligne in his direct proof of the Weil conjecture for K3 surfaces [11]. We give 

a precise statement of this fact in this paragraph, which we use in the proof of 

Theorem 1.1. 

Proposition 8.1. Under the above hypotheses, ifW has no non-trivial Hodge cycles, 

then W is an irreducible Hodge structure, andR is a number field of degree dldim!QW 

over Q. 

Proof: We first prove that W is irreducible. Indeed, suppose TV is not irre

ducible. As the category of polarisable Hodge structures is semisimple Abelian, W 

admits a decomposition 

W=M$N 

Suppose that M 2,0 is one-dimensional. In that case, N 2,
0 = 0 = N°'2 , hence N 

must consist only of Hodge cycles, hence N = 0 and therefore W is irreducible. 

Since W is irreducible, it suffices to see the action of a Hodge-endomorphism on its 
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(2, 0)-component, which is one-dimensional. This yields automatically an injection 

of rings 

R '----+ Endc W 2
'
0 = C. 

We have seen that R is a number field. Let a be a primitive element of the extension 

RJQ. Then the minimal polynomial of a over W is irreducible, and therefore the 

characteristic polynomial is a power of the minimal polynomial, thus establishing 

the proposition. 

Examples: 1. Let A be an Abelian surface, and let W = NS(A)ij under the 

polarisation Q given in Theorem 3.34. By Mumford [45] Chapter 1, H 2
•0 (A) 

is a complex vector space of dimension ( dir2r A) ~ 1 in our case. Hence W is 

of weight 2, irreducible, and W 2
•
0 = H 2

•
0 (A) is one-dimensional. 

2. Let X be a K3 surface. Consider the (rational) trascendentallattice T(X), as 

defined in (7). Then h2
•0 (X) = 1, hence T(X) satisfies the hypotheses of this 

paragraph as well. 

We recall also that every such polarised Hodge structure W can be assigned 

a Kuga-Satake variety Abelian variety A (see [17]) - A is constructed by means 

of the theory of Clifford algebras applied to the quadratic space (W, '1/J) given by 

the polarisation. C(E, /3) will denote the Clifford algebra associated to a quadratic 

space (E, /3) where /3 is a symmetric bilinear form on E. c+(E, /3) will denote the 

even Clifford algebra, which is the subalgebra of C(E, /3) spanned by the products 

of an even number of elements of E. 

Theorem 8.2. {Existence of a Kuga-Satake variety] (Kuga-Satake {31}; van Geemen 

{17} sect. 5} Let (W, '1/J) be a polarised Hodge structure of weight 2, such that 

dim W~'0 = 1. There exists a polarised weight-one Hodge structure on the even 

Clifford algebra V = c+ (W, '1/J) together with a polarised embedding 

W '----+ V ® V. 

Any polarised Abelian variety A such that H 1(A) -V will be called a Kuga-Satake 

variety for W. 
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Remark: (see van Geemen [17] 8.3.) 

1. We point out that Theorem 8.2 holds for a Hodge structure over a subfield F of 

IR; the construction in van Geemen [17], which makes use of Clifford algebra, 

remains unchanged, and we thus obtain an F- Hodge structure of weight 1. 

2. Note that the former theorem yields a geometric realisation of every Hodge 

structure of weight two with one-dimensional (2, 0)-part. This applies in par

ticular to H 2 (S) and to T(S) for any surface such that p9 = 1. The above 

construction, however, is not guaranteed to have a geometric origin. 

3. The hypothesis on W, namely, dim W~·0 = 1, turns out not to be ca~ual for a 

weight two Hodge structure; the theorem asserts that every polarised weight 

two Hodge structure W with dim W~·0 = 1 is a Hodge substructure of the 

cohomology of an algebraic variety (namely, A x A, where A is a Kuga-Satake 

variety for W). This does not hold in general for dim W~·0 > 1. Griffiths' 

work on variations of Hodge structures ('Griffiths transversality') implies that 

the general polarised Hodge structure W of weight two with dim W~,o > 1 

is not a Hodge substructure of the cohomology of any algebraic variety - see 

[38] Theorem 1.1 for details. 

The following theorem is the main result of Morrison [43]. 

Theorem 8.3. {43} Let A be an Abelian surface. Then the Kuga-Satake Abelian 

variety assigned to the polarised Hodge structure T(A) of weight 2 (polarised by the 

cup-product, see Theorem 3. 34) is isogenous to a power of A. 



Chapter 9 

The case Pg 1, q 2 

Let S be a minimal smooth projective surface over C and let A be an Abelian surface. 

Suppose p9 (S) = 1. In this case the rational Hodge structure T(S) is irreducible, as 

seen in Proposition 8.1; this applies to an Abelian surface A also. Without loss of 

generality we supposeS to be minimal- see Section 7. Let A be an Abelian surface; 

then either of the following holds: 

1. Hom(T(S), T(A)) = 0, in which case the Hodge structure T(S) 0 T(A) has, 

by self-duality of the lattice T(S) (up to Tate twists), the following subspace 

of Hodge cycles 

B(T(S) 0 T(A)) = H omHodge(T(S), T(A)) 0 Q( -1) = 0 

and thus the Hodge conjecture plainly holds; or 

n. T(S) and T(A) are isomorphic 

No other case may hold, for they both are irreducible Hodge structures. 

Proposition 9.1. Provided that S satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, the Hodge 

conjecture forS x A: 

(a) holds trivially, in case T(S) and T(A) are not isomorphic. 

(b) in case T(S) :::= T(A), it follows from the existence of an algebraic class in 

T(S) 0T(A) and the Hodge conjecture for A x A; in other words, suppose that 

HomHodge(T(S), T(A)) contains a nonzero, algebraically induced morphism. 

Then the Hodge conjecture for A x A implies the Hodge conjecture forS x A. 
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Proof: H omHodge(T(S), T(A)) is either 0 or a free rank-1 module over EndHodgeT(A), 

where the ring action is defined by the usual composition of algebraic correspon

dences. The proposition follows. 

Assumption: Henceforth we will assume, as stated before, that p9 (S) = 1; we also 

assume that q = 2, S is minimal and also that S is not an Abelian surface. Without 

loss of generality we suppose also that T(S) is isomorphic to T(A) for A an Abelian 

surface - see last Proposition 9.1. 

A first consequence of the assumptions on S is that S must be nonruled, as H 2 

is algebraic (i.e. p9 = 0) for every ruled surface. Now S cannot be a K3 or Enriques 

surface (for which q = 0), or a bielliptic surface (for which p9 = 0); by hypothesis, S 

is not Abelian either, hence (Beauville [4] Th. VIII.2) S must be either (honestly) 

elliptic or ofgeneral type. 

We now recall the fact that the arithmetic genus (and therefore x( 0 x)) is a 

birational invariant for a projective smooth surface - see Proposition 5.7; see also 

[63] Cor. V.5.6. The hypotheses on S yield x(Os) = 0, hence S is not of general 

type by Theorem 6.5 and is therefore an honestly elliptic surface. 

By Proposition 6.7, we have K~ = 0, and Proposition 6.24 implies that S is 

an elliptic quasibundle S ---+ B. S then satisfies e(S) = 0 = b2 - 6, which yields 

b2 (S) = 6. Hence the Betti (and also the Hodge) numbers of S are those of an 

Abelian surface. 

We will concentrate on producing an algebraic cycle linking S and A in this 

section, and we include a detailed proof of the Hodge conjecture in detail for A x A 

later on in this thesis. As A will turn out to be non-simple, we only need this explicit 

result for A consisting of a product of two elliptic curves. This last result is stated 

and proved in Proposition 10.29. 

We now haveS= (C' x E')/G, where the finite group G acts faithfully on each 

component and freely on their product. 

Now consider the elliptic fibration p in this guise: 

s = (C' X E')/G---+ C'/G =B. 
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Remark As G acts freely on the product, for any c E C' we get that Gc acts onE' 

as a group of translations (which is equivalent to saying that no element of Gc has 

fixed points in E'). Thus E' /Gc is an elliptic curve, and in fact for b E B the image 

of c we have 

p*(b) = card(G) (E/Gc)· 
card(Gc) 

We have thus described every singular fibre of p in terms of the G-action on E and 

on C'. For more details, see Fulton [15] Proposition 1.7. 

Remark on the Picard number of S Notice that the Picard number p(A) ~ 2. 

This follows from the fact that H 2 (S) and H 2 (A) are isomorphic as Hodge structures 

- indeed, their transcendant lattices are isomorphic and they have equal dimension, 

hence their Picard numbers must coincide p(S) = p(A). This observation will play 

an important role in showing that A is non-simple, in the last chapter of this thesis. 

By Lemma 9.3, we obtain the following equality 2 = q(S) = g(C' /G)+g(E' /G)= 

g(B) + g(E'/G) (for a more general inequality, see Proposition 10.16). The number 

g(E' /G) is either 0 or 1; if it is 0 (i.e. E' /G "J IP1 ), then g(B) = 2 and thus p is 

the Albanese fibration of S by Proposition 10.15; otherwise, B = C' /G is an elliptic 

curve. 

We are now going to study the case g(E' /G) = 1. The group G acts then 

by translations on E', which is equivalent to saying that G acts trivially on the 

cohomology of E', H•(E', Z). It follows from last observation and Lemma 9.3 that 

H•(S) = H•(c' x E') 0 = (H.(C') 0 H•(E')) 0 

= H•(C') 0 0 H•(E'/G) = H•(B) 0 H•(E'/G). 

The above lines show precisely the following: if E' /G is an elliptic curve, then 

B is also elliptic, and the morphism 

cp: s = (C' X E')/G --t C'/G X E'/G = B X E'/G 

yields an isomorphism cp* of the cohomology ring of S with the cohomology ring of 

the Abelian variety A1 := B x E' jG (which is a Hodge isomorphism, since cp* is a 
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Hodge morphism). Thus A1 is isogenous to Alb S, by looking at the H 1 's, and also 

T(At) rv T(S) via cp* (we can say that the motive of S, h(S) is then isomorphic 

to the motive of A1 , h(A1 ) modulo homological equivalence; see Scholl [54] for an 

explanation of this vocabulary). Thus we see that proving the Hodge conjecture for 

S x A in this case reduces to proving it for A x A 1 , where A is an arbitrary Abelian 

surface and A1 is a non-simple Abelian surface. Chapter 7 and our Assumptions on 

S show that the last statement reduces to that of Lemma 10.34, thereby proving 

Theorem 1.1 in case of existence of an elliptic fibration of S onto an elliptic curve .. 

In the case when q(S) = g(B) and thus g(B) = 2, we are going to need further 

reductions to reduce our problem to one of Hodge cycles on Abelian varieties. 

9.1 Reduction to the cyclic monodromy case 

Given an elliptic quasi bundle S = ( C' x E') / G as above, we want to draw conclusions 

about the nature of the motive of S. The case when E'/G is elliptic is worked out 

above; thus we concentrate on the case where G acts nontrivially on H 1 ( E'). In this 

case, an important simplification in our computation will be the reduction to the 

case in which G is cyclic. 

We first need a result to compute the spaces of holomorphic differentials on finite 

quotients. After that, we will be able to state and prove a lemma giving the Hodge 

structure of H•(Y) fairly explicitly, for Y a desingularisation of a finite quotient 

X/G of a smooth projective surface X. 

Proposition 9.2. (Freitag {14} Satz 6) Let X be a projective manifold and G be 

a finite group of analytic automorphisms on X. Then, for Z a desingularisation of 

X/ G, we have a natural isomorphism 

for p = 0, ... , dim X. 

Proof: Let F c X be defined by {x E XICard(G.x) < Card(G)}. F is exactly the 

ramification locus of the canonical projection map p: X ---+X/G. Let F := p(F) be 

the branch locus of p. We know that X/G is normal, and therefore its singular locus 
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is of codimension ~ 2 (see Hartshorne [63] Th.II.8.22A). We denote by V----+ U the 

etale part of p, V thus denoting X/ F and u =(X/G)- F. 
By Theorem 5.8, we know that every holomorphic differential form on ..(y ·

(X/G)reg extends uniquely to a holomorphic differential form on Y. Therefore it 

suffices to prove 

Let us check that the morphism p* above is well defined on differential forms. 

Indeed, if w is a differential form that is regular on X, then p*w is regular outside a 

subset of codimension ~ 2 on X, hence regular on all X (see proof of Proposition 

5. 7, ref. given). Also the fact that p o g = p for all g E G yields p* H 0 (X, Sl~) c 

H 0 (X, sti- )0 . It remains to prove the converse: let w be a G-invariant regular 

differential on X, and let 77 be the meromorphic differential on X/ G, regular on 

U C (X/G)reg, such that p*77 = w. We are going to prove that 77 can be extended to 

a regular differential outside a closed subscheme of codimension ~ 2. 

Let Y be a codimension 1 component of F, and let Y = p(Y) C F be its image, 

also of codimension 1. We recall that the rings 0 = Ox,Y and 0' =Ox,¥ are local, 

normal, one-dimensional (Noetherian) and hence discrete valuation rings. Thus we 

have a Galois finite morphism of local discrete valuation rings p* : 0' ----+ 0 of Galois 

group Gy = {g E Glg(Y) = Y}; Gy is cyclic (see Serre [69] IV. (1.1),(2.6),(2.7)), 

hence 0 = O'[Z]j(ze - t) for t a local coordinate of 0'. This implies that, for a 

generic point y E Y (i.e. outside a subset of codimension ~ 2 in X), the map p can 

be locally described as 

where Zi are coordinates on X around y and wi are coordinates of y around p(y) 

(remember that this is for generic y, more precisely, for y a smooth point of Y such 

that the quotient map y ----+ y I Gy is etale, which is clearly generic on y. Take then 

z1 , ... , Zn-l to be local coordinates on Y around y, and do the same with wi around 

p(y)). 

Now let us write 77 = L::III=k 771 dw 1 , where 771 are a priori meromorphic functions 
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around p(y). The equality p*ry = w = 'L::III=k WJ dz1 leads to 

( e) e-1 .f I 'f/I z1, ... ,zn-1,zn ·e·zn =WJI nE ; 

'fJI(z1, ... , Zn-I, z~) = WJ if nE {1, ... , n}- I. 

It is then easy to see that in either case ry1 must be regular on p(y), as 

is regular on y and thus 'f/I cannot have negative integral powers of Wn. Therefore, by 

looking at the analytic expansion of w1 , ry1 (z1 , ... , Zn_ 1, z~) is regular, which clearly 

implies that ry1 is regular on p(y). This completes the proof. 

The following lemma yields a tool for studying the Hodge structures on the 

cohomology of desingularisations of finite quotients, specially in the case of surfaces. 

It seems a well-known result, although we provide a proof for the lack of a suitable 

reference. 

Lemma 9.3. 1. Let X be a differentiable manifold, and G a finite group of dif-

feomorphisms acting freely on X. Then Hi(X/G, Q) = Hi(X, Q)G 

2. Let X be a compact Kiihler manifold, and G a finite group of biholomorphisms 

acting freely on X. Then HP·q(X/G) = HP,q(X)G 

3. Let X be a projective manifold, and G a finite group of biholomorphisms of 

X. Then H 1(X)G = H 1(Y), for Y a desingularisation of X/G, and also 

T 2 (Y) = T 2 (X)G, where T 2 denotes a complementary of NS,o~ in H 2
. 

Proof: Parts {1) and (2) have a simple proof, by taking holomorphic coordinates 

on points of the same G-orbit which are G-translates of one another (the result over 

Q can be proven by using triangulations, but it cannot be improved to Z because 

the projection operator carl(G) L:gEG g is not Z-defined). 

Let us prove (3). First of all, H 0 (Y, n~) = H 0 (X, D\ )G by Proposition 9.2. 

Thus we can think of a G-equivariant birational morphism f : X' -----t X such that 

the following diagram is commutative: 

X'~ y 
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We know by Theorem 5.8 and Proposition 9.2 that q* yields an isomorphism 

H 0 (Y, !1}) "' H0 (X, Oi )G, which is equivalent to saying that q* yields an isomor

phism of Hodge structures H 1(Y) ~ H 1(X')G = H 1(X)a. 

As for the second statement of (3), we can consider the map q* : T 2 (Y) ~ 

T 2 (X'). We know that p* yields an isomorphism H0 (Y, !1~) ~ H0 (X', O'i,) a by 

Proposition 9.2. Let W be the minimal (rational) Hodge structure of H 2 (Y) con

taining HJ;0 = H 0 (Y, !1~ ); it is clear that it is T 2 (Y); indeed, H 2 (Y) = W 9 V; then 

vV contains H 2
,
0

, hence V consists of Hodge cycles and therefore T 2 (Y) = W. Sim

ilarly, we obtain T(X')G on X', and therefore q* induces an isomorphism T(Y) "' 

T(X')G"' T(X)a (see Proposition 5.4 and Proposition 5.10 for last isomorphism). 

Thus we are done. 

We need the following two well-known elementary lemmas on elliptic curves; for 

the background we refer to Silverman [59] Chapter IV. 

Lemma 9.4. Let E be an elliptic curve over <C, and let 0 denote its origin. Let 

f : E ~ E be a holomorphic map such that f =!= !dE. Then the following are 

equivalent: 

1. f is a translation; 

3. f has no fixed points. 

Proof: Let g be the isogeny such that f(x) = g(x) +a (a = f(O)) (i.e. g = 

alb f). Then, if f has no fixed points, the isogeny x f---1- g(x) - x is non-surjective, 

hence constant equal to zero, which means that f is a translation. The rest follows 

from the fact that, if E =~'then A= H 1(E, Z). 

Remark We point out that Lemma 9.4 holds as well if we change E for a simple 

Abelian variety A. A counterexample can be easily constructed if A = A1 x A2 ; 

choose f = (h, h) where h is a non-trivial translation on A1 and h is any endo

morphism of A2 . Then it is clear that f is fixed-point free but is not a translation. 

Lemma 9.5. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over <C. The following statements 

hold. 
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1. Auto(E) (group of invertible isogenies, i.e. those which fix the origin 0) is a 

cyclic group of cardinal2, or 4 {in case E = Z~i]), or 6 {in case E = Z~] where 

w3 = 1 -1- w). 

2. Let G be a finite group of biholomorphisms of E, and H be the subgroup of 

translations of G. Then G I H = Zn, where n belongs to the set 2, 3, 4 or 6. 

M ore precisely, G is a semidirect product of Zn by H; i.e. the exact sequence 

1 ----1- H ----1- G ----1- G I H = Zn ----1- 1 

splits. 

Proof: 

1. We recall (see Silverman [59]) that the ring ofisogenies of E (denoted End(E)) 

has the following description: 

End( E) = {a E C : a A c A}. 

Therefore End(E) is either Z or an order in an imaginary quadratic field. 

The group of invertible isogenies of E is then forced to be finite (the equation 

N KIQ(x) = 1 has only a finite number of integer solutions x E 0/C for I< a field 

with no real embeddings). The following Claim proves 1; we leave the details 

to the reader. 

Claim: Let a be a root of unity, and let m be its exact order in C*. Suppose 

that a is quadratic over <Q. Then m belongs to the set {3, 4, 6}. 

Proof(s) of the Claim: We know that a generates a field extension of de

gree c/J( m) over <Q. The hypothesis leads to c/J( m) = 2, which only the above 

listed numbers satisfy. This concludes the proof. 

Another different proof comes from the following observation. We may write 

a = e21rir, for some r E <Q. Therefore, the number a+ a = 2 cos(27TT) is rational 

(for a is quadratic) and simultaneously an algebraic integer, hence an integer. 

This forces 2 cos(27rr) to be one of the following numbers -2, -1, 0, 1, 2. The 

Claim follows. 
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2. By Lemma 9.4, we know that H is the kernel of the representation p : G -+ 

G L( H 1 ( E, Z)) given by g t-+ H 1 (g) (we point out that the H 1 version is the con

tragredient representation of p). Also, again by Lemma 9.4, p factors through 

the group monomorphism 

Aut0(E) 4 GL(H1(E,Z)) 

by sending g E G to the isogeny g- g(O)(= alb g) in Aut0 (E). Therefore, the 

quotient GIH is injected as a subgroup of Aut0 (E), hence cyclic, GIH ~ Zn, 

and n divides 2, or 4 or 6; the case n = 3 or 6 implies E = zfw)' and the cases 

4 and 6 are already mentioned in Statement 1. 

Let p be the canonical projection G -+ G I H. Let us construct a group ho

momorphism s: G I H(CY. Zn) 4 G such that p os= idzn· Choose an element 

g E G such that p(g) generates G I H, i.e. such that n is the least positive 

integer satisfying gn E H. Then, by Lemma 9.4, g has a fixed point, hence 

gn is a translation with a fixed point, therefore gn = Id again by Lemma 9.4. 

This proves s to be a section, hence G is a semidirect product of Hand G I H 

by taking the action of G I H on H by inner automorphisms (here we use that 

H is abelian), thereby establishing the statement. 

Proposition 9.6. Let S = (C' x E')IG satisfy the hypotheses of this Chapter g 

(p9 = 1, q = 2); suppose also that G does not act trivially on H 1(E'). Let H = 

Ker(G-+AutH1(E,Z)). Then GIH = Zn withn = 2,3,4,6. Also, there exists 

another elliptic isotrivial fibration S' such that the monodromy group of S' is cyclic 

and T(S) = T(S') are isomorphic Hodge structures. Furthermore, Zn acts faithfully 

on H 1 of a fibre. 

M ore precisely, ifS' is a desingularisation of the surface 

(C'IH X E'IH)IZn = (C X E)IZm 

where C' I H = C and E' I H = E (E is an elliptic curve), then S' satisfies the above 

properties. 

Proof: Take S' to be a minimal desingularisation of the following surface: S1 = 

(C'IH x E'IH)IZn. Henceforth we write C := C'IH, E = E'IH. Note that H acts 
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on E' by translations, therefore E is also elliptic. We define r.p to be the natural 

morphism S --+ S1 coming from the G-action. Then: 

• r.p yields an isogeny Alb S--+ Alb S1 = Alb S'. Indeed, by Proposition 9.2 

q(S') =dim H 1 (C x E, O)zn = g(C/Zn) + g(E/Zn) 

= g(C'/G) + g(E'/G) = q(S). 

The second equality above holds, for instance, because H 1(CxE)Zn = H 1(C)ZntiJ 

H 1(E)Zn for a diagonal action of Zn on each component. 

• r.p induces an isomorphism of transcendant lattices T(S) = T(S'). Indeed, let 

us write 

H 2 (S) = H 2 (C1 
X E')G = (H2 (C1 

X E')H)Zn 

= H 2 (C') ffi H 2 (E') ffi [ (H1(C') ® H 1(E'))Hrn 

Now, asH acts trivially on the homology of E', the natural morphism 

C' X E' I H --+ c X E 

induces an isomorphism on cohomology, as can be seen from the isomorphism 

Both surfaces above are acted on by G / H = Zn, which in turn gives, by 

Lemma 9.3, the following isomorphism 

T(S) = T(C x E)Zn = T(S'). 

This completes the proof. 

Proposition 9. 7. Let S satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 9. 6. Then there exists 

a birational morphism h : R --+ S such that h is a composition of blow-ups of S 

centred at finite subsets, and there exists a morphism t : R --+ S' above the canonical 

projection 

p: (C' X E')/G--+ (C X E)/ H. 
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The induced morphism h* on cohomology is an epimorphism, and the following map 

t* oh* induces a Hodge isomorphism between H 1(S) and H 1 (S') and also between 

T(S) and T(S'). These isomorphisms are induced by an algebraic cycle on S x S', 

by Subsection 4.2. 

Proof: The proof follows from Lemma 9.3, Proposition 9.6 and also Subsection 

4.2. 



Chapter 10 

Hodge structures coming from 

Abelian surfaces 

The idea of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the following. We notice that the Hodge 

structure T(S) of weight two is isomorphic to T(A'), where A' is an Abelian surface, 

possibly different from A; this has been proven in some of the cases for S, at the 

beginning of Chapter 9, and will be seen to hold for every S in Section 11. This 

basically means that we will end up by working with Hodge structures associated to 

Abelian varieties. This section is devoted to a thorough understanding of the Hodge 

structure T(A) and the tools needed for the proof of Theorem 1. An excellent 

reference providing many of the results we need in this thesis is Moonen and Zarhin 

[66]. 

It is well known that the ring of endomorphisms of an Abelian variety with 

coefficients over Q is a semisimple algebra with a positive antiinvolution. This 

gives a complete classification of the endomorphism algebra of an Abelian variety 

End0 (A) = End(A) 0 Q. 

The following results will be used throughout the section. 

Theorem 10.1 (Albert classification for Abelian surfaces). {51} Let A be a 

simple complex Abelian surface. Let p denote its Picard number. Then the following 

cases occur for End0 (A): 

1. End0 (A) = Q (Type !(1)). We have p(A) = 1, dim T(A) = 5. 
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2. End0 (A) = F0 a real quadratic field (Type I(2)). Also p(A) = 2, dim T(A) = 

4. 

3. End0 (A) = D where D is an indefinite quaternion algebra over Q (Type 

I I(1)). In this case, p(A) = 3, dim T(A) = 3. We say that A is of QM 

( quaternionic multiplication) type. 

4. End0 (A) = F where F is a CM-field of degree 4 and F0 is its (quadratic) 

totally real subfield. (Type IV(2, 1)). p(A) = 2, dim T(A) = 4. 

Theorem 10.2. Let A be a non-simple Abelian surface. The values of p according 

to its decomposition are: 

1. p = 2 (and then dim T(A) = 4} if A rv El X E2, El nonisogenous. 

2. p = 3 (and then dim T(A) = 3} if A rv Ex E, E being non-CM. 

3. p = 4 (and then dim T(A) = 2} if A rv Ex E, E a CM-elliptic curve. 

10.1 Abelian varieties over C 

For this section we follow van Geemen [1] Sect. 3. See also Mumford [45], Lange

Birkenhake [34]. Let X be an Abelian variety over the complex numbers, that is 

X ~ V/ A for some lattice A in a complex vector space V of dimension dime V = g, 

and X is a projective variety. Note that A= 1r1 (X, 0) = H1 (X, Z) and V= H1 (X, IR) 

is the universal cover of X; also V = T0 (X) and multiplication by i E C on V 

corresponds to an IR-linear map: 

J: H1(X,R)--+ H1(X,R) with J2 =-I. 

The map J allows us to recover this structure of complex vector space on H1(X, IR) 

- it actually corresponds to the complex structure on X, i.e. on the (trivial) real

valued coo tangent bundle of X. Thus 

To(X) ~ (H1 (X, IR), J). 
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Any embedding() : X Y IF defines a polarisation E := c1(0(1)) E B 1(X) c 

H 2 (X, Q). By duality, E defines a map, which we denote by the same name 

and this map satisfies the Riemann relations (here we extend E IR-linearly) 

E(Jx, Jy) = E(x, y), E(x, Jx) > 0 

for all x, y E H1 (X, IR), with x =1- 0 for the last condition. This last condition also 

shows E to be non-degenerate. 

Conversely, X = V/ A is an Abelian variety if and only if there exists E : (\ 2 A --t 

Q satisfying the Riemann relations. For more details, see Paragraph 10.1.1. 

The cohomology of X and its Hodge structure are completely determined by 

H 1 (X, Q) and its Hodge structure: 

One may ask whether the biholomorphism class of X can be retrieved from the 

Hodge decomposition on H 1 (X). The question has a positive answer if we take 

integer coefficients; if not, we will almost recover X, i.e. X will be obtained modulo 

isogeny. This will be proven in the following lines. 

The Hodge decomposition on H 1(X, C) yields 

and the image of H1 (X,IR) is well known to be {(v,v): v E H 2 (X,IR)}. Thus one 

can define a linear map Jc on H 1(X, C) by setting J~IH1 •0 (X) = i idHt,o(x) and 

J~IH0 • 1 (X) = -i idHo,t(x) that restricts to aIR-linear operator J' H 1(X, IR): 

By the well-known duality between Hi and Hi we define 

J := (J')* : H 1(X, IR) --t H 1(X, IR), with J 2 = -I. 

To obtain X, we have to take the quotient of the vector space (H1 (X,IR), J) by 

a lattice A c H 1 (X, IR). This is where we need integer coefficients: we know A c 
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H1 (X,CQ) c H1 (X,R), and H1 (X,CQ) is obtained as the dual of H 1 (X,CQ), but we 

cannot reconstruct H 1 (X, Z) unless we are given H 1 (X, Z) from the very beginning. 

However, the inclusion A C H 1 (X, CQ) allows us to know A up to commensurability, 

i.e. any other lattice A' in H 1 (X, CQ) satisfies A : An A' and A' : An A' are finite 

abelian groups. This leads to the following definitions. 

Definition Two Abelian varieties X and Y are said to be isogenous, X ,....., Y 

(also denoted X ~ Y) if and only if there is a finite, surjective map (an isogeny) 

r.p : Y ----+ X. (If X ,....., Y then it is not difficult to see that there exists also a finite, 

surjective map X ----+ Y; see below.) 

Remark We note also that the existence of such maps implies the existence of 

homomorphisms with the same properties: indeed, any holomorphic map between 

two Abelian varieties is the translate of a homomorphism of group schemes (see 

l\!Iumford [45] .) 

Given an isogeny r.p : Y ----+ X, the group r.p*(1r(Y)) is a subgroup of finite index of 

1r1 (X) and thus 1r1 (X) ~ N1r1 (X) C r.p*(1r1 (X)) for some integer N. Therefore one 

has a finite, surjective map X ----+ Y. Also, r.p induces r.p* on cohomology 

The line above is equivalent to saying that r.p* induces an isomorphism of Hodge 

structures. Conversely, the existence of such map r.p* implies that the Abelian va

rieties X and Y are isogenous. An isogeny r.p : Y ----+ X thus induces isomorphisms 

BP(X) ----+ BP(Y). Moreover, using pullback of cycles by r.p and rj; we obtain the 

following. 

Lemma 10.3. Let X and Y be two isogenous Abelian varieties. Then the Hodge 

(p,p)-conjecture holds for X if and only if it holds for Y. 

Now we will describe all the homomorphisms from an Abelian variety A into 

another Abelian variety B in terms of their integral Hodge structures. 

Proposition 10.4. Let A, B be two complex Abelian varieties. Then the canonical 

map 
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is an isomorphism. Here* denotes the usual dual group Hom(G,Z) of a free Abelian 

group of finite type. 

Proof: The left hand side of the isomorphism consists of group homomorphisms 

cp: H 1 (B, Z)---+ H 1(A, 71.) that preserve the Hodge structures, i.e. such that they in

duce isomorphisms of Hodge structures cp(H 1
•0 (B)) c H 1

•0 (A). Let rp := c/J*; then rp 

induces a homomorphism H 1 (A, JR) ---+ H 1 (B, JR) such that both the complex struc

ture and the integral lattices are preserved- rp(H1(A,Z)) C H1(B,Z) by duality; 

the assertion on the complex structures is already checked above in this paragraph. 

10.1.1 Polarisations of Abelian varieties 

The main references in this paragraph are [34] Sect.5.2. and van Geemen [1] Sect.3. 

Definition Let X = V I A be a complex torus. Then a polarisation on X is a 

skew-symmetric bilinear form 

such that E gives a polarisation of the integral Hodge structure H 1 (X, 71.) = (H1 (X, 71.) )*. 

Definition (Equivalent definition) Let X = V I A be a complex torus. and let E be 

a skew-symmetric bilinear form 

AxA----tZ 

with integral values. Then E naturally defines an element in H 2 (X, Z) = /\
2 H 1 (X, Z). 

E will be called a polarisation if and only if the following conditions are fulfilled: 

(i) E corresponds to an element in B~(X) = H 2(X, Z) n H 1
•
1 (X). 

(ii) For every element x E V= A®zlR, E(x, Jx) > 0; i.e. the bilinear formE(., J.) 

defined on V is positive definite. 

Remark There are two separate conditions defining a polarisation on X. The 

property (i) alone is equivalent to the assertion that E = c1 (L) for some holomorphic 

line bundle on X. Both properties (i) and (ii) holding simultaneously are equivalent 

to saying that such L is a positive definite line bundle and therefore ample (see 

Theorem 3.11; also Griffiths-Harris [20] p.148). 
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Proposition 10.5. A complex torus X admits a polarisation if and only if X is 

an Abelian variety. In that case, positive definite line bundles are in one-to-one 

correspondence with ample line bundles on X, and the polarisations are in bijection 

with ample classes in NS(X). 

Proof: It is an immediate consequence of the Kodaira embedding Theorem 3.11 

- see last Remark. 

Remark Let A be an A belian variety. Any 2-form E = c1 ( L) for L a line bundle 

on X defines a morphism 

cfJL: A---+ A 

which depends only onE= c1 (L). A polarisation defines an isogeny A---+ A (see 

Lange-Birkenhakke [34] Sect.2.4. for more details). Also op. cit. Theorem 2.5.5. 

yields a complete description of the isogenies A ---+ A induced by polarisations. 

Definition A polarised morph ism (or morphism of polarised Abelian varieties f : 

(A, L)---+ (B, M) is a homomorphism f: A---+ B such that f*c1 (M) = c1 (L). 

Proposition 10.6. (Lange-Birkenhake {34} Cor. 5.1.9) The group of automor

phisms of the polarised Abelian variety (X, L) is finite. 

Proof: Suppose f is an automorphism of (X, L). Then f* L®L- 1 E Pic0 (X) so 

that cfJL = c/JrL = }cfJLf, hence f'f = 1. Thus Aut(X,L) C {f E End(X)iTr(f'f) :<:;; 

M}, i.e. Aut(X, L) is the intersection of a compact set of End(H1 (X, IR)) with 

the discrete subset End(X), hence finite. The positive definiteness of the Rosati 

involution f H f' is established in Proposition 10.8. 

Corollary 10.7. (Serre; see Lange-Birkenhakke {34} Cor. 5.1.10) Let f be an 

automorphism of a polarised Abelian variety (X, L) and n 2': 3 an integer. Let Xn 

denote the subgroup of points of n-torsion of X. If fiXn = idxn, then f = lx. As 

a result, we get an injection Aut(X, L) Y Aut(Xn) = GL29 ('lljn'll) for any n 2': 3, 

which yields an easy bound for the cardinal of Aut(X, L). 

Proof: Note that the only unipotent automorphism of (X, L) is the identity, as 

End0 (X) = End(X) 0 Q is a semisimple algebra. Without loss of generality, we 
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may suppose that f is of prime order p; let ~ be a primitive p-th root of unity which 

is an eigenvalue of JIToX. By assumption, Xn C Ker(lx - f). Hence there is a 

g E End(X) such that ng = lx - f. This implies that there is an algebraic integer 

ry, namely an eigenvalue of g, such that 

nry = 1- ~· 

Applying the norm of the field extension Q(~) IQ we get 

This is impossible, since p is a prime and n 2: 3. 

10.1.2 Endomorphisms of Abelian varieties 

Let A be a complex Abelian variety. Then the endomorphism ring of A, End(A), 

is defined to be the group of morphisms f : A -t A such that f(O) = 0 - by a 

rigidity argument, these are precisely the endomorphisms of A as an algebraic group 

(Mumford [45] p. 43). We call End0 (A) = End(A)Q· 

Let A, L be a polarised Abelian variety. Then we may define the Rosati involution 

(or more precisely, antiinvolution) t = '-L on End0 (A) as· t(<p) := cp£ 1 o ({; o cfJL (this 

involution is not always defined over Z). 

Proposition 10.8. (B.B. Cordon {35}, Lemma 1.12.1; Mumford {45} Th. IV.21.1) 

End0 A together with '-L is a semisimple algebra endowed with a positive antiinvolu-

tion. 

Proof: The Poincare reducibility theorem yields A rv B~1 X ... X B~r for Bi pairwise 

nonisogenous Abelian varieties; thus 
r 

End0 (A) =IT Mn;(End0 (Bi)), 
i=l 

where End0 (Bi) are division algebras and Mn(D) stands for the ring of nxn matrices 

over D. We now prove that t is positive. There exists a po~:>itive definite Hermitian 

form H on T0 A = H1 (A, R) defined by H(u, v) = E(u, iv) + iE(u, v), where E is 

given by L. Then t( <p) is exactly the adjoint of <p with respect to the Hermitian 

metric H, and therefore Tr(<pt(<p)) is positive for every nonzero <p E End0 (A). 
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Let us suppose A to be simple. Last proposition reduces the structure of End0 (A) 

to a certain number of possibilities, to be listed below. 

Theorem 10.9 (Albert classification). {B.B. Cordon {35} Th. 1.12.2; also 

Mumford [45} pp. 201-203) Let A be a simple complex Abelian variety. Let F be 

the centre of End0 (A) and let F0 be the subfield of elements ofF fixed by the Rosati 

involution. Then F0 is a totally real number field of degree e0 over Q and F {whose 

degree [F : Q] =: e) is either equal to F0 or a totally imaginary extension of F0 , 

hence a CM -field. We will denote d2 = [End0 (A) : F]. End0 (A) is one of the 

following types: 

1. End0 (A) = F = F0 is a totally real algebraic number field, and the Rosati 

involution acts as the identity. The relation eJg holds. (We say then that A is 

of type I( eo)). 

2. F = F0 is a totally real number field, and End0 (A) is a division quaternion al

gebra over F such that every simple component of End0 (A) ®Q lR is isomorphic 

to M2 (IR); there is an element f3 E End0 (A) such that t f3 = - f3, and {32 E F 

is totally negative; and the Rosati involution is given by t(a) = {3- 1
• ta· {3. 

The relation 2eJg holds. {A is said to be of type II(eo)). 

3. F = F0 is a totally real number field, and End0 (A) is a division quaternion al

gebra over F such that every simple component of End0 (A) ®QIR is isomorphic 

to the Hamiltonian quaternion algebra H over IR; and t(a) =t a. The relation 

2eJg holds. {A is of type III(e0 )). 

4. F0 is a totally real number field, and F is a totally imaginary quadratic exten

sion of F0 {i.e. e = 2e0), and End0 (A) is a division algebra with centre F; 

the restriction of the Rosati involution to K acts as the restriction of complex 

conjugation to K. The relation e0 · d2 Jg holds. {A is of type IV(d, eo)). 

10.2 The Albanese map 

To every algebraic variety X we can associate an Abelian variety - the Albanese 

variety Alb X - satisfying a certain universal property. In the case when X is 
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smooth and. projective, Alb X will turn out to be connected to another Abelian 

variety which is canonically associated to every projective smooth variety: the Picard 

variety. 

Definition Let X be an algebraic variety defined over an algebraically closed field 

k. An A lbanese variety (or map) is a couple (A, f) consisting of an A belian variety 

A and amorphism f :X-+ A such that the following properties hold: 

1. (X, f) generates A as a group; 

n. for every morphism g : X -+ B into an Abelian variety B, there exists a 

homomorphism g0 : A -+ B and a constant c E B such that g = g0 f + c. 

We observe immediately that the homomorphism g0 in ii. is unique. If we have 

g = g' f + c', with a homomorphism g', then g' = g0 . We shall say that g0 is the 

homomorphism induced by g. 

Remark: We observe that properties i. and ii. above are equivalent to the property 

(P) For every morphism g : X -+ B into an Abelian variety B, there exists 

a unique morphism of Abelian varieties h : A -+ B such that g = h o f up to 

translation. 

In case (P) is adopted as a definition, it should then be proven that (X, f) generates 

A as a group, and thus the equivalence between this new definition and the one above 

will be established. This is proven in next proposition below - the reader may find 

a wider statement in the given source. 

Proposition 10.10. (see Ueno {70} Lemma 9.14) For a complete algebraic varietyV, 

the Albanese map (V, f) generates A= AlbX as a group. More precisely, there exists 

a natural number n such that the following map is surjective 

jn : V X V X ... X V -+ A 

Jn(pl, · · · ,pn) = J(pl) + · · · + f(Pn) 

Proof: We observe that, if Zk = I m(jk) and 0 E I m (f), then the k form an 

ascending chain of irreducible closed subsets of A 

o c Z1 c ... c zk c ... = z, 
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where z is the union of all the zkl hence closed and irreducible, for the chain zk 
stops at some k0• Also, the fact that Zk + Z1 c Zk+1 implies that Z is a subgroup of 

A. Indeed, translations by elements of Z act as automorphisms of Z by restriction, 

which also means that their inverses take Z into Z. This is exactly the same as 

saying that image of the morphism of varieties Z x Z--+ Z given by (x, y) H x- y 

falls into Z; thereby proving that Z is a subgroup. 

In the case when I m (f) does not contain 0 follows from the observation that 

for the map g(x) = f(x)- f(x 0 ), the sets Zk(f) correspond to translates of Zk(g), 

Zk(J) = Zk(g) + k.f(xo). 

As said in the beginning of this section, the Albanese map can be constructed 

for general algebraic varieties. The most general result to be found in the literature 

is the following: 

Theorem 10.11. (see Lang {65} Thm.II.3.11} Let V be a (non necessarily pro

jective or smooth) variety over an algebraically closed field k. Then there exists an 

Albanese variety (A, f) of V, f being a rational map. The Abelian variety is uniquely 

determined up to isomorphism, and f is determined up to a translation. Also, it 

is seen from the construction of (A, f) that the Albanese variety (or map) depends 

only on the birational isomorphism class of V. f is regular at smooth points of V. 

A special case of the Albanese variety is when X = C is a smooth projective 

curve. In this case we call Alb(C) =: JC the Jacobian of C. The Jacobian variety 

of C is isomorphic to its Picard variety, and -after choosing a point 0 E C - the 

Albanese map reads 

C--+ Pic0 (C), PH (P)- (0). 

One may ask whether this map is an embedding. Indeed, this is the case when g( C) 

is positive. When C is a curve of genus one, then C is an elliptic curve and thus 

C = JC. If g(C) 2:. 2, then it is a strict embedding. A proof for this may be found 

in Lang [65] Prop. II.2.4. 

The Albanese variety is closely related to the Picard variety, as the next Propo

sition shows. 

Proposition 10.12. (Matsusaka; see Lang {65} IV.4) The Picard variety and the 
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Albanese variety of a projective smooth variety over a field k are a dual pair of 

Abelian varieties. 

We include the following theorem, frequently used throughout this thesis. 

Theorem 10.13. (Ueno {70} Th. 9. 7} Let X be a complex projective variety. Then 

the Picard variety of X has the following structure as a complex torus: 

Pico(X)= HI(X,Ox) 
HI (X, Z)/tors' 

where the inclusion of H 1(X,Z)jtors into H 1(X,Ox) comes from the Hodge de

composition of H 1(X, C) (or equivalently, from the exponential exact sequence, see 

Section 3. 3). The Albanese variety of X is the dual complex torus of the Picard 

variety. 

10.2.1 The Albanese fibration 

Let us consider a smooth projective variety X defined over an algebraically closed 

field k, and its Albanese map a= albx, A= Alb X. Then a factorises as 

X~ a(X) c A 

. The resulting morphism X ~a( X) is proper and surjective. We have the following 

definition. 

Definition For the Albanese mapping a : X ~ a(X), let X ~ W ~ a(X) be its 

the Stein factorisation. We call p : X ~ W the Albanese fibration of X. 

Proposition 10.14. (Ueno {70} Prop. 9.19} Assume that the image of the Albanese 

map a : X ~ AlbX is a curve C. Then C is a non-singular curve of genus 

g = dim(Alb X) and the fibres of a: X ~ C are connected. 

Proof: Let v : 6 ~ C be the normalisation of the curve C and let JC be 

the Jacobian variety of C. Then a factorises through v, since X is normal (see 

Proposition 6.15); we call p: X~ C and q := inc o v: C ~ Alb X. Thus a= q o p. 

Let g = albc : C ~ JC. Then alb(p) : Alb X~ JC satisfies IdAib(X) = alb(a) = 
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alb(q) o alb(p). Therefore alb(p) is a monomorphism of Abelian varieties, and is 

also surjective as p is, hence an isomorphism. An immediate consequence of this 

fact is that C Y JC ~ Alb X, and therefore C ~ a(X), thereby establishing the 

proposition. 

Proposition 10.15. LetS be a projective smooth surface and B be a smooth curve. 

Let p : S ---+ B be a fibration. Then p is the Albanese fibration if and only if 

q(S) = g(B). 

Proof: One implication is already solved in Proposition 10.14. Suppose q(S) = 

g(B). Then alb(p) is surjective and, by a dimension argument, of finite kernel, hence 

an isogeny. This implies directly that albs has a one-dimensional image C, and thus 

p factors through C. Hence C = B and pis the Albanese fibration, thus concluding 

the proof. 

The following Proposition seems to be well-known, and is a generalisation of an 

Exercise proposed in Beauville [4]. We include a proof for the lack of a suitable 

reference. 

Proposition 10.16. Let p : X ---+ B be a fibration of complex projective smooth 

varieties. Then q(X) ::::; b + f, where b = q(B) and f = q(Fb) for b E B in 

the smooth locus of p and Fb = p-1(b). Also, if equality holds, then Alb(Fb) is a 

constant family over the smooth locus of p. 

Proof: Consider the map p* : Pic(B) ---+ Pic(X). For M a line bundle over 

B we have p*p* M = M, hence p* is injective on Picard groups. We also note the 
- -

following. Let B denote the smooth locus of p, and let b E B. Then the inclusion 

Fb c X yields a family of maps 

ab : Alb Fb ---+ Alb X. 

The images o:b(Alb Fb) (bE B) form a continuous family of subvarieties of Alb X, 

which is constant. Indeed, if A = V/ A is an Abelian variety over C, then Abelian 

subvarieties are in one-to-one correspondence with primitive sublattices A' C A such 

that IRA' forms a complex subspace of V; this is clearly a discrete subset ofA, which 

completes the argument. We denote this common immage by A. 
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Consider the sequence 

for bE B. The first map is p* and the second is the usual restriction r(.C) = .CIFb. 

Let us prove that the kernel of the restriction map r is a finite union of translates 

of p*Pic0 (B). 

It is clear that r o p* = 0 - apply Lemma 10.18 (or either use moving lemma 

to have the support of a divisor D away from b). To prove the second part of the 

assertion, we use the well-known triviality criterion for a line bundle L: if L is a line 

bundle over a proper variety X, then L is trivial if and only if h0 ( L) =/= 0 =/= h 0 ( L -I). 

Let .C E Pic0 (X) be such that .CIFb is trivial. This means that h0 (Fb, .CIFb) 

and h0 (Fb, .C*IFb) are non-zero. As these numbers are constant for every bE B (not 

necessarily smooth), this implies that .C = p*(M) for some M E Pic(B) (see Lemma 

10.18). It is not hard to see, by means of a divisor argument, that M ( = p*.C) is 

numerically equivalent to 0 in B, which in turn yields M E Pic7 (B), containing 

Pic0 (B) as a subgroup of finite index. 

The sequence 

Alb Fb --+ A c Alb X --+ Alb B 

has the following dual sequence 

where the map Pic0 (X) --+ A is surjective and the map A --+ Pic0 (Fb) has a finite 

kernel. Two conclusions may be drawn from these facts: 

1. q(X)- q(B) =dim AS q(Fb); and 

2. in case q(X) = q(B) + q(Fb), we have a continuous family 

of isogenies, which must then be constant, and therefore Alb Fb is a constant 

family, isogenous to A. 

This concludes the proof. 
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10.2.2 Codimension-one cycles and the Picard functor 

We include a summary of the basic properties of the Picard functor, following 

Grothendieck [21]; another very useful reference is Mumford [47] pp.22-24. For the 

preliminaries needed, the most suitable reference is Hartshorne [63], Sect. III.9-

III.12. We include an application to the computation of CH1(X x Y) in terms of X 

and Y, which we use several times along this thesis. In this section we will use Sch/ k 

to denote the category of k-schemes of finite type. Var will denote the category of 

varieties over k. 

Definition Let X be a projective smooth variety over ar arbitrary field k. The 

Pi card functor of X is the (contra variant) functor 

(Schjk)opp ---t {Abelian groups} 

defined by Picx;k(S) := Pic(X x S)jpr'SPic(S). 

Theorem 10.17. ( {47} p.22} Let us suppose that X is a projective smooth variety 

over a field k, and also that X has at least one k-rational (closed) point. Then 

there exists a group-scheme Picxjk over k, proper and locally of finite type over 

k, representing the Picard functor. More precisely, Picx;k satisfies the following 

property 
Pic(X x T) . 

p. (T) = H omk(T, P~cx;k). 
prr ~c ' 

The identity component of Picx;k represents the functor Pic?x1k defined analogously 

for Pic0
. 

Basic properties of the Picard functor: Let us draw some immediate conse

quences from last theorem. From now on suppose for simplicity that k is an al

gebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Let S = spec k. Then the theorem 

yields an isomorphism of abstract groups Pic(X) = Picx;k· It can be checked that 

this isomorphism restricts to Pic?x;k = Pic0 X. Henceforth we work with the Picard 

functor Pic?x/k' which is reduced (since char k = 0) and is therefore an Abelian 

variety (see Mumford [45] p. 131, p. 150, p.163). 

Let us take now S = Pic?x;k· In this case, the identity morphism 
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. 0 ( . o ) _ Pic0(XxPicCJ.:1k) 
corresponds toP E PzcX/k Pzcx;k - *P" o(p· 0 ) . We consider Pas an invertible 

pr2 tC ___j!':.X/k 

sheaf on X x Pic~1k, unique up to tensor product with elements of pr2Pic(Pic~1k). 
Such a P will be called a Poincani sheaf From now on we will not underline the 

Picard scheme, the connotations being understood from the context. 

Let L E Pic0 (X x S) correspond to a mapS --t Pic~fk· The natural composition 

H omk(S, Pie~) x H omk(Pic~, Pie~) --t H omk(S, Pie~) given by (f,J) HI of = f 

corresponds to the following in terms of the Picard functor: 

(1 x f)*P = L up to tensoring with elements of pr~Pic0 S. 

As a result, taking an invertible sheaf L E Pic0 X and S := ~ E Pic~/k its 

corresponding point, we get L = PIX x ~' or ~ = PIX x ~ by abus de langage. 

Thus the Poincare line bundle is a universal line bundle, though unique only up to 

line bundles on Pic~/k - compare Lemma 10.18 below regarding this "uniqueness" 

condition. 

The Picard group of a product: Let X, Y be two projective smooth varieties 

defined over an algebraically closed field k. We are going to describe the divisor 

group CH1 (X x Y) in terms of CH1(X) and CH1 (Y). This property will turn 

out to be very useful in proving (for k = C) that certain Hodge classes on X x Y 

are algebraic. More precisely, we go along the lines of Tate [61] in his proof that 

the Tate conjecture in codimension 1 for X and Y implies the Tate conjecture in 

codimension 1 for X x Y when the ground field is k = lFq finite. Although there is 

an ad-hoc proof in Section 7, this fact is used in other computations in this thesis. 

First we need the following basic 

Lemma 10.18. ( {63}III.12.Ex.5) Let Y be an integral scheme of finite type over 

an algebraically closed field k. Let f : T --t Y be a fiat projective morphism whose 

fibres are all integral schemes. Let£, M be invertible sheaves on T, and assume for 

each y E Y that .Cy ::::My on the fibre Xy. Then there is an invertible sheaf N on 

Y such that£:::: M® f*N. 

Proof: We will first prove uniqueness of N. Suppose there exists N E Pic(Y) 

such that £ :::: M ® f*(N). Then J*(N) "" £ ® M-1
. Projection formula 
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( [63]III.Cor.12.9) yields 

Last equality holds by "Liouville's theorem" for proper maps with connected fibres, 

namely f*(Or) = Oy. We consider the sheaf :F = f*(.C 0 M-1
) on Y; the lemma 

follows if we prove that :F is invertible on Y. Indeed, the function rp(y) = dimk(y):Fy0 

k(y) is constant and equal to 1 on Y. Hence, by [63]III.Cor.12.9, :F is locally free 

of rank 1, i.e. is an invertible sheaf on Y, thereby proving the lemma. 

Proposition 10.19. (see Tate {61} p.144) Within the above hypotheses, the follow

ing formula holds: 

CH1(X X Y) . 0 . 0 

1 ( ) C 1(Y) = Hom(Alb(Y),Pzc (X))= Hom(Alb(X),P2c (Y)) 
p);CH X +Pv H 

where p x, py denote the natural projections from X x Y onto its factors X, Y re

spectively. 

Proof: We are going to use the the above listed properties of the Picard functor. 

The symbol Var denotes the category of varieties over k. Here PicX (resp.Pic~) 

stand for the reduced Picard scheme (resp. the Picard variety), therefore one should 

imagine the subscript red whenever reading a scheme statement. 

The Picard functor Picx is defined by 

Picx(Y) = Pic(X x Y)jp~(Pic(Y)) 

The representability of this functor yields 

. Pic(X x Y) 
Homvar(Y, Pzc(X)) = PyPic(Y) 

Note that, for a connected variety T, any morphism f : T --+ Pic(X) sends its 

image to one connected component of the Picard scheme of X. In our case, given a 

line bundle .C on X x Y we can choose a closed point y 0 E Y and consider the new 

line bundle .C 0 .C(.,yo) on X x Y. On the other side of the isomorphism, this reflects 

as choosing f - f(y0 ) as a new morphism. What we are doing on the left hand 

side is actually quotienting out by constant morphisms Y --+ Pic(X). By Lemma 
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10.18 above, the line bundles L on X x Y that correspond to a constant function 

111 E Pic(X) are exactly the elements of the form Px(M) 0 p'YN; indeed, consider 

the line bundle L 0 Px (M) -I. This line bundle is trivial on every subvariety X x y, 

and hence it is isomorphic to an element of p-yPic(Y). This implies that 

. Pic(X x Y) 
Homvar(Y,P2c(X))jconstantmaps= *p· (X) *p· (Y) 

Px 2c + Py 2c 

It is clear, though, that 

Homvar(Y,E..i!;.(X)) Homvar(Y,E..i!;.(X)) 
constant maps Pic(X) 

We now can use the property of the Albanese map: 

Homvar(Y,&0 (X)) 
Pic0 (X) 

Homvar(Y,E..i!;.0 (X)) 
constant maps 

Homvar(Y,&o(X)) = Hom(Alb(Y),Pic0 (X)) 
translation on Pic0 (X) -

thus establishing the proposition. 
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10.3 Hodge theory of Abelian varieties 

The main references used in this section are B.B. Gordon [35], and occasionally 

Ribet [53), Mumford [46). 

Let A be an Abelian variety. We define MT(A) and H g(A) to be MT(H1 (A)) 

and Hg(H1 (A)). We will also denote by 1-l(A) := B(H0 (A)), which will be called 

the Hodge algebra of A, and 'D(A) to be the subalgebra of 1-l(A) generated by classes 

of divisors. 

We include the following group-theoretic lemma, which will be used in the sequel. 

Proposition 10.20 (Goursat's Lemma). (Cordon {35} Prop. 2.16} 

1. Let G and G' be groups and suppose H is a subgroup of G x G' for which the 

projections p : H ----+ G and p' : H ----+ G' are surjective. Let N be the kernel of 

p' and let N' be the kernel of p. Then N is a normal subgroup of G and N' is 

a normal subgroup of G', and the image of H in GIN x G' IN' is the graph of 

an isomorphism GIN ~ G' IN'. 

2. Let V1 , V2 be two finite-dimensional complex vector spaces. Let .s1 , .s2 be simple 

complex subalgebras of gl(VI), gl(V2) respectively, of type A, B or C. Let .5 

be a Lie subalgebra of .s1 x .s2 whose projection to each other is surjective. 

Then either .5 = .s1 x .s2 or .5 is the graph of an isomorphism induced by an 

.s 1 -isomorphism V2 ~ V1 or V2 "' V1*. 

3. Let .s1 , .s2 , · · · , .sd be simple finite-dimensional Lie algebras and let g be a sub

algebra of .s1 x · · · x .sd. Assume that the projection g ----+.si is surjective for all 

i, and that whenever i < j the projection of g onto .Si x .5j is surjective. Then 

g = .51 X ... X .5d. 

4. Let I be a finite set, and for each a E I, let .5u be a finite-dimensional complex 

simple Lie algebra. Let g, ~ be two algebras such that 

(a) g C ~· 

(b) ~ is a subalgebra of IluEI .5u such that the projection to each .5u is surjec

tive. 
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(c) g, ~ have equal images on Ea x E7 for all pairs (a, r) E I xI, a# T. 

Then g = ~ = TiaEJ Ea for some subset J E I. 

The following corollary is an immediate consequence of last Proposition. 

Corollary 10.21. (Cordon {35}, Proof of Th.3, p.329) Let A be an Abelian variety 

isogenous to B x C, with Hg(B) a torus and Hg(C) semisimple (we exclude one

dimensional abelian groups in the definition of semisimple algebraic group). Then 

Hg(A) = Hg(B) X Hg(C). 

Proof: We make use of Proposition 10.25 below. Indeed, suppose that the 

inclusion Hg(B x C) c Hg(B) x Hg(C) is not an equality. Then, as projections 

onto both factors are surjective, we can apply Proposition 10.20 below: there are 

normal algebraic subgroups N, N' such that 

Hg(B)/N ~ Hg(C)/N', 

which leads to a contradiction with the hypotheses. 

We now include a group-theoretical lemma which will be used later on. 

Proposition 10.22. Let F be a field of characteristic zero, and 

D = (a~b) 

be a quaternion algebra (which may be split). Let Df be the algebraic group over F 

of norm 1 quaternions, and let Ha,b be its Lie algebra. Then, for a2, b2 E F, we have 

Ha,b ~ Ha2 ,b2 as F -Lie algebras if and only if the corresponding quaternion algebras 

are isomorphic over F. 

Proof: Let us calculate the structure constants of the Lie algebra Ha,b first. We 

choose i, j, k such that i2 = a, P = b, k = ij = - ji. Then: 

[i, j] = ij - ji = 2k 

[j, k] = jk- kj = -2li = -2bi 

[i, k] = ik- ki = 2i2 j = 2aj. 
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We denote by (,) the following quadratic form on Ha,b: 

( · · k I · I · I k) I b I b I x.z+y.J+z. ,x.z+y.J+z. =axx + yy -a zz. 

We have the following relation. For every u, v E Ha,b, 

u. v + v. u = 2(u, v). 

Suppose that ~he Lie algebras Ha,b and Ha 2 ,b2 are isomorphic. This means that 

there exist i 2 , j 2 , k2 E Ha,b such that 

We will be done by showing that 

Indeed, the hypotheses on the Lie brackets jointly with tha formula for 'l.tv + vu 

above yield, for instance 

and 

The vector i 2j 2 k 2 may then be written in two ways: 

Substituting the parentheses by the expressions above we get 

Note that, for u E Ha,b, u2 = (u, u) E F. 1, hence the former equation yields the 

vectors i2 , j 2 , k 2 to be (, )-orthogonal. It remains to check the identities i~ = a2 , Ji = 

b2 .We sketch the argument only. It suffices to develop the expression ([u, v], w) and 

to evaluate on suitable permutations of i 2 , j 2 , k 2 , thereby completing the proof. 
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Definition The Lefschetz group of a polarised Abelian variety (A, L) is the rational 

algebraic group defined by 

Lf(A, E):= {g E Sp(H1 (A), E) I cpg = gc/J Vcp E End(A)<Q}0
, 

where E is the Riemann form associated to the ample line bundle L. In other words, 

Lf(A, E) is the (connected component of the identity in the) centraliser of End0 (A) 

in Sp(H1 (A), E). 

It is clear that Lf(A, E)JE. contains h(U(l)), therefore Hg(A) c Lf(A, E) for 

every polarisation E. 

Remark 1. Suppose that E, E' are two Riemann forms on H 1(A). Then the 

groups Lf(A, E) and Lf(A, E') are conjugate subgroups in GL(H1 (A)). In

deed, if c/J, cp' are the isogenies A --t A induced by E, E' then cjJ o ( c/J') - 1 yields 

an element M E End0 (A) such that M Lf(A, E)M- 1 = Lf(A, El There

fore we will often refer to the Lefschetz group of an Abelian variety A as the 

Lefschetz group of A with respect to an arbitrary fixed polarisation. 

2. The Hodge structures H 1(A) and H 1 (A) differ by a twist; i.e. H 1 (A)(l) ~ 

H 1 (A) by means of a polarisation on A. Thus we can either regard MT(A) 

and Hg(A) as groups acting on H 1(A) or on H1 (A); the former case entails 

contravariance with respect to morphisms; for instance, the Lefschetz group 

appears as a subgroup of MT(H 1(A)) under the form 

Lf(A) := {g E Sp(H1(A)) I cp*g = gcp* Vcp E End(A)<Q}0
. 

Henceforth on the terms Hg(A) and MT(A) will denote Hg(H 1(A)) and MT(H1(A)), 

or Hg(H1(A)) and MT(H1 (A)) without distinction, and the appropriate connota

tions are to be inferred from their context. 

The following proposition gives a sharper upper bound for the Hodge and Mumford

Tate groups, and is used widely in the literature, particularly in [53] and [50]. 

Proposition 10.23. Let A be a simple Abelian variety, and let 'ljJ be a polarisation 

on V = H1(A). Let W denote V as a Z(End0 (A))-vector space. The following 

inclusions hold: 
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1. Suppose E = End0 (A) is a totally real field. Then there exists an E- bilinear 

alternate form cl> : W x W ~ E such that 

Hg(A) c ResEIQSp(W, cf>). 

2. Suppose F = End0 (A) is a CM-field and let E = F n JR. Then there exists a 

Hermitian form H on W such that 

Hg(A) c ResEIQU(W, H). 

To sum up, suppose that End0 (A) is a number field. Then the expression on the 

right is equal to Lf(A) (or more precisely, to Lf(A, '1/J)). 

Proof: The proof relies on the following observations. 

1. In both cases, the centraliser of Z(End0 (A)) in Sp(V, '1/J) is 

and 

ResEIQU(W, H) 

respectively - this is proven in the next two points. (The above mentioned 

groups are connected and hence equal to Lf(A, '1/J)). 

2. To prove the last assertion, we note the following. Let '1/J be a polarisation on 

V. Then '1/J satisfies 

'1/J(e. u, v) = '1/J(u, e. v) fore E E 

and 

'1/J(a. u, v) = '1/J(u, a. v) for a E F. 

3. In the first case, the former observation yields the existence of an alternate 

E-bilinear form cl> on W such that 
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In the second case of the proposition, '1/J has a kind of F-antiequivariance, which 

can be interpreted as follows. Due to the isomorphism of the E-subspaces 

of Hermitian and skew-Hermitian bilinear forms on W (with respect to the 

imaginary extension FIE), we can find a Hermitian form H on W and a 

purely imaginary element (} E F, 0 = -{} such that 

'1/J = TrFIIQ(BH(u, v)). 

The proposition now follows. 

Corollary 10.24. Let A be an Abelian variety of CM type. Let F = End0 (A) and 

let F0 = F n ~. The Lefschetz group of A is given by the following expression: 

where 

Proof: The basic fact in this case is that dim F W = 1. The rest follows from 

Proposition 10.23 .. 

Proposition 10.25. (Cordon {35}; Hazama {24} Props. 1.9, 1.10) Let A, B be 

two Abelian varieties. The following statements hold. 

1. Hg(A x B) C Hg(A) x Hg(B). Also if we denote the former natural inclusion 

by L and we define p 1 , p 2 to be the first and second projections of Hg(A) x 

H g(B) onto its factors, we have that 

p 1 o L: Hg(A x B) --t Hg(A) and p2 o L: Hg(A x B) --t Hg(B) 

are surjective. 

2. For any n E N, we have H g(An x B) = H g(A x B). In particular, for B = 0 

we have Hg(An) = Hg(A) and, as a result, MT(An) = MT(A). 

Proof: 
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1. The inclusion Hg(A x B) c Hg(A) x Hg(B) is clear. To prove the surjectivity 

of both projections, we take into account the following fact. If T(E) symbolises 

the tensor algebra of a vector space E over Q, then, for a rational Hodge 

structure of weight w, Hg(V) is the stabiliser of the Hodge cycles in the ring 

T(V EB V*) = EB V®r @ EB V*®s. 
r>O s>O 

Let V1 = H 1(A) and V2 = H 1(B). Then Hg(A x B) acts on the tensor algebra 

T(V EB V*) where V = V1 EB V2 . The action of H g(A x B) induced on the 

Hodge substructures T(Vi EB V:*) is through the projections Pi· More precisely, 

the subspace of Hodge cycles of T(Vi EB V:*) is the subspace of H g(A x B)

invariants inside T(Vi EB V:*), and is also the subspace of H g(Vi)-invariants of 

T(Vi EB V:*): 

Therefore, by Proposition 3.47(c), Pi(Hg(A x B))= Hg(Vi), thus concluding 

the proof of 1. Note that Pi(Hg(A x B)) C Hg(Vi) is a reductive closed 

subgroup (Humphreys [27] 7.4.B), so Proposition 3.47 applies to our case. 

2. Just as in 1. above, we have the natural inclusion 

in= (a1, · · · O:n, /3): Hg(An X B) '---7 Hg(A) X·~· X Hg(A) X Hg(B). 

Let us take real coefficients in the above morphism. The fact that the embed

ding 

(a1 · · ·o:n)IU(l): U(l) '---7 Hg(A) X.~. X Hg(A) 

(giving the complex structure) is diagonal implies a 1 = a 2 = · · · =an. There

fore, in may be described as (~n' Id) o i 

Hg(A X B) '---7 Hg(A) X Hg(B) (~) Hg(At X Hg(B), 

where/,= t,1 as in l. The image of the above defined morphism in Hg(A)n x 

H g(B) turns out to be H g(An x B), which is isomorphic to H g(A x B). 

A different proof of 2. may be obtained by using Theorem 3.48, Proposition 

3.47(c). 
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Remark: We have already argued in the Definition of Lefschetz group that the 

inclusion 

H g(A) c Lf(A, E) 

holds. The equality may be strict, however (see examples of this phenomenon in 

[46]). For instance, the Hodge and Lefschetz groups are found to have rather different 

behaviour with respect to products. The following proposition shows the good 

behaviour of Lf with respect to products. 

Proposition 10.26. (Cor·don {35} Lemma 2.15) Lf (B~1 x · · · x B~r) = Lf(Bt) x 

· · · x Lf(Br), where Bi are pairwise non-isogenous, simple Abelian varieties. 

The following proposition characterises the Abelian varieties A of CM type by 

means of their Hodge group. 

Proposition 10.27. (Cordon {35} Prop. 2.12) A complex Abelian variety is of 

CM-type if and only if H g(A) is an algebraic torus. 

Proof: Suppose first that A is of CM-type. Then End0 (A) contains a commu

tative semisimple algebra of dimension 2 dim A over Q. As 

it follows that H g(A) commutes with a maximal comutative semisimple subalgebra 

R' c End(H1 (A)). Therefore Hg(A) is contained in the units of R' and thus must 

be an algebraic torus. Conversely, if H g(A) is an algebraic torus, then it is diago

nalisable over C. Therefore its centraliser in End( H 1 (A)) contains a maximal com

mutative semisimple subalgebra R' C End(H1(A)). But then [R': Q] = 2 dim A 

and R' c End0 (A), so A is of CM-type. 

The following proposition is included as Proposition 2.7. in Gordon [35]. For 

its proof, we follow Zarhin [75]. 

Proposition 10.28. (Cordon {35} Proposition 2. 7, Ribet {53} p.533) 

1. Let A be an Abelian variety. Then the centre Z(MT(A)) is an algebraic sub

group of Z(Encf(A)). 
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2. Let A be an Abelian variety such that the centre of End0 (A) is equal to a central 

simple algebra over Q. Then H g (A) is simple (i.e. simple as an algebraic group 

over Q). 

Proof: We know that End0 (A) is precisely the centraliser of MT(A) in End(H1 (A, Q)); 

this happens even after extending scalars over C, as seen above. As usual, Z(.) will 

denote the centre of an (associative or Lie) algebra or of an algebraic group. 

To avoid rationality questions, we work directly with Lie algebras. Let 3 be the 

centre of mt(A); then 3 is contained in End0 (A) (now regarded as a Lie algebra). 

Indeed, End0 (A) is the centraliser ofmt(A) in End0 (H1(A, Q)), hence 3 c End0 (A). 

Even more, since End0 (A) commutes with 3 C End0 (A), we have 3 C Z(End0 (A)). 

The second statement follows easily from this fact, since in our case 

Q.Id c 3 c Z(End0 (A)) = E, 

hence Z ( H g (A)) has a finite centre and is therefore semisimple. The fact that 

End0 (A) is a division algebra yields A to be simple. This together with the semisim

plicity of Hg(A) leads to the simplicity of Hg(A) as an algebraic group over Q, 

thereby concluding the proof. 

Proposition 10.29. (Cordon {35}Th. 3) Let E, Ei be elliptic curves. 

1. Suppose E is non-CM. Then MT(E) = GL(H1(E)), Hg(E) = SL(H1(E)). 

If End(E)Q = K imaginary quadratic field, then MT(E) = ResKIQ (9m) and 

Hg(E) = Ker (NmKIQ: MT(E)--+ Gm,Q). 

2. S 2 H 1 (E) is an irreducible Hodge structure if and only if E is not of CM type. 

3. Hg (E~ 1 X • • • X E~r) = Hg(EI) X • · • X Hg(Er) 

Proof: 

Proof of 1.- Suppose End(E) = Z. Then Hg(E) C SL(H1(E)), and ~g(E) is a 

subalgebra of the simple algebra sl(H1(E)), hence Hg(E) = SL(H1 (E)) (use the 

fact that the Hg(E)-invariants in H 2 (E) coincide with their SL(H1 (E))-invariants). 

Ttherefore MT(E) = GL(H 1(E)). 
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Proof of 2.- In case End0 (E) = I< imaginary quadratic field, then the proof of 

Proposition 10.27 shows that MT(E, Q) c I<x as algebraic groups over Q; taking 

real points (CCx C MT(E)(JR)) we see that MT(E) = ResKIQGm/K· 

Proof of 3.- The first step is to consider A = En. Then 

1-l(A) = H*(En' Q)Hg(A) 

( 

* ) Hg(E) 

= A (Hl(E, Q)fBn) 

= ffi(H 1(E, Q) 0 · · · 0 H 1(E, Q))Hg(E). 

Now if E has complex multiplication by I<, then a E I<x = lV!T(E) acts on 

H 1 (E, Q) 0Q C ~ CEB C by a(z, w) = (az, aw). Let I<~ denote the elements of I<x 

of norm 1 (in the language of algebraic groups, i.e. we are referring to an algebraic 

subgroup). Then 

in which any invariant class arises as a combination of products of elements of 

Therefore the invariants are generated by those in H 2 (A, Q), which means that 

1-l(A) = V(A) in this case. 

Next suppose that E does not have complex multiplication. Then Hg(E) = 

SL(2) acts on H 1(E, Q) by the standard representation. Now we invoke the well

known fact that the tensor invariants of SL(2) are generated by the determinant; 

see Weyl [74]. Since the determinant is a representation of degree 2 lying in 

H 1(E, Q) 02 c H 2 (A, Q), again we find that the Hodge cycles of A= En are gener

ated by divisor classes. 

Finally, let A = E~1 x · · · x E~,-, where the Ei are pairwise non-isogenous elliptic 

curves. First suppose that all the Ei have complex multiplication by (pairwise 

distinct) fields I<i. Then 
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and moreover from the definition, H g(A) surjects onto each factor. Therefore we 

have a surjection of character groups 

>.:M---+ X(Hg(A)), 

where 

We observe that for each i the composition 

X(Kt1) cM---+ X(Hg(A)) 
' 

of m H (0, · · · , m,··· , 0) with >. is injective. In addition, all of these character 

groups are Q = Gal(QjQ)-modules and the maps Q-equivariant. It can be shown by 

induction, by using that the fields Ki are linearly disjoint, that>. is injective. Indeed, 

there is some a E Q that acts as +1 on X(Kt1) and -1 on the other components. 

Thus if m= (m1 , ... , mr) is in the kernel of>. then am+ m= (2m1 , 0, ... , 0) must 

be as well. Then the injectivity of the composition above forces mi = 0, and by 

induction the kernel of >. is zero. 

Next suppose that none of the Ei has complex multiplication. Then we have 

(Jg(A) C (Jg(El) X · · · X (Jg(Er), 

and mapping surjectively onto each factor. Then by Proposition 10.20.4, it 

follows that if it also maps surjectively onto each pair of factors, then (Jg(A) is 

the entire product. But by Proposition 10.20.2, if (Jg(A) does not project onto 

(Jg(Ei) x (Jg(Ej) for a pair i < j, then it projects onto the graph of an isomorphism 

between (Jg(Ei) and (Jg(Ej), contrary to our assumptions. 

Finally it remains to see that if A is an Abelian variety isogenous to a product 

B x C with B a product of non-CM elliptic curves and C a product of CM-elliptic 

curves, then Hg(A) = Hg(B) x Hg(C). However, this is a consequence of Corollary 

10.21, for B is CM, hence Hg(B) is an algebraic torus by Proposition 10.27 and 

H g(C) is isomorphic to a product of copies of SL2 ,Q (and hence semisimple) as seen 

above. This completes the proof of the present Proposition. 

Proposition 10.30. (Cordon {35} Sect.6; see also Ribet [53]) Let A be an Abelian 

variety of dimension d, and suppose that one of the following holds: 
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1. End(A)Q = F0 totally real field, e = [Fo: Q] and dfe is odd, or 

2. d is a prime number and A is simple, or 

3. End(A)Q is an imaginary quadratic field K and the multiplicities n' and n" 

with which a E K acts are relatively prime. 

Then H g(A) = Lf(A) and 1-l(An) = D(An) for n ~ 1. The Hodge conjecture will 

then hold trivially for An. 

10.4 The Mumford-Tate and Hodge groups of an 

Abelian surface and T(A) 

Let A be an Abelian surface. Then A satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 10.30, 

and therefore Lf(A) = Hg(A). This means that we may obtain an explicit expres

sion for the Hodge group of A. Actually (see Mumford [46]), for Abelian varieties 

of dimension::; 3 the equality Lf(A) = Hg(A) holds. 

The following proposition calculates Hg(A) in terms of End(A). 

Proposition 10.31. (Mumford [46}, Cordon. {35}) Let A be a simple Abelian 

surface. 

1. (Type I(1)) If End(A)Q = Q then Hg(A) = Sp(H1 (A), '!j;) where '1/J is the only 

polarisation for A - up to a constant. 

2. (Type I(2)) If End(A)Q = Fo real quadratic, then Hg(A) = ResFojQ(SL2,Fo)· 

3. (Type II(1)) If End(A)Q = D indefinite quaternion algebra, then Hg(A) r-.J nr, 
where nr = Ker (Nrd: Dx ---+Gm)· Note that (D[)IR. '::::' SL2,IR· 

4. (Type II(2,1)) If End0 (A) = F is a CM-field of degree 4 over Q and Fo = 

F n JR., then 

where 

UF(l) := Ker NFIFo : Gm,F ---+ Gm,Fo · 

(Note that H g(A) is in this case a 2-dimensional algebraic group over Q.) 
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If A is non-simple, the following cases hold (see Proposition 10. 2g) 

1. A rv E 1 x E 2 , Ei non-isogenous. Then Hg(A) = Hg(E1) x Hg(E2 ). 

2. A rv Ex E. Then Hg(A) = Hg(E). 

Proof: V will denote the Hodge structure associated to H1 (A, Q) as usual, and 

'ljJ will be a polarisation for V. 

The proposition follows from Proposition 10.29 for A non-simple. From now 

on we assume that A is simple, and proceed to compute Lf(A) (which in our case 

coincides with Hg(A)). We proceed case by case as stated in the lemma: 

• In the cases where A is of Type I, i.e. A is of type I(1) or I(2), we can apply 

Proposition 10.23 and we get 

Lf(A) = Sp(V, '1/J) = Sp(4) 

when A is of type I(1), and 

when A is of Type I(2) (F0 is a real quadratic field). 

• Suppose that A is of type II(1), i.e. there exists an indefinite quaternionic 

algebra D over Q endowed with a positive antiinvolution (which we shall de

note by ) such that D = End0 (A): in this case, V is a right D-module of 

rank 1. The centraliser of D in End(V) is easily calculated from the following 

paragraph. 

The morphism of algebras 

given by 

a 0 b H (x Ha. x. b) 

is an isomorphism of Q algebras (this is valid for semisimple algebras in gen

eral). Therefore the centraliser of Din EndQ(D) is equal to 1 0 nopp ~ DDPP, 

which is isomorphic to D in our case. 
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It now remains to impose the preservation of a fixed polarisation on V. The 

right D-module V is free of rank 1, i.e. V is isomorphic to D as a right D

module. A polarisation on V is given through this isomorphism as a bilinear 

form 

DxD-tQ 

by the formula 

where is the involution on D and (} is a traceless element (i.e. such that 

B = -{}) such that (}2 < 0 in Q (see Gordon [35]1.13.7). The endomorphisms 

of A act by right multiplication on D, but then the centraliser corresponds 

to the left multiplication operators Ly. Let us compute the action of such an 

operator on a fixed polarisation: 

This means that the algebraic subgroup 

Lf(A, 1/J) = Sp(V, 1/J) n CentraliserEnd(V) (D) 

coincides with the kernel of the "norm map" 

thus proving the statement. 

• In the case when A has complex multiplication by a CM-field F, we have 

Hg(A) = Lf(A) (for dim A = 2). Now Lf(A) is calculated in Corollary 

10.24, and thus the statement follows. 

We now proceed to calculate the number of polarisations of T(A) and then use 

this to prove our key lemma. 

Proposition 10.32. Let A be an Abelian surface. Then: 

z. If A is simple and not of CM-type, then dim B(S2T(A)) = 1, and thus T(A) 

admits only one polarisation. 
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'1/t. If A rv E 1 x E2 where E1 and E2 are not simultaneously of CM-type, then 

T(A) admits only one polarisation 

m. If A rv Et x E2 where Ei are nonisogenous CM elliptic curves and Ki are the 

associated fields, then 

where K 1K2 denotes the compositum of both fields in C. In this case T(A) will 

admit exactly two (linearly independent) polarisations. 

zv. If A is simple of CM type and End0 (A) = F is Galois over Q then 

EndHadgeT(A) =F. 

v. If A is of CM type and A is not isogenous to a product ExE, then dim B(S2T(A)) 

is equal to 2, i.e. T(A) admits exactly two polarisations. 

Proof: 

1. If A is oftype I(1), it follows from [16] that EndHadge(T(A)) = End(T(A))Hg(A) 

equals Q. The I(2) and II(1) cases are similar (proceed tensoring with C.) 

n. We will prove the case when Ei are non-isogenous. The case Et = E2 is similar. 

Let H 1 (Ei) = Wi. Then 

The fact that dim Wi = 2 yields 

2 2 

S2 (W1 ® W2) = S2Wt ® S2W2 EB 1\ Wt ® 1\ W2 (10.1) 

It is now easy to see that if either of Ei is not CM, then the Hodge cycles 

restrict to 1\2 W1 ® 1\2 W2. The lemma follows. 

m. Let Ki = Q( J -di)· Let us fix the product polarisation on Et x E2 . We know 

that EndHadgeT(A)=K is a number field whose degree divides dim T(A) = 4. 

The endomorphisms at = ( J=(I;, idE2 ) and a 2 = (idE1 , J=(f.;) yield subfields 

Ki of F. Also, from the formula (9) we derive the fact that there are two 

polarisations on T(A), corresponding to the two endomorphisms coming from 
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the following endomorphisms of A: idA, a 1a 2 via the standard polarisation of 

a product. 

1v. It follows from the observation that there exists a natural morphism of alge

braic groups 

P: Fx --+ AutHodgeT(A) 

coming from the group structure of A. Let ai : F '--+ C bethe immersions 

corresponding to the CM-type of A. Then piH2
,0 = a 1a 2 . Let L be the field 

generated by Im p; it is not difficult to see that it includes (a1 + a 2)(F). Now 

dimiQ (a1 + a 2 ) (F) = 3. Since F is Galois, this establishes the lemma. 

v. The proof is analogous to that of iii., as the Hodge group of A is a two

dimensional compact torus and the representation (Hg(A)~, H 1(A, JR)) is equiv

alent to that of iii., therefore having the same invariants. This completes the 

proof of v. 

There are other ways to obtain information about the Hodge groups of Abelian 

surfaces. The following proposition derives the Hodge group of T(A) from that of 

A itself. 

Proposition 10.33. (Hg(T(A)) as a function of Hg(A)} Let V be a polarisable 

Hodge structure (of pure weight k} and let W be a Hodge substructure of ®rV. 

Then each one of the following maps is surjective: 

Hg(V)--+ Hg(®rV)--+ Hg(W). 

As a corollary, Hg(T(A)) = Hg(A)jp,2 . The assertion is also valid for A an Abelian 

variety of higher dimension, replacing T(A) by T 2 (A) c H 2 (A). 

The first assertion is clear from Proposition 3.47; see Proposition 10.25 for an 

analogous argument. As for the second statement, consider the following 

Fact: Let V be a vector space and let r E N satisfy 2r ~dim V. Then, for any two 

endomorphisms f, g of V, the equality 1\r f = 1\r g implies f =g. 
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Let us apply this fact to the transcendental lattices T (A). Since 1\2 H 1 (A) = T (A) EB 

H 2 (A)Hg(A), the kernel of the surjection Hg(A) --t Hg(T(A)) = Hg(H2 (A)) is 

precisely J-L2 . 

Lemma 10.34 (Key Lemma). Let A be an Abelian surface and Ei elliptic curves 

such that the rational Hodge structures T(A) and T(E1 x E2 ) are isomorphic. Then 

Proof: First, let us suppose that Ei are not both of CM type. We know that 

by Theorem 8.3 both Abelian surfaces must be polarised isogenous if there exists 

a polarised isomorphism (i.e. Hodge isometry) on their trascendental lattices. In 

our situation, we do not necessarily have a Hodge isometry, but a Hodge confor

mal isomorphism. Still, minor modifications of the Clifford algebra construction 

in [17] yield a Hodge isomorphism between the corresponding Kuga-Satake Hodge 

structures; we proceed to elaborate this point below. 

Suppose that (Wi, '1/Ji) are two rational polarised weight-two Hodge structures 

such that dim Wi2'
0 = 1. Assume that (Wi, '1/Ji) are conformally equivalent, i.e. there 

exist an isomorphism f : W1 --t W2 and a constant a E (Qbo such that 

Let F = Q( Ja). Then the morphism 

1 va J : w1 ®Q F ----* w2 ®Q F 

is an isometry of polarised F-Hodge structures, and therefore by Theorem 8.2 the 

resulting Kuga-Satake F-Hodge structures of Wi ® F are isometric. The point here 

is that they are actually Q-isometric. Indeed, the linear morphism }af becomes 

on even Clifford algebras and is thus Q-defined. 

Applying the former observation to our situation, let A be two Abelian surfaces 

such that T(Ai) are conformally equivalent for the standard polarisations '1/Ji on 
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T(Ai) induced by the cup-product. By the last remark, we have that the Kuga

Satake varieties KS(A, '1/Ji) are polarised isogenous, hence A1 rv A2 by Theorem 

8.3. In the case where E 1 x E 2 is not of CM-type, there is only one polarisation on 

T(E1 x E 2 ) (up to constant multiples), so it must be constructed out ot the cup

product (see Proposition 10.32); since T(A) and T(E1 x E2 ) are isomorphic Hodge 

structures, so it is for T(A) and therefore the Lemma follows in this case from the 

last argument. 

Again, by Proposition 10.32 it only remains to check the following case. Let A 

and E 1 x E2 be of CM type, and let Ki = End0 (Ei)· We consider 

both then subfields of L = End0 (A) if A is simple (see Proposition 10.32). This 

forces L to coincide with K 1K 2 , which leads to contradiction by Lemma 11.6 below. 

This will mean that A is also non-simple CM, and then A rv E 1 x E2 as can be read 

off from Proposition 10.32.iii. 

Remark: Let A, A' be two Abelian surfaces. A more general statement than 

Lemma 10.34 holds. Namely, suppose that T(A) rv T(A'). Then A "' A'. This 

follows from Moonen-Zarhin [62], where an important result of Hazama [25] is 

used. Also an alternative proof to this may be given by using Proposition 10.33 -

we leave this to the reader. 



Chapter 11 

Proof of Theorem 1.1 

By Proposition 9.7, we only need to prove Theorem 1.1 in the case when S is an 

isotrivial elliptic surface birational to ( C x E) / G with cyclic monodromy group G = 

Zn such that Zn acts faithfully on H 1 (E) (and thus E /Zn = IP1
). By Proposition 

9.1, we will be done by constructing a Hodge isomorphism between T(S) and T(A) 

coming from an algebraic cycle - first some geometric restrictions on both S and 

A will be drawn from our assumptions, and, these restrictions being imposed, one 

such algebraic cycle will be constructed at the end of the proof. 

Suppose that S is minimal and that T(S) ~ T(A). We know that S will be 

isomorphic to an etale quotient (C' x E')/G where the action of G is diagonal and 

faithful on each component. In the case when g(E' /G) = 1, we costructed a finite 

morphism of S onto a product of two elliptic curves in Chapter 9 and proved that 

it yields an isomorphism on cohomology groups. The remaining case occurs when 

g(E'/G) = 0. By Proposition 9.7, we found that S admits a map onto a (possibly 

non-smooth) quotient sl = (C X E)/Zn, where C' I H = c, E' I H =: E is an elliptic 

curve and E /Zn = IP1 . We have the following expression for H 2 ( S): 

Now, letS' be a desingularisation of 5 1 = (C x E)/Zn- It is clear (see Proposi

tions 9.6 and 9.7) that the transcendental lattices of SandS' are isomorphic; hence, 

136 
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as H 2 (C) and H 2 (E) are Hodge (even algebraic) classes, we have 

Notation for this Chapter: 1. Let A be an Abelian variety, and let B be a 

closed subgroup. We denote by B 0 the identity component of B. B 0 is then 

an Abelian subvariety of A. 

2. We denote the group of n-th roots of unity by fln c ex. 

3. Let n E N. We denote the cyclotomic polynomial of order n by qn(x), i.e. if 

( = e21rijn, then 

Qn(x) = IT (x- (k). 

kEZ~ 

It is well-known that Qn is a manic irreducible polynomial with integer coeffi

cients and its degree is equal to <f>(n) (here</>(·) stands for the Euler function). 

4. During the whole chapter, ( = e21rijn. 

5. </>will denote the element of G ~ Zn such that <P£.IH0
•
1(E) =(Id. 

The following lemma is well-known, and it is proven by a slight variation of 

the proof of Poincare's reducibility theorem for Abelian varieties and the comments 

prior to Lemma 10.3. 

Lemma 11.1. Let A be an Abelian variety, and f : A---+ A be an endomorphism of 

A. Let A1 , A2 be sub-Abelian varieties such that f(Ai) C Ai, i = 1, 2 and also the 

canonical map u: A 1 x A2 ---+A sending (x, y) ~---+ x + y is an isogeny (we remark it 

is also f -equivariant). Then there exists an f -equivariant isogeny 

such that u o v = N· IdA and v o u = N· IdA 1 xA2 for some natural number N > 0. 
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11.1 

Let cp be a generator of the group Zn chosen according to the notation above. Let cp 

denote the morphism induced on JC by 'Pc,*· Then Lemma 11.1 yields the following 

cp-equivariant decomposition for JC: 

JC"' IT[Ker(qd(c!J))f 
din 

Lemma 11.2. Let P := [Ker qn(c!J)( The following identities hold: 

[H1(C) 0 H 1(E)]Zn = [H1(P) 0 H 1(E)]Zn, and 

T ( (H 1 (P) 0 H 1 (E))zn) ~ T(A). 

Proof: The proof relies on the following fact of elementary group theory: the 

product of two characters x1x2 , with x1 of exact order n and x2 of order din, d < n 

is never the trivial character (apply this to the tensor product H 1 (C) 0 H 1 (E) after 

taking Q(J.Ln)-coefficients so as to have both components as a sum of characters over 

Q(J.Ln), and use that Zn acts faithfully on H 1 (E)). Hence, a similar identity holds 

between transcendental parts (use T(V) 0 = T(V0 ) = V 0 n T(V)) for a Hodge 

action of G on a Hodge structure V); namely 

Remark Since the automorphism c/JIP acts with exact order n, the cp-action induces 

an injection Q(J.Ln) c End0 (P). This will be used in the sequel, together with Lemma 

11.6, restricting the arbitrariness of the simple sub-Abelian varieties of P. 

A further decomposition of P can be found. This the content of the next propo-

sition. 

Remark In the sequel, the reader will note a separation of cases, n = 2 and n = 

3, 4, 6, which is mainly due to the fact that the non-trivial irreducible representations 

of Zn are two-dimensional for n = 3, 4, 6 and the only nontrivial irrep of Z 2 is one

dimensional. Also the fact that Q(J.Ln) is quadratic if and only if n = 3, 4, 6 yields 

certain constraints on the Jacobian JC and on E. 
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Proposition 11.3. Let P and E be as above. Let Q be the maximal cp-invariant 

Abelian subvariety of P such that Q is isogenous to a power of E. Then there exist 

a cp-invariant Abelian subvariety P' of P and cp-equivariant splittings 

p f"V P' X Q. 

Also the following statements hold. 

1. H om( P', E) = 0 and, if P' =/= 0, then Q(p,n) C End0 ( P'). Therefore, if n 2: 3 

and P' f. 0, then dim P' 2: 2. Precisely speaking, if n ;?: 3 then P' contains 

no cp-stable elliptic curves. 

2. H 1 (P') 0 H 1(E) is a transcendental Hodge structure, z.e. has no non-zero 

H odge cycles. 

3. If n = 2 then cp acts trivially on H 1 ( P) 0 H 1 (E). 

4- There exists a cp-equivariant isogeny 

such that the action of cp on Ek is diagonal, i.e. every component of the product 

is cp-invariant. Therefore, cp acts on Q (up to cp-equivariant isogeny) as 

c/JIQ""' diag((, .~., (, (, ~---:~, (). 

The expression above should be understood as that of an element of Encf(Ek) = 

lvh ( Encf (E)), and we choose ( to map to <p E; for n = 2 it is still valid, though 

a more precise statement is given in 3. above. 

Proof: 

1. is immediate by Lemma 11.2; if E0 is a c/J-stable elliptic curve contained in P', 

then the condition OQ\J.Ln) c End(P') derived from c/J-invariance determines 

not only the isogeny type of E0 , but also its isomorphism type, which would 

be that of E. This contradicts the assumption that Hom(P', E)= 0. 

2. is an immediate consequence of Section 10.1. 
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3. The fact that ljy has exact order n = 2 in this case forces l/YIP to be -ldp; thus 

the action of ljy on both H 1(P) and H 1(E) corresponds to the homothety of 

ratio -1, yielding a trivial action on their tensor product. The assertion is 

thus established. 

4. It follows from the elementary fact that ljy yields a semisimple matrix in 

End0 (Q) ~ Mk(End0 (E)); the zeroes of its characteristic polynomial are de

fined over End0 (E) = Q(J.Ln), hence rational (over End0 (E)). As a result, ljy is 

conjugate to a diagonal element 

6 = diag((, .~., (, (, ~-:'f!l, () 

by an isogeny u, i.e. ljy o u = u o 6. We remark that(, (are the only primitive n-th 

roots of unity for n = 3, 4, 6. Another way to prove this is to use the canonical form 

of the Hodge automorphism ljy* in H 1 ( Q) = H 1 (E)k, which yields k qy-stable elliptic 

curves Ei necessarily isomorphic to E (for Ei admit an automorphism l/YIEi of order 

n 2: 3); the proof follows from Lemma 11.1 above. 

Proposition 11.4. Under the above hypotheses and notations, the following state

ments hold. 

1. Let n be 3, 4 or 6 and let p = (p1 , p2 ) be a diagonal action of Zn on E x E 

faithful in both variables (therefore n satisfies the usual restrictions and the 

biholomorphisms involved have a fixed point, which we suppose to be the origin 

of E). Then two cases are possible: either PI = P2 or PI(g) = P2(g)-1 for 

every g E Zn (the reason why is that 2 = IZ~I-J 

2. Under the above hypotheses, the Hodge substructure of invariants of H 2(E x E) 

by p is: 

and 

H 2 (E) EB H 2 (E) EB T(E x E) in the second case. 

As a result, the Hodge substructure of p-invariants T(E x E)P = T(E x E) in case 

P1 = P2 and T(E x E)P = 0 in the case when p1 = p-:; 1
. 
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Proof: The proof of 1. follows from the fact that, in our case, there are only two 

( = cp( n)) characters of Zn for n = 3, 4, 6. For the proof of 2., take a basis of H 1 (E) 

consisting of the only holomorphic differential form w on E (up to a constant) and 

its conjugate w. It is then easy to see that, for a suitable generator g of Zn, 

for the first action in 1. and 

g*(w®w)=w®w 

for the second; so far, we have proven that T(E xE) has no invariants in the first case 

and is invariant in the second case (indeed, so we have seen for H 2
•
0
). Proceeding 

as shown with the other wedge products, the whole proposition follows. 

Remark Last lemma will be used to show how cjJ will act on H 1 (Q) ® H 1(E), in 

order to obtain a clearer expression forT (H1(P) ® H 1(E))z". 

Theorem 11.5. Under the above hypotheses, the following statements hold. 

1. For n = 2, (H1 (C) ® H 1(E))z 2 = H 1(P) ® H 1 (E), which implies that P is an 

elliptic curve. More precisely, C --+ C /Z2 = B is an etale double covering and 

P is (isogenous to) the Prym variety of such covering. 

2. For n = 3, 4 or 6, (H 1 (P') ® H 1 (E))Zn is a Hodge structure of transcendental 

cycles whose rank over Q is equal to 2 dim P'. 

3. Suppose that the following occurs: for every cp-stable non-trivial homomor

phism 

w:E--+Q 

, the endomorph ism induced by cjJ on E via w and the one induced by <p E on 

E coincide (i.e. (w, !dE) :Ex E--+ Q x E admits a Zn-action as in the first 

case of Proposition 11.4). Then P' is an Abelian surface admitting a ring ho

momorphism Q(p,n) C Encf(P'), and (H 1 (P') ® H 1 (E))Zn = T(A). Therefore 

dim T(A) = 4 (or equivalently, p(A) = 2). (This case occurs precisely when 

the contribution of H 1 (Q) ® H 1(E) to T(S) is zero.) 
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4. Suppose that there exists a non-constant morphism E --t Q onto a cp-stable 

curve E such that c/>IE coincides with rp-p/. Then E ~ E. Also T(A) = 

T(E x E), and so P' = 0. In this case dim T(A) = 2. This case occurs 

precisely when the contribution of H 1(Q) ® H 1(E) to T(S) is non-zero; by 2. 

above, P' = 0 in this case. 

5. Suppose n 2 3. Then either T(A) = T(E x E) and P' = 0 (3. above)or T(A) 

is 4-dimensional and P' is an Abelian surface (4. above). 

Proof: 

1. By Proposition 11.3, we have the following equality: 

Therefore, by equating (2, 0)-pieces of the Hodge decomposition on both sides 

we get 1 = h 1,0 (P)h1,0 (E) = h1,0 (P) = dim P. As H 1 (C/G) = H 1(C)a by 

Lemma 9.3, this means that 

dim P =dim JC- dim JB = g(C)- g(B) = g(C)- 2 = 1, 

hence g(C) = 3. By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula (see, for instance, Miranda 

[41]), the degree-2 morphism f: C --t C/Z2 = B has no ramification. Indeed, 

let /3 denote the branching number, which is 0 precisely when the morphism 

is etale. Then 

1 1 
2 = g(C)- 1 = 2g(B)- 2 + 2/3 = 2 + 2/3 =} /3 = 0. 

Therefore the action of '1!., 2 has no fixed points. P turns out to be isogenous to 

the Prym variety of the etale double covering C --t B (for precise definitions 

and properties see Mumford [48] pp.283-288). 

2. By Proposition 11.3, the Hodge structure in question is transcendental, i.e. 

contains no non-zero Hodge classes. Also, using the mean value trick for group 

representations shows that, for a linear representation of a finite group G on a 

vector space V over a field K of characteristic zero, dim va = dim£ (V® K L )G. 

Indeed, if p = Pa = 
1
c1

1 
'£p(g), we have va = Imp and analogously for 
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vp = Im(p 0 Id£) = vc 0K L. Therefore in our case it suffices to compute 

the dimension after extension of scalars by L = «J!(J-Ln). 

In our case there are precisely two primitive characters, x and x = x-1 =I= X· 

Therefore H 1(Q)0QL = ax+ax-1 (a= dim P') and H 1(E)0QL = x+x- 1 . 

Tensoring yields 

thereby establishing 2. 

3. Proposition 11.3 implies that the contribution of H 1(Q) 0 H 1(E) to T(S) is 

zero, hence T(S) = (H1(P') 0 H 1(E))Zn. Part 2. of this Theorem yields 

2 dim P' = dim T(S) = dim T(A) :S 5, 

where last inequality holds by Theorem 10.1; we also know that P' is simple 

of dimension dim P' 2: 2 by Proposition 11.3, hence by last inequality P' is 

an Abelian surface endowed with multiplication by the quadratic imaginary 

field Q(J-Ln)· The equality above yields dim T(A) = 4 in this case. 

4. The hypothesis on the c/>-action implies that the contribution of H 1(Q)0H 1 (E) 

to T(S) is non-trivial by Proposition 11.4. Therefore, as T(S) is an irreducible 

Hodge structure by Proposition 8.1, Part 2. of the present theorem shows 

P'=O. 

5. Follows from the statements 1-4 above. 

11.2 Construction of an algebraic cycle on S x A 

Under the hypotheses and notations of this Chapter and of last Section, we obtain 

more results on the structure of P and A and finally use them to construct an 

algebraic cycle on S x A satisfying the desired properties. In particular, we arrive 

to the conclusion that, for n 2: 3, P' = 0 unconditionally by using the methods of 

Mumford-Tate groups given in Sections 10.3 and 10.4. 

The next lemma is a cornerstone of the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
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Lemma 11.6. Let B be an Abelian surface not of QM (quaternionic multiplication) 

type, and let K be an imaginary quadratic field such that K Y End(B)Q· Then B 

is non simple. Precisely speaking, B is isogenous to E 1 x E 1 , where E 1 is an elliptic 

curve. 

Proof: Suppose that B is simple. Then B must be of CM type, by Theorem 

10.1. The following lines contain an elementary proof of the Lemma; for more general 

results on Abelian varieties of CM-type, see Lang [64] Chapter 1. 

Let L = End0 (B); then L = K'K, where K is another imaginary quadratic field. 

Now, as shown in [64] Theorem 1.4.2, the isogeny type of B is determined by L = 

End0 (B) and a CM type, which in our case is the class modulo complex conjugacy 

of two (nonconjugate) immersions ai : L Y CC: the isogeny class of B is then 

determined by the variety B' := <C2 /'li(OL), where 'l1 = (a1, a2) as defined above. 

As ai do not form a conjugate pair, a 1 = a 2 on, say, K. Define the elliptic curve 

EI< := <C/OI< to be the only elliptic curve (up to isogeny) such that End0 (EI<) = K. 

We now construct a non-constant morphism from EI< to B. The holomorphic map 

given by the linear map 

h: <C ~ <C2 defined by z H (z, z) 

is such that h(OI<) c w(OL), as (a1,a2)IOI< coincides with the diagonal morphism 

hiOJ<. Thus h yields a non-constant morphism E ~ B, thereby showing that B 

is necessarily non-simple (and therefore not of CM type). For general theorems on 

CM-types and decomposition of Abelian varieties of CM-type, we refer the reader 

to Lang [64] Theorems 1.3.4-1.3.6. 

It remains to check that B is isogenous to a power of an elliptic curve E 1 . Indeed, 

B is already non-simple and therefore isogenous to E 1 x E2 , by the above argument. 

Suppose that E 2 is not isogenous to E 1 ; we have a unital ring homomorphism 

which means that E 1 , E2 have both CM-type by the field K, hence El and E2 are 

isogenous, thus leading to a contradiction. We point out that the last bit could be 

checked directly; for general constructions, see Lang [64] Thms. 1.3.4-1.3.6. 
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Remark Note that the isogeny type of E 1 in last lemma is not at all determined. 

Indeed, fix an arbitrary elliptic curve E1 . Now choose the representation K -t 

M2 (Q) given by the choice of a Q-basis inK. The embedding Q -t End0 (EI) yields 

an injection 

thus satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 11.6. This example is also valid for K = 

Q(JLn), for n = 3, 4, 6. 

Our last auxiliary result is the following lemma, which generalises Proposition 

11.4. 

Lemma 11.7. Let E 1 be an arbitrary elliptic curve and n = 2, 3, 4 or 6. Let E = 

Z~n) if n > 2 and of arbitrary moduli if n = 2. Suppose that p : Zn -t Aut(E1 x E 1) is 

a group monomorphism given by isogenies, such that every root of p(1)IH1(E1 x El) 

is primitive and consider the usual representation on H 1 (E) given by Zn C End(EV. 

Then the following equality holds on the tensor product representation H 1 
( E 1 x E 1)@ 

H 1 (E): 

(We note that T(E1 x E)= H 1(EI)@ H 1 (E) if E1 is not isogenous to E). 

Proof: We prove the lemma for the cases n = 3, 4, 6 in detail. The case n = 2 

is analogous and will be left to the reader. T(E1 x E) is known to be irreducible 

because its (2, 0)-part is one-dimensional (see Proposition 8.1), therefore it suffices to 

show that the (2, D)-invariants by the Zn-action form a one-dimensional subspace. 

As in the proof of Theorem 11.5 (2.), this can be done by extending scalars to 

L = Q(p,n)· Therefore, the vector space H 1 (E1 x El) @Q L has two Zn-invariant 

one-dimensional subspaces, and thus the representation p decomposes over L as a 

sum xEB2 EBxEB2 . Now H 1 (E) ®QL = xEBx, where xis supposed to be the character 

on H 1•0 (E). Because the decomposition into characters is equivariant with respect 

to the corresponding Hodge structures, one needs only to consider two cases: either 

H 1•0 (E1 x El) is isotypic or its representation contains both x and x once. By the 

standard procedure, the Lemma follows in either case. 
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We give the last couple of preparatory results before proving Theorem 1.1. 

Theorem 11.8. In the cases n = 3, 4, 6,P' cannot be an simple Abelian surface. As 

a result, T(A) rv T(E' x E) for a certain elliptic curve E' and thus A rv E' x E. In 

the case n = 2, T(A) is also Hodge-isomorphic to a transcendental lattice T(E' x E) 

and therefore A rv E' x E as well. 

Proof: Let us examine the case n = 2 first. In this case, Theorem 11.5.1 shows 

T(E' x E), forE'= P. Thus we are done in this case. 

Let us assume n ~ 3. We know that p(A) ~ 2 by the Remark on Picard 

numbers in the beginning of Chapter 9 (see also Proof of Theorem 11.5). We know 

by Theorem 11.5(5.) that P' is either 0 or an Abelian surface having multiplication 

by the field Q(J-Ln), which is clearly imaginary quadratic in our case. The case P' = 0 

is clear, since T(A) = T(E x E) by Theorem 1.1. It remains to prove the Theorem 

in the case when P' is an Abelian surface. 

Suppose dim P' = 2. We prove that P' is non-simple by contradiction. Suppose 

that P' is a simple abelian surface; as P' admits complex multiplication by an 

imaginary quadratic field, P' is either of CM type or of QM type. Then P' must 

be of QM type by Lemma 11.6, and also the Picard number p(A) = 2 by Theorem 

11.5.4. Lemme 11.9 below shows that this case cannot hold. Let us take Lemma 

11.9 below for granted. Then P' must be isogenous to a product E 1 x E 1 . Lemma 

11.7 yields [H1(P') 0H1(E)]Zn = H 1(E1) 0H1(E) = T(E1 x E) (recall that P' does 

not contain factors isogenous to E, and therefore E 1 and E are non-isogenous); we 

state and prove Lemma 11.9, and subsequently prove the non-simplicity of P' by 

using Lemma 11.9. 

Lemma 11.9. Let B be an Abelian surface of QM type and X be an Abelian variety 

of CM type. Then Hg(B x X)= Hg(B) x Hg(X). Therefore, the following identity 

holds for the Hodge ring of B x X: 

Likewise, if A is an Abelian surface of type I(2) (i.e. Enrf(A) is a real quadratic 

field F0 ) and B is an Abelian surface of QM type, then 

Hg(A X B)= Hg(A) X Hg(B). 
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Proof of the Lemma: By Proposition 10.29, Hg(B) is a semisimple algebraic 

group over Q such that Hg(B)IR ~ SL2,JR, and therefore any normal subgroup of 

H g(B) must be discrete. Also H g(X) is an algebraic torus by Proposition 10.27. The 

first statement is thus established by Corollary 10.21. As for the second statement, 

the general fact that H g(A x B) admits canonical projections onto H g(A) and 

Hg(B) respectively implies by Proposition 10.20 that if Hg(A) and Hg(B) have 

simple Lie algebras over Q, then either H g(A x B) equals the product or maps 

surjectively onto the graph of an isomorphism Hg(A)/N ~ Hg(B)/N' where N, N' 

are finite; last case is impossible, since the algebraic groups nr and ResFoiiQISL2,Fo 

are not isogenous (D = End0 (B)). One way to see this is by noticing that their 

dimensions are different. This concludes the proof. 

Proof that Lemma 11.9 yields P' non-simple.- We know that p(A) = 2, hence 

A is of type I(2) or of CM-type (or non-simple). 

1. Suppose that A is of CM-type. Given the fact that P' is of QM type and 

A x E is also of CM type (since n 2: 3), we have that Hg(P') is semisimple 

and Hg(A x E) is a torus. By Lemma 11.9 we obtain that Hg(P' x AxE)= 

H g(P') x H g(A x E) and therefore 

1l(P' X A X E) = 1l(P') ® 1l(A X E). 

It is then clear that 

has no non-trivial Hodge cycles, which leads to a contradiction with the fact 

that T(S) = T(A) Y H 1(P') ® H 1(E). Hence A cannot be of CM-type. 

2. In the case when End0 (A) = F0 is a real quadratic field, a similar argument 

is valid. By Lemma 11.9, Hg(A x P') = Hg(A) x Hg(P'), hence Hg(A x P') 

is semisimple (and non-abelian). As E is of CM type, we can apply Lemma 

11.9 again, finally obtaining 

Hg(P' X A X E)= Hg(P') X Hg(A) X Hg(E). 

This leads to a contradiction in the same way as in the last case where A was 

of CM type. 
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3. Suppose that A is non-simple. Then it can be checked that there are no 

nontrivial group homomorphisms between quotients of H g(A) and quotients 

of Hg(P'), and therefore Hg(P' x AxE)= Hg(P') x Hg(A x E). Indeed, in 

this case A rv E 1 x E 2 , therefore H g(A x E) is a product of groups which are 

either SL2's or one-dimensional compact tori. If the former identity does not 

hold, then again by Goursat's lemma (Proposition 10.20) there exist normal 

subgroups N, N' of H g(P') and H g(A x E) respectively such that 

Hg(P')/N::: Hg(A x E)/N', 

hence one of the curves Ei is not of CM type and 

in which case the Lie algebras of both groups are isomorphic, thus leading to 

a contradiction with Proposition 10.22. Finally, arguing as in the former case, 

we arrive to a contradiction, thereby concluding that the case when P' is QM 

and A is non-simple cannot hold either. 

We have just proven that P' cannot be of QM type (or of CM-type). As a result, 

P' rv E' X E' and therefore T(A) = T(E' X E) as shown above (just before the 

statement of Lemma 11.9). 

Let us finally construct the desired algebraic cycle. As a consequence of the 

former claim and Lemma 10.34, we know that A"' E' x E in all cases. It therefore 

suffices to find an algebraic cycle on S x E' x E inducing an isomorphism between 

T(S) and T(E' x E). 

Construction in the case n = 2.- Let n = 2. Then S = (C x E)/Z2 (here the 

moduli of E is unrestricted). We have that JC"' JB x P, where B = C/Z2 and 

P = E' is an elliptic curve and J B rv by Theorems 11.5 and 11.8. We have the 

isomorphism 

given by 

w : c X E ---+ J c X E ---+ E' X E' 
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where the maps are (albc, !dE), (projE', !dE) respectively. More precisely, we have 

the inclusion H 2 (S) = H 2 (C x E)z 2 given by Lemma 9.3 via P*, where 

p : c X E ---+ s = ( c X E) /7!.2 

is the canonical projection. The correspondence between H 2(S) and H 2(E' x E) 

given by W * o p* is clearly algebraic and yields the above described isomorphism. 

We are just about done, since the Abelian surfaces E' x E and A are isogenous and 

hence have isomorphic Hi's. 
. I . 

Let us describe the isomorphism of Hz(A) and Hz(A') isogenous Abelian varieties. 

Suppose that f : A ---+ A' and g : A' ---+ A are two morphisms such that f g = N. lA' 

(and thus gf = N. lA)· Then the correspondences f*, g* viewed as morphisms 

Hi(A') ---+ Hi(A)(resp. swapping A' and A) yield 

(resp. swapping g and f on A'). 

Remark We have thus constructed the desired algebraic cycle. Note that we only 

needed to construct an algebraic isomorphism of transcendental lattices and found 

one on the whole of H 2 's instead. This will not occur in the remaining cases, as the 

desingularisation process forces us to restrict to transcendental lattices. 

In the cases n = 3, 4, 6 the construction will be taken up in four steps: 

Step 1.- We consider the equality 

There exists an algebraic cycle a of codimension 2 on C x Ex S such that a* in

duces an isomorphism between T(S) and T(C x E)Zn = T(H 1(C) ®H1(E))Zn. 

If the Zn-action on C x E has no fixed points, then we may choose the graph of 

the canonical projection; if not, then there exists a smooth projective surface 

S" and morphisms a, b such that the following diagram commutes: 

S" ~ S 

1 
C X E ~ (C X E)/Zn. 
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The (iso )morphism T(S) -t T( C x E)Zn is thus given by b*a*, or equivalently 

by the algebraic correspondence t[rb] o [r a] (see Section 4.2). Our initial 

statement is therefore reduced to finding an algebraic cycle of codimension 2 

in C x Ex A mapping T(C x E)Zn isomorphically onto T(A). 

Step 2.- A is isogenous toE' x E by Theorem 11.8, therefore Theorem 1.1 follows from 

the existence of an algebraic cycle of codimension 2 in C x Ex E' x E mapping 

T(C x E)Zn isomorphically onto T(E' x E). 

Step 3.- We know by Lemma 11.2 that 

Therefore, if q : JC -t P is a Zn-equivariant (i.e. 4>-equivariant) projection 

(see Lemma 11.1) and h = (q o albc, idE) then h* yields an isomorphism of 

T(C x E)Zn onto [H1(P) ®H1(E)]Zn. Therefore Theorem 1.1 follows from the 

existence of an algebraic cycle of codimension 2 in P x E x E' x E inducing 

an isomorphism between T 2(P x E)Zn and T(E' x E). 

Step 4 (Case 1).- In Part 4. of Theorem 11.5 (i.e. P' = 0), there exists a 4>-stable 

elliptic curve E 2 C P isomorphic to E such that T(E2 x E) = T(P x E)Zn 

(indeed, counting Aut E 2 shows E 2 ~ E); also, the fact that E' is isogenous 

to E follows from the Hodge isomorphisms 

T(E2 x E) = T(E x E) "'T(A) = T(E' x E) 

(one may simply argue that dim T(E' x E) ::; 3, therefore E' "' E; we may 

also cite Lemma 10.34). Thus, for w a ~/>-invariant projection w : P -t E 

(see Lemma 11.1) mapping E 2 onto E, the morphism W = (w, idE) yields an 

isomorphism 

w* : T(E X E) -t T(P X E)Zn = T(E2 X E). 

Theorem 1.1 follows from the last line and from the fact that E'-"' E. 

Step 4 (Case 2).- We suppose that E' and E are not isogenous; then T(P x E)Zn = 

T(P' x E)Zn, where P'"' E' x E' is an isogeny of Zn-varieties, considering the 
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appropriate action on the right hand side. We are going to prove the existence 

of an algebraic cycle 6 of codimension 2 on { (E' x E') x E} x E' x E inducing 

an isomorphism 

or equivalently 

A Hodge isomorphism of the above Hodge structures exists by Lemma 11.7; 

it suffices to show that it is induced by an algebraic cycle. Indeed, the above 

isomorphism yields a Hodge class in the cohomology ring of the Abelian variety 

E' X E' X E X E' X E. 

Now, by Proposition 10.29 every Hodge class on a product of elliptic curves is 

algebraic, hence Theorem 1.1 holds also in this case. 

The above steps conclude the proof of Theorem 1.1 in every case. 
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